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CITY

Declares Workers in Huerfano Field Will Not Create Disturbance; Claim
of Huge Profits Made.

BEGIN

tin no & Co. were delayed n
few days in completing private work alrrafij on Imml.
Throe members of that auditing firm left yosturday for
Snnlii I'c to audit the state
educational
department. The
work will move rapidly,
Sfechcm has directed the
from all
fullest cooperation
John Constate employes.
and
way, state superintendent,
John Jocrns, school auditor,
are eordinl toward our undertaking.
The Journal Ih merely the
medium through which the
taxpayers wo have Interested
In the matter are netlnjr. However, tho Journal Is In sole
H will
charge of the work.
The peohe done thoroughly.
ple must know the facts.
finv-era-

japawwillask
change in arm

liiioim
herriggermavy
Admiral Baron Kato Claims
More
Wishes
Nippon
Than 60 Per Cent Ton-aof Two Big Powers.

(I! j The AMocUlfd I'rau.)
(HjThc AMorlnted I'rm.)
ge
Nov. 17. A
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
Walsenburg, Colo., Nov. 17 (by
the
Associated Press.)
Hurling a
charge of criminally assaulting a
challenge for the president of the
young girl here was preferred
Colorado Fuel and Iron company,
against Roy Gardner, escaped conor any other man, to meet him in
ASK RIGHT TO
i WOULD
victed mail robber, by state officials
a public debate on the Justice oi
today Just a few minutes before In
BUILD DEFENSIVE SHIPS
the miners' cause, Robert Foster,
structions were received from the
national organizer for the United
Mine Workers of America, was
department of Justice at Washing
IS READY
Tokio Seems to Desire Reton
recelvea
the
order
a rousing ovation by huncancelling
Ninety-Fou- r
given
last night for Gardner's immediate
dreds of strikers here this afterof
tention
Battleship
transfer to the federal penitentiary
noon at a mass meeting at the lair
:
at Leavenworth, Kansas.
and Permit to
Mutsu
grounds.
No action can be taken on, the
Foster, in the course of his
state charge against Gardner until
Construct More Cruisers
warned the men against vioof
federal
attempt
after the
charge
lence or lawlessness of any kind.
T.
"Go about your business peace(By The Ansoclntnl rrjii.l
ing to rob the United States malls
is disposed of, according to Thomas
Nov. 17 (by tho Asfully," ho said. "Stay away from
Washington,
comthe Colorado Fuel and Iron
Flynn, United States district attor
Admiral Baron
(BY THE ASSOOATKD HKES8.)
sociated
fresa.)
win."
wo
will
nere.
pany mines and
Nov. 17. Disre- Fairfield. Fenn, Fish, Foch, Ford ney
Washington,
Kato, head of the Japanese deleuaraner
is
state
In
been
has
the
aeciareu
law
"Martial
charge,
garding the expressed wish of Pres ney. Free, French,
Frothingham, accused of
gation to the armament conferMaria
In Huerfano county," said Foster,
assaulting
ident Harding, the house today Gernerd, Glynn, Goodykoontz, Or
Will Decorate ence, announced today that Japan
18 years old,
Merchants
under
I can't see why.
a
admit
I'll
"but
Munoz,
girl
Mas
voted, 201 to 173, to accept the sen ham, Pennsylvania;
of the
Greene,
would ask modification
October 21. Immediately after
"It is not the. Intention of the
ate amendment to the tax revision sachusetts;
in Honor of American naval limitation proVermont; on
Their
Greene,
Store
at
disturbance
the
create
to
the
miners
alleged
reported
any
girl
bill fixing the maximum Income Grlest, Hadley, Hardy,
Colorado
which would permit Japan to
21. a "John Doe'
Our fight is not to be
whatever.
surtax rate at 60 per cent on in Hawley, Hersey, Hlckey, Hicks. tack on October
Visiting Educators; Con- gram
tonnage
a "general
maintain
was Issued and today, after
won that way.
warrant
comes of S200.000 or more.
Ire
Hill, Himes, Hogan, Houghton,
'lardner as her
vention Starts Monday.
slightly greater than 60 per cent'
"All we ask is Justice. If there
Ninety-fou- r
republicans, most of land, Johnson, Washington; Jones, she had identified
two
other
tho
of that of each of
is any act of violence during this
tnem from the middle and far west, Pennsylvania: 1 hn, Kellcy, Mich- assailant, his name was put on the
by
it will be committed
Each business house In tho city powers.
strike,
Joined with the practically solid igan; Kendall, Kennedy, KIrkpat warrant.
Fair enough," was uaronera
those who havo been sent in to this will be decorated during the conJapan would ask, Baron Kato
democratic minority In supporting rick, Kissell, Kline, New York;
comment when Sheriff John Montto help the Colorado Fuel vention of the New Mexico Educa- said, for the right to maintain "a
tho amendment. Announcement of Kline,
territory
Knutson
Pennsylvania;
of vessel of strictly defensive
and Iron company enforce a wage tional association,
gomery read the state, warrant to
the result brought opplause from Kraus, Kredier,
which starts typo
with tonnage approxiLangley, Larson him. Later, however, Gardner de
character"
reduction that will bring hunger here
both sides with some democrats
.Special
requests mating that maintained
Monday.
Minnesota; Layton, Leatherwood, nled that he actually assaulted the
by the othinto the homes of the men who have been
,
mer
to
all
the
mailed
cheering.
'
York; Lehlbach,
er two powers.
hi ve stood loyal by tho union in chants
girl.
,
Three ho.urs before tho vote was Lee, New
commitdecorations
tho
by
McArthur,
Luce, Luhring,
Tho statement issued by Barou
The chance in tne oracrs irom
its hours of lieod."
taken, the house listened to the McFudden,
of which Col. D. K. B. Sellers Kato
McKenzie.
said:
Foster reviewed tho history of tee,
the department of Justice was due
is chairman.
reading of a lotter from President Michigan; McLaughlin,McLaughlin.
comthe
between
of
gov"Because of her geographical
Pennsyl
the
the
on
the controversy
to a desire
part
"There were Just about twenty
Harding to Chairman Fordney, of vanla;
at
scoffed
and
with
miners
Mcpherson,
MacGregor,
and
Bauare"
to
position.
ernment
Japan deems it only fair
pany
"play
the ways and means committee, Madden,
merchants In tho entire city who at the present
time that the other
Mapes, Merritt. Herman F. Inderlled of Phoenix,
company's claims that the inreductheir places of
not
suggesting that the house and sen MIchencr, Magee,
decorate
did
comMillsordered
was
countries snould agree
J'lllor,
Mills,
ate compromise.
fio mail clerk who captured Gard
The executive
Thii picture of Woodrow Wilson was taken a few day ago Ir tion in wages
business on Armistice day," Col. interested
the
from
should
a
maintain a prorequest
she
Mondell,
with
car
paugh,
Montoya, Moor, ner after a struggle In a mail
pliance
said he still believed tho original
has aged greatly in tb men.
Sellers stated, "and many of the that
Washington. It show that the
were out portion in general tonnage slightly
house rate of 32 'per cent was Illinois; Moores, Indiana; Mudd, at the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
these
of
places
two
proprietors
years.
Mis Fe railway station here Tuesday past
and, in
Frank Hefferly, also a l.nlted of the
"nearer to a Just levy and the more Newton, Minnesota; Newton,
We hope that there will greater than 60 per cent,defenslvo
Osborn-PaigeMine Workers' organizer, told the not be city.
Olpp,
an undecorated store in the a type of vessel of strictly
night, according to an announcepromising one in returns to the sourl; Norton, New
statement
,
Iark-ereven
the
desire
company
that
she
miners
Tarker,
Jersey;
might
ment by District Attorney Flynn.
tho teachers' character,
public treasury," but that In view
Hint iha wnirn reduction was made entire city during
New York; Patters, New Jerto approximate that of the greater
he
situation
of the legislative
The pos office department can
convention."
of
.in order to bring down the prico
Porter, pay the reward of J5.000 only for
Tho decorating committee started navies."
thought it "wholly desirable" that sey; Perkins, Peterson,
coal was false.
Baron Kato s statement was
a
thero be a compromise at forty per Pringey, Purnell, RadcIIffe, Bans the "arrest and conviction"
work on the armory yesterday and
the
at
hearings
was
ley, Reber,
"It
proved
cent.
Reece, Reed, New mall robber, according
to Mr.
will have it Completely decorated made at n conference with newscommis
industrial
Colorado
Albuquer-qut-anbut he
West
became
of
tho
York;
it
Reed,
after
correspondents,
paper
Virginia;
Immediately
within a few days.
Flynn. If Gardner should be sent
ssion in this matter," eak" Hefferly, o
Robertson, Itodenberg. Roy- - to Leavenworth
known that the president had writhave loaned tho chamber would not give details as to the
without
being
of
the
one
"bv testimony of
ten Jlr. Fordney, spokesman for erg, Rose, Rossdale, Ryan. Sand- tried for the attempted robbery!
committee many Japanese lanterns modifications his delegation would
If suggest, saying this was for the
Fuol and Iron company mine to be used in the decorations.
the "insurgent" republicans, said ers, Indiana: Sanders, New York. here, Mr. Flynn explained, It wool J
of
cost
the
that
not
affect
would
'are any others in the city conference to discuss. It was asScott, Michigan: Shreve. Slegol be Impossible fri the government
superintendents
that the letter
there
mine
his
In
a ton of coal
hum hmtnrns ihev are urged sumed, however, that the "slightly
the result.
Slcmp, Smith, Idaho: fmlth, Mich to pay the rewa to Inderlled,
Washington, Nov. 17 (by the As- clared their willingness to give up producing
aleo testified that to notify tho chamber, which will greater tonnage the Japanese de
Igan; Sproul, Stephens. Stronct.
They had claimed ninety-thre- e
Far eastern nego- extra territorial privileges and was $2.64. He
Gardner will be tried sociated Press.)
Whether
coal
for
same
the
sold
one
less
or
than Pennsylvania :7aylor. New Jorsov n '"'ucson In December or In Phoe tiations awaited the rcp'.y of Japan their lease to Kauang Toheou pro- - the company
send for them and return them sired would include the battleship
republican votes
f. o. b. mine,
was cast for the amendment.
Just commis.Mutsu,
the convention.
probably
Taylor, Tennessee; Temple, Tim nix in January has not been de to China's declaration oCrights, and vided their government's title to $ a ton at the tipple the
after
company
The roll call:
Information lliireau nt "Y."
borlako, Tlnkham, Treadwav. Un cided yet, according to Mr. Flynn. the American move for limitation
sioned, and that the type of defena
was unquestioned. For which ?means that
ton
for
over
$3
a
of
(makes profit
For amendment: RepublicansAn- derhill, Vallo, Vestal, Volk, Walsh.
Tho rooming and information sive vessel referred to was a light
Sentences totaling
they expressed
fifty yearn of naval armament is slowing up China's
ton of coal you men piuiim;i--. bureau will be established by the cruiser suitable for policing waters
Anderson, Andrews, Nebraska; Ben-haWard, New York; Watson, Web- were hanging over Gardner when because of objections raised by both sympathyaspirations
but they also indicated every
f
Now
company
rcaiiy
the
Saturday of the far east against pirates and
beck,
Kegg,
of commerce
Harbour,
chamber
ster, White.
Maine:
Wlnslow he escaped from the f deral pris- Japan and Great Britain.
thony,
need of expansion in some
' Discussion
somebody to believe it seeks morning at tho boys' side of the the like.
Bird, Boise, Brennan, Brooks,
of the Far JCalsern Japans
Wood, Indiana; Woodyard. Wurz- - on at McNeil Island, Washington,
not be minimized
could
it
Burt-nes- s,
quarter
of
isn't
coal
will
official
,ower the pHCe
Tho Mutsu Is a ship of some
Y M C A A chamber
Illinois; Browne, Wisconsin;
bach, Wyant 170.
problems were advanced by the big
Ad- 6.'
Formal announcement
th(U tne rpduc. be on duty nt all times until the 33,000 tons, armed with eight
Campbell, Kansas; Chalmers,
Democrats: Campbell. Pennsvl- - September
nine today to the point of an agree- mlra-- iBftwm ' Kato that byJapoi
some
,
,
off
Is
b
here
It
b
Closson,
convention.
cuUing
of
a.
the
Clague,
rifles. She Is compara-bl- e
close
Chrisopherson,
ment that
vania: Dawes, Deal
general exchange, '(f
a greater proportion
v'i.l
f t, t profjfv
vtews on CbH's Program "htiuld would auk for than
that the rcceyjion committee their
Cole, Ohio; Colton, Cooper, Wisto the American
Member rnlrd wero: Pnr th
Maryland"
probeen
had
Into
of,
strength
to
'Davis,
Walsenburg
receive
brink the delegates
Heporta comlnjf
consin; Cramlon, Curry,
senate a.rrio'ndtnent
ny consideration of
class, and according to Secretary
precede
-.
In tho American
Republicansfor
her
southern
over
posed
the
other
for
all
Dickinson,
and
any
from
Denison,
reservations
a
tonht field indicate that about room
Minnesota;
general pre- plan became
nation
points. Such
mann,
Hughes' program, each
Indiana; Cooper; Ohio;
tonight the center of"
Lowell, Evans, Faust, Foster, Frear, Rosenbloom
information desired.
sentation of views Japan was un- attention
woiWd retain but one ship in this
3.
Democrats
in tho naval armament c)orado
Bell,
miners did not
will al- class.
s
bureau
the
of
found
and
to ninke, and. tho blg.nlno
lost
A
Fuller, Funic, uensman, uruiiuw, Flood, Lyon, KItchin, Oliver. Pou.
batno
Great
Britain
has
prepared
negotiations. Making the first ex- - report for work this morning, when so bo maintained and all articles
.
'
Illinois:
n, . . . ,
Green, Jowa; Haugen, Ciillt..n
adjourned until Saturday.
tleship of this type. If the Mutsu
pproxl-whic- h
of
the
reservations
of
there.
South
be
in
planaticn
wages
will
reduction
Johnson,
reported
wkiia
or
lost
made
known
Meantime
found
Hoch, Hull, James,
is later added to the rhips Japan
Japan
Against amendment: RepubliJapan accepted the plan, mfttoIy 30 per cent went Into effect.s The lost and found bureau was ofa Is to
Dakota ; Kearns, Keller, Kelly, cans
her desire to modify the American Baron Kato
Ackerman, Fess. Freemnn,
retain, she will make the secalso announced that
dozens
King,
Ketcham,
nor
success
last
jsj0 disturbance had been report-hlyear,
to
naval
Pennsylvania;
of
limitation
slxteen-inc- h
great
give
plan
ond
Hutchinson,
gun ship for JaMoot, Petcnt
'
government desired the right to e(j f r0m any point In the dis'rlct.
returned to their
articles
being
relative
Kinkaid, Kleczka, Kopp, Lampert, Snyder. Vare, Morin,
a
lost
greater
"slightly
It was assumed that if
and
Wason
pan,
10.
said
one
of
least
th?
at
officials
possess
the
system.
tonight
ship
Little,
of
Dineberger,
the
company
owners
the
Lawrence,
and
through
opposition
this was granted
This vote sottled the biggest Istho American
DAY strength,
defensive type in - j
McLaughlin, Nebraska; sue between
List All Rooms.
regarded the situation as
British to the submarine quota sug- most formidable
the house and senato
delegation would desire to retain
In tho armaments of Greqt they
while union leaders saidhave responded tho
Ohio; Morgan, "ii me
StHtcs gave
United
the
couraging,
Maloney, Moore,
Mbuquerquoans
by
gested
West
of similar charimx revision bin and the
evidence of such dcterminntion as Britain and the ITnltPrt States. ITc .... rniomdn Feel and Iron corn-be we'll In listing their rooms for the acteristics Virginia
Murphy, A. P. Nelson, J. M. Nelson, managers from
to be launched
the two houses wili
to. attract attention of all delegates, explained that he did not refer to pnny mine in the district would
convenience of tho visiting teachOgden, Patterson, Missouri;
ANftncfntWf
resume
The
rrpn.)
By
their
sessions tomorrow
Rhodes, Rickets,
Reavis,
The day's work seemed to indi- Huomarincs,- out wouia not indi- idle' before the end of the week.
ers, hundreds already being listed.
with the hope of reaching an
Bismarck, N. D., Nov. 17. Con- cate
rethat the first impetus of the cate what class of vessel was in
Kobsion, Schall, Scott, Tennessee;
"We greatly appreciate tne secadstate
Dakota
North
of
trol
the
biU
"
he
Speaks,
his
mind.
a
Sinnott,
to
D. B. MeKre.
Sinclair,
by t3aturda'
conference was giving way
Bhaw,
MENN0NITE COLONIST
stated
sponse,"
- nfghtment
th
will
from
Kanministration
pass
The view behind the British ob
early
Stafford, Steenerson, Strong,
period of more deliberate discusretary of tho chamber.us "The
league to the Inde- sion
of the president In
MOVE TO MEXICO TO
Is that tho quota of 1)0,000
to
the
notify
which
jections
pos
enabled
eas; summers,
nonius"", - Tow- - theIntervention
might
preclude
has
listing
tax revision
p. m., No sibility of outstanding
pendent faction at
tho
Kwlnc. Thompson, Tincner,
develop tons In submarines suggested by
j vember
hundreds of tenchers that their
state
START IN DECEMBER
three
when
the
23,
iiih
miira
wmwn,
eommit-Williameans
Volstead,
ways
future.
tho
and
American
Immediate
ments for tho
Tier, Volgt,
plan for both Greet
rooming reservations are arranged
tee began
officials chosen In the recent recall Plans were made, however, to Britain and the
the mMS
whim
United States is
,..... , K'nnsns: Williams,
.....
nml where thev are located.
Vn..KI, three and a drafting
office.
take
will
election
half months ago fol- fit? Tlia AaxH'hilrd Prl.)
son, Wood, Indiana; luieo, iuum,
tackle the third big Job of the con- far too large. The British, in fact,
"We still need a number of othGovernor '.ynn J. Frazler will ference, the limitation
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 17. One of
lu
of land arm- would like to see tho submarine
K j
that
aihlman 94.
House
"nun
and
hope
er
rooms,
however,
Aswell, today of Representative
tenure, turning his ament early next week at an open abandoned entirely, but there are
the largest migrations of Christian
Almon,
Democrats
Mondell. end a five-yet,
every person in the city who can people
of modern history is thai
republican leader.
The president office over to R. A. Nestos of
Bankhead. Barkley, Black, Bland,
session at which Premier Briand considerations of national defense
or more of the
Uy Th Aammsrra rrei.)
one
accommodate
then
Box,
him
to
selected
by will make a far reaching declarasummoned Chairman Fordnev
which-impereplace
tho American deleVirginia; Blanton, Bowling,
Nov. 17. The unionist visitors will notify us at the ear- of about 200,000 Mennonite9, 60,000
London,
and
of
4,090,
Buchanan,
a
Representative Longworth of
majority
families, from Canaca to Mexico,
tion of th.e views of France.
Briggs, Brinson,
gates to hold determinedly to the
at Liverpool today liest possible moment in order that which
South Carolina; Ohio, of the ways and means com- their respective ballot totals showwill begin In December.
Byrnes,
a
.The big nine's session on Far figure they first proposed. Int party delegates
with
confused
bo
not
will
we
overwhelmmore
vote
a
Carew, mittee, and exnressed his views on ing 107.333 and 111,423.
Eastern questions today was largely today the question was discitssci registered
crowds Their trek Is expected to last two
Byrona, Tennessee, Cantrlll, Cooller,
when
the
rooms
for
in
rush
the
vote
Burtax.
to
new
similar
recent
officials
These were suppleTwo
other
over to a discussion of the by the American delegation with ing than the
yea rs.
Clark, Florida: Cockran,
arriving in tho city."
mented by a letter to Mr. Fordney. taks office November 23 are Sveln-bjor- n given
Texas;
The Mennonites for the past
method of procedure. The decision Theodore Roosevelt, the American the house of commons, authorizing start
Collins, Connally,,
is expected that as the convenPoml-nicIt
Ata
the
three
hours'
succeeds
Tennessee;
who
to
During
Davis,
Johnson,
debate
each
to
present
in
ef
for a new
Cullen,
power
permit
representative of the conference the government to continue its
tion starts M'nday, a great num- year have been lookingtreatment
Lemke. general statement before a meeting committee
in
Doughton, Drewry. Driver, r, the house, which was conducted torney General William
home,
claiming unjust
a
Sunof
naval
will
arrive
to
but
of
the
conference
experts,
negotiate
ber
teachprs
forts
under
a
by
Fisher,
underspecial rule, the president and Joseph A. KItchin, replacing to settle specific problems Is
Dupre, Favrot, Fiekla,
there was no indication of a re- settlement of the Irish question. day. They will remain until Thurs- Canada during tho world war.
was
Gurrett,
Garner,
endorsement
attacked
N.
Mr.
for
of
Fordcommissioner
the
had
Galivan,
John
stood to have
Hagen,
writing
Right nations have invited them.
cession
either trie United State Out of 2,000 delegates not more day.
J and
of all the heads of delegations, al- or GreatbyBritain.
Tennessee; Gilbert, Goldsborough, ney. Representative Frear, repub- agriculture and labor.
"sharps," "boomers" and
Automobiles for use in taking others
tne
The state canvassing board, un- though Japan .made It plain she
most
Griffin, Hammer, Hardy, Texus; lican, Wisconsin, said the presi100
at
opposed
than
improbability of a decision
the visitors from tho station to them. have tried to Influence
dent's intervention "at the last min- der call of Thomas Hall, secretary accepted the Chinese plan only "as In The
Harrison, Hayden, Huddleston,
continued
near
the
and
future was Indicated by amendment recording
their rooms nro being listed
ute" was "unfair and unjust."
Humphreys, Jacoway,
of state, will meet at 10 a. m., No- a basis of discussion." 'It 'was de- tho announcement
Hudspeth,
.'.fter a dozen trips to Mexico,
Missisneeded, as
dozens of them will
today that thre? confidence in the government.
Repmsentative ' Garner, demo- vember 23, to canvass the result cided also that when snecifib points or four
Jcffera, Alabama: Johnson,
which representatives conmore
bo
would
of
some trains will carry from 20') during
days
Kincheloe,
statement
a
The vote followed
crat. Texas, declared that if the of the October 28 election. Imme are reached,
Chinese "ten
the
sippi; June, Texas;
ferred
with President Alvaro Obre-go- n
to complete the British case
Sir to 400 teachers, all of whom mu9t
president had views to submit hp diatoly after It has made known points" are to be interlaced with for
the
Kindred, Kunz, Lanham, Lanklord,
by
government
position
officials of the Mexican
and
Lea, should have done so In person or in
at one time.
presentation to the naval com- Laming Evans, secretary of war, be accommodated
lArsen, Georgia; Dazuro. Dlnthl-otithe result, the new officials will be the Items of the American ' agenda mittee.
service, the leaders
In the Interim the nue. who denied that the ministers had Other automobiles will be needed immigration
In determining details of procedCalifornia; Lee, Georgia;McCHntic, a message ratner tnan in a letter. sworn in.
decided to settle in Mexico.
tion Is receiving tho lively Interest offered an Ulster
for sight seeing trips through the almost
bound
'
.
and
ure.
Sinnott. republican,
Logon, Lowery,
The
gagged
on
Then
the
editorials
from
various
of all delegations, and when the as the
which are being planned by
JlcDufflo, McSwain, Martin, Mead, Oregon, declared he grieved be- election, tabulated figures
A contributing factor to the two
price of Irish allegiance to city, committees
from returns
The sources, save Mexican, declared
meets to take un the the king.
In charge.
Virginia; cause the president had been given furnished
the
Moore,
davs' delay was said to be thp ill committee
Montague,
mail
the
all
Mennonites
were
by
by
county
Overdetailed
one
views of the five powers
"making a
bad advice on this subject.
The effect of the vote is to con- chamber officials urge every
Japanese
0'Brien, O'Connor, Oldflcld,
auditors give 111,895 votes for ness of J3aron Shldehara,
mistake," that religious freedom
Is In charge of it may nna before it a mass of firm the mandate given Preimcr who can assist in this work, if which
who
Supporting the president's stand, Johnson and
Street, pacigeu, ram, "'"s-ambassador,
for
705,027
Lemke;
they sought could not bo
even for part time, to notify the
Parrish, Quln Representative Mondell and other 111,612 for KItchin and 105,383
Oorim Arkansas:
problems for his gov data and argument that it will Lloyd George by the house of
for Far Eastern
guaranteed them under the Mexisecretary before Saturday noon.
ernment, It was understood tne take weeks ta assess.
Raker, Rankin, Rayburn, Riordan,
(Continuod on Page Two.)
can
constitution.
Hagan.
Another trip wa3
emmum
Ranflors.
TiniiHo
Texas
time required to communicate with
made to Mexico and state and naBtead
ToWo and the delegation of the SANTA FE OFFICIAL
i,nr, Bmithwinlc. Stcagell. Texas;
tional governments
assured tho
man, Stevenson, Summers,
Japanese to jtlve most careful exMennonites that they could worHwnnk. Tauue. Taylor, Arkansas;
amination to the Chinese proposals,
OPPOSES FREE USE
as
God
IrhnTMin. Tillman. Upshaw, Vinson
ship
they pleased, that they
have combined to make an Immecould hold all the tenets of their
OF PANAMA CANAL
Ward. North piorolina ; Weaver,
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FIRST LIST OF SALESMANSHIP
CLUB MEMBERS PUBLISHED

TWO KEN ARE KILLED AND ONE
SERIOUSLY

WOUNDED III FIGHT

AT PGERMAN, fl.

h.

TODAY; OPPORTUNITY CALLS

fl, THURSDAY

Jerome Deleaven, Believed to Have Been
Insane, Is Shot to Death After Slaying
J. F. Parks; Deputy Sheriff Guy Robinson
Is Shot in Stomach; in Serious Condition.

.
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CHURCH SUFFERS
FROM ITS LACK

OFL EUDER

IP

Must Be Willing to Count
the Cost and Pay the
:
Price, Says Speaker i at
Methodist Meeting.

FIRST LIST OF THE
SALESMANSHIP CLUB
PUBLISHED
MEMBERS
(Continued

ARE CLOSELY GUARDED IN BOSTON OPENS E

DEER III STATE

From Page One.)

per-cen-
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auto-mobil- o

Deer and wild turkey season
opens in New Mexico Sunday and
lasts for ten uays. Hunters should
take care in advising themselves of
the boundaries of the new game
refuges bofore starting on their
of
trips. A number of sections
popular deer country have bem
to
closed
huhtlng recently by the
state game commission and violations will be punish
by heavy
fines. Among the tracts which
have been posted by the commission are parts of the Manzano and
Sandia mountains.
Plats showing the boundaries of
the preserves can be seen at Harry
Johnson's repair shop and othe
places in the city where hunting licenses are sold. Each hunter must
carry his state license when shooting.
Each hunter is entitled to shoot
one deer and three turkeys during
the season. The deer must be a
buck having horns at least six
Inches long. '
"If you don't see his horns before shooting, don't shoot,' Is thu
advice of the Albuquerque Game
Protective association,
"for she
probably hasn't got horns."
The local association suggests
that all hunters wear clothing
wnicn win not be liable to mar.t
d
them as targets for
hunters, who might think they
were a turkey or deer. Red caDs
have proven to be good
in past years.

This little bit of advice may help
you to regain your Health,
Strength and Vitality

of

e
In flavor, Postum is much like
coffee. In fact there are many people who prefer
Postum for its savory flavor alone.
high-grad-

Order Postum from your grocer today. Serve
this rich, fragrant beverage for the family. See
how the children will like it, and how much better
everybody will sleep at night

r
WH3

i!

"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan

from

'frm

nounced the, association's meeting
would be held in Albuquerque December 5. This will be the ffrst
held for more than two years. The
association's future policies will be
decided.
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With Special Holiday Designs Most
be ordered BOON. See our Samples
an excellent lino. Orders for EnCards can be
graved Greeting
placed fop only a few more days.

Checks

cigarettes

Albright & Anderson, Inc.

life-save-

208 West Gold Avemw

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
STARTED

AT ARTESIA

(Special Dlapitch to Morning Joumnl)
Artosia, N. M., Nov. 17. The
girls' basketball team has opened
Its schedule with four enmes dur
ing the past week. The first game
was won from the Junior high
school girls by the score of 12 to 4.
The town girls administered defeat
to the high school lasses on last
Wednesday to the tune of 15 to 14.
Hope high school girls were de
feated on Armistice day by the local
nigh school by a 12 to 9 score. This
game was the first scholastic game
of importance and the girls were
highly elated over their victory.
The Junlof high school girls were
defeated again on Monday afternoon by an overwhelming score.
The high school girls will meet
the Dexter high school girls on
Friday. This is the game that will
be watched by other teams in the
valley with Interest Every high
school In the valley has a girls'
team and both these teams are on
the schedule of all other schools.

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION COUPON
One for mildnew.VlRGINIA

Or
One for aroma.TURKISH
The finest tobaccos perfect
aged and

11

Fragrant and
Healthful
Very Catlem
Laboratori,

Phone'057- -

107 S. Fourth.

.a

Enclosed,
Thia coupon will count 80,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 10,000 free credits are in addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

ll
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GLASS. PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.

lUMB-E- R
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOMTH HKK1 KTKKKr.

Sale
For Today

Kistler, Collister & Co.'s Profit Sharing Sale has been a great .success. The
people of Albuquerque appreciate our method of doing business and realize that
this is a sale for our mutual benefit. Come in and shop with confidence. Remember that Kistler, Collister & Co. stand back of their merchandise at all
times.

Table Linen at $1.75

On sale Friday '. only,
colored Curtain Nets.
98c and $1.00 yard.
Sale price, yard

70-J- n.

PolE

...... 79c

36-In-

ch

Curtain Nets

White and Ivory.
value. Sale price,

yard..
.

"

Regular 75c

Jv

KQn

Pillow Tubing at
Less

x

Pillow Tubing
36 inches wide. Sale
OOk
price, yard
40 inches wide. Sale
QQ
price, yard.
42 inches wide.
AO-- i
Sale price, yard
2
45 inches wide. Sale
AKp
price, yard
Wear-We- ll

Otl

rw v
btli

Linen Crash, 25c Yard

"The Growing
Store"
Phone 283

x

$2.50.

0egu,.ar .. .
price.

IK
tJJUfcl.
1

Canton Crepe at $3.98
All .Silk Canton Crepe.
Colors are tan, grey, navy and
black. , Regular $4.50 and $5.00
values. Sale price
(PQ QQ
40-in-

ch

tpO.tO

yard

Silk Hose at $1.45

'

all linen Damask; Irish

A
J T... Qlllr Cfstlr!nva
in brown, white
pore ailk hose
and black. ' ;
1 MS
Sale price

r

...;....'Pl.4t

Outing Flannel Sleeping
Garments at 65c
-

Children's Sleeping Garments;
sizes 2 to . 6 years.
Regular
95c value.,
Sale price
UfJls
;

...

Ladies' Union Suits
Profit Sharing Sale on
Silk Petticoats

$7.95
value.
Sale price.

.......

D

The Knit Underwear Department
makes a special feature of a
splendid Union Suit. A fashioned garment, with all flat seams;
fleeced lined; four styles:
Low neck, no sleeves, knee

.length.
Low neck, no sleeves, ankle

AH Silk Jersey Petticoats with
fancy flounce.' Her Majesty
A regular $10.00
make.

I

QK

Vu

l

1

r;--

Quaker Lace Curtain
Nets

r.
4

Phone 25X

Tou can't get anywhere In thi
business world unless you are
properly trhlned.
This school offers superior- - advantages In DAY AND NK3H1
SESSIONS Special Speed Classes
Private Instruction to backward
students In all grades of public
school work.

..

iuei uompany

Azxec

Manufacturers

..

ir.vy

--ni-i.iiiri

J

Duke City Broom

Profit-Sharin-g

...

Amount

I

PHONE 805-- J
Ask to see samples
Buy the
Brooms. We make them. Our
for your
particular grade
particular trade, at competitive prices.
Your Order for Any Quantity
Is Respectfully Solicited
Courteous and accommodating
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
DUKE CITY BROOM
CO.

,

Candidate's Name

FIFTH AVE.

C. H.- CARNES
SPECIALIST IN lltl'Mn
REFRAJTION

Dapt.

everywhere.

Name of Subscriber

blended

20 for!59

is

25c,

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
for the
tubserlpiton, this coupon will atart you in athe race total
of
grand
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with
more than 37.000 credits. This coupon may be used only
once and is valid only when accompanied by a subscription
remittance.

for mellowness. BURLEY

Cuticura Talcum
Sample free of
X. M.ldan, Maaa.

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

ThreelnseparaMes

All Linen Crash Toweling. ' A
regular 85c value.
OKn
Sale price, yard.
&Ok

Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted lines, and so on. Fold each
section
underneath
accurately
turn over and
When completed
you'll find a surprising result. Save
the pictures.. ,
,
,
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Peotnm comae in tsro forme Instant Poettrm (In tins)
made instantly In tbe cop by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packagse of largw balk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while tbe meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minute.

Postum for Health

Carnation 55E
which we will gladly send yon free on
request, l iui nook contains 100 test
ed recipes lor dishes most useful in
the average bone. You may wish
also a tree copy of Mrs. Mary Blake's
tall of Helpful information.
Cooking
Carnation Milk Products Co.

Kelley.was ' taken to the penitentiary,
R. P. Asplund, director of Tax
anpayers'' association, , today

war-tim-

instead of drugs, as are found in tea and coffee.
Postum helps build sound nerve structure, by
letting you get sound, restful sleep.

"smack"
Pumpkin Pie with an
not often achieved nowadays is described
on Psge .13 of the

rs

i

over-stimula-

Pumpkin Pie Worthy ,
of Ihanksgivmg

Santa Pe, Nov. 17. Governor
Mechem today commuted to life
the sentence of
imprisonment
William Murrah, found guilty of
first degree murder for the death
of his brother, John, 'at Carlsbad,
and' who was to be hanged tomorrow. Judge C R. Brice, eleven
jurors, the sheriff county commissioners, district attorney and his
assistants recommended clemency,
as Murrah was convicted on cir'
cumstantial evidence,,',
motion ' for
William
Kelley's
leave to file a second motion for
rehearing was denied by the supreme court and his commitment
issued and delivered to Sheriff Jun
Shoemaker, of Santa Fe county

STARTS SUNDAY

(Bj Tl Jaaaoclnfed Praea.)
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includes all active participant YOU CAN NOT tax rate of 32 per cent, I still benumber
District
comes from individual
thinking other sections not covered by Dis- LOSE that you are
approved by the
10 lieve the rate
We must stop tricts One and Two. At least
and experience.
one per cent commission guaranteed
in cash for house to be trie nearer to a Just
pro automobile and as many cash every
hauling down ready-mad- e
more
promising one in
levy and the
sulscrlber yon secure?
grams from church officials an1 prizes as there are active club
retu.nfl to tho puMIc treasury.
can
win.
ion
the
individual leader to members will be distributed
encourage
"The responsible administration
to
Impossible for you to win? Not
express his own initiative in his participants In this district.
bit of it. Someone from some- is anxious, ljrst or all, co lay neces
a
own program. In the larga churchT. H. Bowland
6,000 where must claim these wonderful sary taxes to meet demands of the
es, especially, there must be an Qorden Herkenhoff
6,000 awards in Just a few weeks and one treasury. There Is a moral obliadequate staff. A Christian leader O. E. Lovan
on the party in
,...5,000 of those grand prize winners might gation, tohowever,
must have time to think and grow Margaret Radcllffe
do everything possible to,
5,000 Just os well be you. All In the world power
or he cannot keep ahead of his Tlie first
with
promises made.
published announcement that it requires Is ambition, backed keep faith
congregation.
We have been
of names of candidates
entered up by energy and determination.
collecting tnei
Individual and social salvation thus far in the Journal's Salesmun- highest sur tax on incomes, levied
More f Wilts (iiven ISow.
efIn
hand
hand and oni
certainly go
Club campaign, in which the
Right now, during the big credit at this time in the world. The
cannot be divorced from the other. fihip
five motor cars and cash awards: period you get more votes for sub- fect has been restriction of the easy
But let the church remember that and all the other prizes are the scriptions you secure than nt any flow of capital in the channels raosi
in tasu tne church is engaged lending features, appears today.
other time. If you wish to win one essential to our normal and very
in is not tne saving of a few chos
No one chal
By looking over the short list of of these big prizes, you should take nocessarv activities.
en souls from the wreck of thingii candidates
it will be noted that tne greatest possible Advantage of lenged the levy of the higher tax
dui tne reaemptlon of the worl4 there is
of room for more the big credit schedule that Is now in the stress of war, but now we are
and the creation of a new order of hustlers. plenty
In fact, the opportunity In force. Remember that the crwrtlt struggling for tho readjustment of
,
society based upon the prinlcplcs that exists for live wire to enter schedule will soon te DECREASED peace.
of Jesus."
"Where there is so wide a dlf
the race and make themselves im- so make It count for you while you
portant factors and prize winners have the chance by getting as many ference in the judgment Itof the
Mm Cured in 6 to 14 Days.
of the awards is actually calling subscribers to the Jo rnal as pos- two houses, I have thnught might
bo possible and wholly desirable to
DrupKlsts refund money if PA "TO ALOUD.
sible.
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
reach an equitable compromise, say
Is Your Nanve In?
Send Your Entry In Today.
Is your name included in the list
or Protruding
Blind,
Send In your nomination blank a maximum sur tax levy of 40 per
Bleeding
Piles. Instantly relieves Itching that will receive the splendid now TODAY
Or. better still, call cent. This would put the higher
Biles. 60c.
prizes? If It is not, then It is only at the Salesmanship Club campaign federal tax on Income at 48 per
matter of good huHiness for you office and get full detailed infor- cent, which would measurably meet
KID IjKWIS WINS.
to fill out the nomination blank in mation regarding the big $8,000 the expectations of those who are
17. Ted "Kid" this issue of the Journal and bring prize campnlgn.
above all else, concerned with the
London, Nov.
investment of
it or send it in at once. Everyone
Bear in mind that it osts noth- return of helpful
Iwls, the Knglish middleweight
g
champion, dofested
Boy McCor-mlc- k is starting on exactly the same foot ing to enter this great
capital and the application of our
in the fourteenth round of a ing and it depends entirely on those campaign
you hn start now on capital resources to profltaulo pro
twenty-roun- d
The who devote their spare moments an equal footing with other m"m- - dnctlvlty.
I nm whrlly confident
bout tonight.
referee stopped the fight in order the next few weeks diligently to the hers and you positively CANNOT, that the helpful results spreading
to save McCormick from further business of vote getting as to who LOSE. See to It that your name there'rom to every active particl-appeaclaims the most money.
in the prlie winning list in pant in our industrial and economic
punishment.
Do you realize
that the First the next issue.
life, from management tn every
Football teams of Harvard and Capital Prize in this campaign is
The Salesmanship
Club cam- - wage earner, would be vastly more
Princeton met for the first time In
1922 model Studebaker Sedan; paifrn office is open every evening advantageous to our people than
e
levies
1877 ftt Cambridge. Harvard mak- that it represents more real money from 7 to 8 o'clock.
the maintenance of
as pence-timpenalties on capital
ing two touchdowns and one goal than most of us can make In a year
to
are
now
to
which
certain
of
made
touchdown
Princeton's
casters
are
Furniture
from
hard work? Do you understand
hamper the
tlvities for
that the winner of this err will add of compressed leather.
restoration of our
one touchdown.
which we all so murh hopo.
"One experience will afford a
convincing Migration. In seekinsr
settlements.
to hasten
nilwav
Krowlns out of federal control, I
authorized the director general to
of the war
invite the
finance corporation to convert saleable securities into the cash needed
for the settlements In process of
maltlnpr.
During the period of pub-li- o
belief in a 32 per cent sur tax
as provided by the house the sale
of these bills receivable, was progressing In a mosj promising way.
more
Indeed, we had converted
than $100,000,000 of railway notes
into cash. The moment the higher
sur tax became i likely levy these
conversions ceased.
"Manifestly the prohibitive sur
tax tends to divert our available
Thousands of people suffer from nervousness.
and much needed capital from emactiviployment in our every-da- y
They are run down and miserable without knowties to investments in tax free seing the reason why.
curities. The rt, ords show that it
is making a continued diminution
in our receipts from Income taxes
They do not stop to think that much of their
and it Is making; more difficult the
trouble may be caused by drinking tea and coffee
tormal financing of every sort of
ssentlal activity and Is emphasiz
which contain the drugs, thein and caffeine. When
ing the tendency to turn to the
te
the system for any period
government for that paternalistic
you
relief of Dotn industry and aKricul- time, the result may be nervousness with its many
ture which has no rightful place in
a peace-tim- e
policy.
accompanying ills. You may fail to sleep properly
"I am well convinced that a fair
and your sleep does not refresh you as it should.
between the rates
compromise
adopted by either house will be the
best possible solution of the situaPostum, made from scientifically roasted
tion, and an early decision will put
an
end to existing anxiety, even
conwin
to
all
overcome
these
cereals,
help you
though the larger expectations of
ditions. For it contains only healthful substances,
of the country are not fully met."
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GOVERNOR COMMUTES
SENTENCE OF MURRAH
TO LIFE IN PRISON

COMMUNIS CHARGED WITH MURDER

querque proper and all of Bernalillo county. At least one automobile and as many cash prizes as
there uie active club members will
be distributed to participants in
this district:
6,000
Mrs. M. H. B.irnes
C. M. Barber, Jr
5,000
W. A. Bctts
5,000
6,000
Dorothy Bfewman
6,000
Irene Burke
5,000
Dorothy P. Connor
6,000
Cordova
Benny
5,000
Kev. H. 8. Davidson
6,000
Mildred Doss
5,000
M. K.' Ellison
6,000
H.
Fox
Lynn
6,000
Mrs. Rov Graham
6,000
Mrs. O. K. Hathcox
5,000
Le Verne llageman
5,000
Angelica Howden
6,000
Margaret Hubbell
5,000
Mrs. Markett Jones
5,000
Miss I M. Kempenich
5,000
II. M. Kingston
5,000
Miss Shirley Lewis
5.0U0
John Livingston
b.uuu
Mrs. It. M. Marx
Mary McArthur
6,000
Josephine Milner
,vuu
Mrs. Tony oruz
b.ouu'
Leonora Perea . .
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length.
Dutch neck, elbow
ankle length.
Sizes 36 to 44 at

sleeves,
'

$1,35
Mall Order

Promptly
Filled
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STRANGE CURES BY FAITH HEALING
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N

ACCOMPLISHED

BY BRITISH
wtv

TEST LEGALITY
OF MARTIAL LAW IN
HUERFANO MINE AREA

MAY

PASTOR

w?: :$".koks:s?wx

SLIGHT BODSTIW

U. S. PRIMA DONNA
MANAGES HER OWN
OPERA COMPANY

WESTERN STATES

"

It,.-- -

!

vIM'

-

Walsenburg. Colo., Nov. 17.
Assertions that the governor's proclamation declaring
martial law in Huerfano county in anticipation of today's
strike of miners in the Colorado Fuel and Iron company's
mines was made without lawful excuse and that the question of Its legality will be taken
into the courts, were made
here tonight by John P. Mclennan, president of District
15, United Mine Workers of
America.
came here
Mr. McLennan
from Trinidad
today to look
over the situation and he declared that there were no signs
of violence and that in spite of
the strike, citizens were going
about their business in u quiet
and orderly manner.

F1

Downward Trend Notice-- ;
able in General Employment Due to Decline in
Farming Activities.
(liy The Arum luted rrms.)
Kan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 17.

AN OLD

ft,'"'

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MCX.
STORE WITH A NEW

SPRlit

J

Friday, Nov. 18th

Inhave
operations
Building
Montana,
creased somewhat ' In
.
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, Arizona and Nevada,
.according to the October report ol
the United States department of
labor, made public here recently.
J
"Although a downward trend is
j noticeable in general employment
! due to the decline In
agricultural
no marked change Is as
the
report said.
apparent,"
"In several sections substantial
i
'"gains are noted ih coal ml Ing dis- trictR, while on the other hanl
, .
f
metal mining centers show vlrtual-- I
Building or-- j
ly no improvement.
orations are somewhat . Increased.
!
Tublic improvement work is gen-- I
orally sluggish notwithstanding ln-- !
from
creased activity
reported
,' several
(Bj The
lrrw.)
points. Railroad operations
j show a slight upward trend nartic-- '
Berlin, Nov 17 (by the AssoLucy Gates.
y
ciated Press). The promotion of
ularly in regard to
I maintenance
work and repairs.
Ellis I.orlng Dresel to be AmeriAt tho outbreak of the war, after
But little betterment has taken
can charge d'affaires here will five years of
study in Germany
manufac-- j
; place in miscellaneous
be answered by the German government with the appointment of Lucy Gates arrived In her native
turing lines, although the outlook
Is considered
more encouraging
a foreign office official of simi- New York with but J15 and the
I Attendant
upon the closing of the
lar rank as Germany's tempor- clothes she wore. Today she re
harvest, unemployment Is expected
at Washing- celves the fee of a prima donna of
ary representative
to considerably increase."
n
ton.
Baron Kdraund von
the first class and for the past fou
Many Btrange cures by faith neahng have been observed and re
.
is on his way to the United years she lias selected her own
Reports from each state follow. corded
ail over the world. The most recent and in some respects tbe States, but he has
condi-- '
Colorado "Employment
merely been
trained and managed It
tlons have experienced but little most remarkable of such cures, however, have been effected by Pastor given instructions to prepare the company,
n
and produced
operas
change during the past month, al- -' Stephen Jeffreys, who conducts faith healing meetings at Horbnry premises of the former German throughout tho west.
Gate. England, and whose meeting are crowded by embassy for occupation.
though a downward tendency is church Notting-hil- l
on
everv
was
Miss
Gates
greeted
noticeable due to the falling off people Jesirinu to be cured of their ills. Photo showf Pastor Jeffrey!
It Is not expected he will be hand with the word that there "Is
of seasonal work. Increased activ-- r
promoted to charge de'affaires small chance for the American girl
anointing a woman, ho is suffering from shattered nerves.
ily is evidenced Jn several coal
while on his way, since he is a In opera." When her brother, an
as a
j mining districts.
In the orchestra conductor, suggested that
Building
newcomer
comparative
; whole, remains fairly steady, loss-- f tlon In
line is not encouraging 'ment Is evidenced in many sections, German diplomatic service.
she
opera herself she fell
es in some sections being offntt by Metal this
At the foreign office today It upon produce
and allied industries due to the decline in agricultural
the Idea with enthusiasm. It
There Is a fair continuemining
; gains in others.
was
be
man
to
stated that the
much depresred.
While coal mining
was a challenge to tho Idea that
occupations.
; demand for labor on
to Washington would be se the American
railway main-- ;
girl had no chance
Wyoming "The employment sit- has gained and brighter prospects sent
tenance work. Manufacturing lines uation
lected
from
the
routine
of
staff
are
in
the
noted
manIs
In opera.
Miss Gates has
generally encouraging. these have not lumbering Industry,
al- ; show but little improvement,
His
officials.
diplomatic
been
to
sufficient
appointWith
disof 100 people,
coal
a
her
company
aged
mining
registering
fea-;
several
though
more than partially offset reduc- ment will be announced
this traveling on tour by special train?
encouraging
tinct gain in many sections and
Public works,
turps are noted.
briskness In oil .centers, tions in other lines. Copper mining week.
and has made a financial success
; while very limited nt present,
are considerable
Mr.
The
Dres
of
related
and
industries
continue
is
appointment
work
offered. Pubof her undertaking without
any
el meets with the hearty approexpected to offer increased em-- ; lic works soon to be inaugurated much depressed. Public improvebacking from anyone except what
few in different localities and a de- ment work Is very limited. Build- val of the German foreign of her
ployment within the next
ns orchestra conductor
brother
weeks.
on railroad ing and railroad occupations show fice, which considers him well could give her.
mand for workers
i
New Mexico Employment con-- ; maintenance projects have relieved considerable activity although the qualified for that post
With so many details of rehear
ditlons are somewhat better. A idleness
is expected to decline to some
s
among common labor. latter
pals, performances and train sgradual Increase In lumnerlng op-- . Building
are much extent. Tnere Is a moderate de
prospects
on her mind, she was often
eratlons, gains in railroad occu-- ! brighter, substantial programs be- mund for workers in the sugar beet SENATE OF FRANCE
pretty tired when she went on
patlons, building and public works ing underway and planned in dif- industry
every night as prima donna, but
hnve offset a slackening demand ferent localities. The general outFAVORS SUBMARINES
enthuslnsm
carried
her
her
for harvest labor and curtailments look for the next ninety days is FREIGHT RATE
CUTS
TO PROTECT COAST through. In fact, during iho
. in other lines.
as very favorable.
regarded
slio
seasons
busy
accomplished
I
condi-- ;
Arizona "Employment
TOTALLING 5.300,000
Nevada "With the decline of
feat which is unusual In that she
MM'liited I'reM.)
tlons are more encouraging al- railroad
(Uj The
Is
operations
previously
the
probably
prima donnn
only
DUE
Nov.
17
WAGES DROP
Paris,
(by the Assoclat
though considerable Idleness is
stimulated by crop movements and
ed I'ress.) The naval committee who has ever done it. She snnT
in many' sections. The
reductions in harvest activities, unin
ctf.ht
"Travlata"
Vloletta
of the senate passed a resolution the In
for labor In the cotton fields, employment Is gradually increasing.
Ily The Aeisuciiited l'reM
six days.
times
in
increase
New
an
17.
works
Nov.
and
malnteOfficials
railroad
York,
In
a
advocating
today
a
public
shows
few
localities
; nance
mining
Hut for the war this attractive
projects have considerably substnntial pickup but the general the Association of Railway Execu the number of submarines sufficient singer, who has been said by one
5 relieved the situation.
Building Is situation is rather sluggish. Build- tlves announced tonight that fur to insure the security of France's critic to equal if not surpass Gall!
rate
reductioni coast line. Adoption of the resolti
fairly active In a few centers. On ing, while active in a few centers, ther freight
might still be dividing
the other hand no appreciable im- - shows little improvement
as a amounting to $300,000,000 would be tlon followed a long discussion. Curd,
time between tho Royal Opera
provement is noted In the copper whole. Highway work is gradu put into eftect in the event the which was precipitated largely by her
Germany, nnd Coven'
railway labor board accedes to the Mr. Balfour s advocacy at Wash at Cassel,London.
I mining industry. With the passln? ally decreasing.
When, by the
Idaho "To the gradual decline request .of the roads for a lower Ington of a further reduction In Garden,
J of seasonal work unemployment Is
kalser'8
orders the Royal Opera In
wage scale. This statement was the 90,000 tons
un
permitted
r:.pected to increase but. It Is of .harvest operations ,1s attributed mnde
Miss
cabled
Cassel
Gates In the
an
after
analysis had been der the plan of .Secretary Hughe
In unemployment
hoped that by that time a partial the increase
demanding
The Hughes plan Is heartily en early days of the war,
J renewal of mining operations will noticeable
In different sections. made of the figures set forth in
b announcement
that a dorsed, but in French naval circles her to return there to fulfill a contaken place.
With the mining situation showing tenednesday
; have
Miss
per cent reduction in rates on it Is declared France needs a pow tract, she flatly refused.
Utah "In spite of gairj In the little betterment and sluggish lum
Hcoal mining districts and activities bering operations, but little hope is; ail larm products would be put eriui sunmarine rieet, and a max Gates says she has never regretted
.5 .
war
,
of
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the
her
lord.
re
unto
This
etiect
.i
.,i ill .i,
imum of 90,000
it is contend
auvniit-tri- j
Jin the beet sugar industry,
nit duclion doesImmediately.
lui tt Kclli:iH! fi'lll
not apply on produce ed does not seemtons,
is gradually increasing, near future.
excessive for na
It
expected that
A typewriter has been introB with .ew England.
In
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labor.
relieved
idleness
somewhat
he
weak
other
will
branches of duced
among
"especially
general
into India which will write
'
This is due principally to the de- by the inauguration of public
'
naval
...
defese.
w
the three hundred and sixty char?"
a,v
" .lsB,atea,
cline in the demand for harvest works, stimulation of building and
acters of the Begali alphabet.
Jlabor.
omiuauy ana ims cieWhile a few communities other steps taken in different Io- ducted from the $555,000,000 that
Jhavo Inaugurated programs of pu- calltles to relieve unemployment.
FARMERS
MAY
FIGHT
roads
to
save
the
expect
through
blic improvements, the general sltua- Montana
"Increased unemploy- wage reductions, will leave $300,
ALL CANDIDATES NOT
000,000 that the carriers promise
to give the public in lower rates,
PLEDGED TO TAX CUT

VALUES

TO $3.50

Silks $1.00 Yard

APPOiN T MOT

i

Jiule Sore

Golden.

(Hj The AnnorVntrrf Prun.)

'

Three

Pasre

500 yards of Tricolette, Crepe de Chine, Lady Fair
Satin, Khaki Kool Silk and Wool Poplin, Bengaline,
Georgette, Figured Poplins, Kimona Silks, in all
the wanted colors.

DRESELPLEASES

GERMAN PEOPLE

p'!

right-of-wa-

AwiiM-hilr-

fcead This Sensational Offering of

Women's and Children's Shoes
The biggest value ever offered from our
Shoe Department for Dollar Day. Women's and Children's Shoes, pair,

'

-

.

Ther-man-

,"

well-know-

$2.00
Each Shoe

J

;

$1.00

85c Kyser Knit Gloves
Pure Wool Knit Gloves; plain and
fancy weaves; white
ipJL
only. 2 pair

hed-ule-

Rhinestone

diamond

settings,

Brassiere
Silk Jersey, Satin and Webbing
Sizes 34 to 44. Each

Value to $2.25

New Bar Pins
safety clasp. Limit one to
a customer. Each

Values to $2.50 Bandeau

finish,

SI

If

$1

Silk Hose

Plain and fancy weaves.
Buster
Brown and Burlington brands, in
black, white and cordovan.
Pair
ej) 1

(t

d

Women's Handkerchiefs
Neat hemstitched edge, corners
broidered in white and
and colors. Box

Millinery Velvet

em-

Good quality, black only, erect
Yard
pile,

$1

18-inc- h.

--

unem-.ployme- nt

--

li"

I AH!'

ANNS

.

The nicest

in completely by morning, and you
and will feel splendid.
"They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
Colds,
Biliousness, Indiges-- i stir ycu up or gripe like Salts. Pills,
is Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
jUon, or Upset, Acid Stomach
"Cascarets." One or two ten cents a box. Children love Caspandy-lik- e
bowels
will
carets too.
empty
your
jjonlght
(

cathartic-laxativ-

e

world to physic your liver
lbe
; Rowels when you have Dizzy

Head-inch- e,

I!
I

h

ciiiiiiiiuHiiiiiuiiura

(By The Assiirialed
rea.)
Denver, Colo., Nov. 17. The su
court
of
tho state of Colopreme
rado will be asked to declda
whether Earl Wilson, appolnte-ny uovernor Oliver H. Shoup ear
ly last spring, or Jakson
Coch
rnne, appointed October 15, is to
be state insurance commissioner.
Cochrane, who was appointed to
succeed Wilson, today asked Gov
ernor snoup to have the dispute
reviewed by the supremo court.
The request was granted. Wilson
has refused to give u.n his office.

ii uuriCio rlvurUoAL

PLEASES V1VLAN1

STRONG BROS
Furniture

Rugs

New Luncheon Sets
Cloth and 6 Napkins, stamped on
best quality unbleached
&
'
sheeting. Set
tPl.

$1.25 Cotton Bats

25c Ginghams

3

""

'"

(Br Tbe Annoclnlrd Pre...)
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 17. Op
position to any candidate for
public office not pledged to re
strlctlon of taxes, was urged in
the report of the committee on
legislation and resolutions
nr9
sented today to, the convention
of the National Farmers union
The report demanded that all
federal reserve banks be required
by .amendment of the federal re
serve act. to accept farm paper
running for six months to one
for rediscount,
and an
year,
amendment to the federal farm
act authorizing'
loans to run
from one to three years.
of the American
Separation
Farm Bureau Federation from
the agricultural colleges, the ag
rlcultural extension service and
the department of agriculture of
the federal government was also
demanded in the report.
'

Jal

tyl

One of the joys of life is a
home.
I Thanksgiving is a time when we especially
I desire to have our homes radiate cheer and
I hospitality.
I You can furnish your home complete or with
1
only a few needed pieces of artistic furniture at
well-furnish-

Strong Brothers at a moderate price.
ings that hold an irresistible charm and give
to its occupants real Comfort. Whether large or
small, we seek the opportunity to help create
in your home that feeling that it is a place preferred by you and your family above all else.
Quality, assortment and low prices all unite in
I our vast displays of new furniture.
Let us make your home the most attractive place
'
1 in the world on
Thanksgiving Day."'
'
STRONG BLOCK
SECOND and COPPER
Furnish- -

1

.
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1

This Dhoto of Ren Vlv1.nl. an
of the French delegates to the arms
conference, Rives some idea of the
delight which he ielt over the
Hughes proposal for limitation of
naval armaments. The picture was
taken as M. Vivlani left the hall
immediately after the first session

BKItMHf FOOD RIOTS.
17. Food
Nov.
Borlin,
riots occurred yesterday and
today In many parts of Ber- Hn and the suburbs, large
bodies of unemployed looting
In
the
provision'" stores.
,

reichstag the tovernment has
had to meet many criticisms
for . Its failure to suppress
profiteering, which has forced
up the cost of living,
'

-

G. E.

Fletcher

We pay the freight to you

39-inc- h.

$1

-

.

Stamped Center Pieces

Assorted patterns, stamped on heavy
art cloth. See finished
model. Each
(J--

80c Hickory Waists

and Garters

For boys and girls, 4 to 14
years. 2 for

J

tp

T2rts
Price 30c

These covers match the above center
pieces; size 18x54.

Assortment of finest quality Laces in
all styles and shapes. Values
tf j
to $3.50. Each
J) 1

85c Camisole Ribbons

Women's Stamped Gowns

$1

$1

Beautiful quality for bags, camisoles,
etc.; floral and Persian patterns;
widths to ip inches.
Yard

Size 45x36; made of best quality
casing. $2.00 pair.
D 1
Single case.

75c Men's Silk Ties

Baby Crib Blankets

$1.50 Fancy Ribbons

different.

"BETTER

THAN

EVER"

what our customers say of
our New Fall Display.
Is

$1

And It Is:
Our stock has been selected
with extreme care every ar
In style
ticle
It
quality and workmanship.
will Interest you to see what
we have to offer.

--

Ready made, extra fine quality Nainsook; assorted patterns. See finished
l
models on display.
flj-'
Each

Floral and Persian patterns;
also stripes. 2 yards

Just ordinary jewelry won't do
tnia year.
It must be dls
tinctlve

MltiDLW
JEWELERS

DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

C

W

JL

Venise Lace Neckwear

Each

Our Fall Display

-

Stamped Buffet Covers

Men's
Ties in all the
f
new color combinations.
Four-in-Ha-

Hemstitched Stamped Cases

CI

nd

fl--

2

pj

tM

for

White with pink and blue
border; size 30x40. Pair

Honument Works
Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind

1

Be sure you get

few doses of Dr.
from
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
It irivM ron rtitlcltllr the
. Ml oMln natura mav hive d- -'
privtd you of and the lack of
ilrh eauaaa dvaDaoaia. Yeu
Will find it much mora affective
than chewing tablets, and flavored
caudles,

of the conference.

-

Another special purchase for
Dollar Day. Size 18x54, with
t1wide lace edges and
lace inserts, each
n)l

The first and original Cold and Grip
Tablet, the merit of which is recognized by all civilized nations.

J

HALF-OUNC- E
BOTTLE FREE
Few ttcapt constipation, to even if you do
not Ttquirt a lasattv? M this moment la mi
tend yon a Half Ounce Trial Bonis of my
Syrup Pepitn FREE OF CHARQE so that
you will not it handy when needed. Simply
tend jour name and Hadrtu to Dr. W. B.
Caldwell, 514 WaiUncnm St., MmtktUo,
10. Wrium, today.

yards

(J-

. . ,

200 Dresser Scarfs

SYRUP PEPSIN

Rene Vlvianl

5

Extra fine quality;
5 yards

tablets

DR. CALDWELL'S

YOUR HOME

in plaids

27-in- .,

25c Unbleached Muslin
and

tPl

THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Srrun Pepsin contains Ingredients effective in dyspepsia and constipation. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and other
simple laxative herbs with pepsin.
The formal, is on the package. It has
beea successfully used for SO years.
Try it 1 One bottle will prove its worth.

Best grade,
and stripes.

Quinines

SUFFERERS from
wtll find quick relief

V

J) J.

Laces, Values to 25c
3,000 yards of Val, Torchon
Linen Laces and Insertions.
20 yards

The genuine bean this signature

I

Size 72x90; weight 2l3 lbs.
Good clean, white cotton. Each

laxative

mronw

MEXICAN OFFICIAL ILU
Mexico City, Nov. 17. Adolfo de
la Huerta, secretary of finance,
was stricken with appendicitis' to
day. His condition is said to be
serious.

Linoleum

$1

for

l''

COLORADO SUPREME
COURT TO ACT UPON
BATTLE
INSURANCE

; for Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

Men's Handkerchiefs
Good grade assorted colored borders
in tan, blue, helio, etc.
tf"f

Boys' Hose

Cotton Challie
New patterns,

for

36-in- .;

comfort coverings.'

5

yards...

tpl

$1

Fine ribbed, heavy weigth Buster
Brown, Armor Plate and Bear d jj

brand.

3

pair

$1
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ANOTHER SCULP

.in

'i

Secondary

School Title by Victory
Yesterday; Final Count

Stands 13to 7.

The high school gridiron squad
went down in defeat before the
7
at
Indian school by a score of
In
pari: yesterday.
Washington
Nathe first quarter of the game
than GlUKsman went through the
entire Indian school squad for a
ouch to a touchdown.
d
Not until the last half did the In- a
dians score find then they made
touchdown in both quarters, but
failed ut one goal.
The lines of both teams were
the feature of the game as neither
team could make substantial gains
through the
with any certainty
other line.
for the
off
Hammond kicked
high school and the Indian in who
his
caught the kick was d downed line.
tracks on the
much
niaUo
to
The Indians failed
line
pain through the high school The
and were forced to punt.
the punt
high school had to return failed
to
aild again the Indians
number of
make the sufficient
Albuqueryards and punted to the
line. At this
que
the high
Nathan
Classman,,
etage,
school left halfback, made1 his specouttacular run for' a touchdown,
Hammond
running all the Indians. with
a goa.
added another point
which set the score nt 0 for the
made
was
locals. The touchdown
within fhe first .fivo minutes of
1,1
The Indians got through on the
line until
klek-of- f
to the forty-yar- d
The InHolcomb stopped them.
dian sqund fumbled on their first
the ball
j.lay and Wilson recovered
for the high school. However
soon punted to the visitline and an lndmn
ors' fiftecn-vnrbroke through the line of scrimmage for a gain of twenty yards.
beHut soon the Indians punted
hind the high school goal.
Vhon tho ball was again put in
line, Hamplav on the twenty-yar- dand the
Indians
mond hail to punt
line
received it on their forty-yar- d a fummade
The Red Skins here
a
ble but recycled it and started
stopped only under
parade that
Hasswood.
tho high school goal.
this
the Indian right half, during
seriously
inarch down the field, was
subhurt his leg and Trujilloschool
stituted. The high Noble. Tne
Fergusson for
failed with a pass on their
fourth down and the ball was
to the twenty-yar- d
brought back
to the Alb
line and went Hammond
made
team.
the Indian
thirteen yards through
a
on
costly
ball
line but lost the
The Indians recovered
fumble.
for
hit tin; high schooltheheldhighthemschool
'downs. Although
was penalized five yards
a first down. The qnartei
Sided with the ball on the Albu- .
line
querque
at the
Two fumbles were made but
the
second quarter
start of the
in
recovering
Indians succeeded Skins
punted"
(heirs. The Red d
line
he high school
Hammond
l'mi;diat,clnn
,Pade
danger. The
"even yards through the line but
on
.t o a fumble and punted o"i
their fourth down. As the goaJ
went behind the Albuquerque
on the
the ball was put In play
13--

I'

'

1 1

I

illill if

M

W ijfc

U
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1
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Blxty-var-

twenty-five-yar-

thirty-t'ive-yar- d

S
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Just what has put Centre college tiny institution in Danville.
Ky.. on a par with Harvard and
ths other famous institutions in

the srridiron game? fwo things.
Charlie Moran, their coach, and
the system he has, rerfected.
That system is "eleven men in

over tho Albuquerque
goal and
it down for a
Pahe pulled
The goal was missed
touchdown.
and the tie was broken with 13-- 7
for the Redskins.
During the last part of the last
quarter the High school threatened
the visitors' goal several times,
but were unable to push across a
The Albuwinning; touchdown.
querque team played like wildcats,
but twice when a score seemoj
easily possible an Indian seized an
Albuquerque pass. Olher was supplied for Dlnelli, who was weakening from Injuries. Oliver got off
with a flying start when he caught
another cross kick from kick-oby Roybal. The High team ma
a first down and with one foot to
d
go on the next fourth down
sent a good pass to Glass-ma-

work. About twelve members of
committee nro seekthe strong-aring largo contributions from prominent business men, a committee of
girls under the direction of Mis
Katherine McMillon have set up
membership booths in the various
banks and another committee of
girls under the direction of Mrs. J.
T. Mclaughlin will stage a special
street campaign on Saturday, it
The
was announced
yesterday.
drive will continue in the city until
the budget is raised.

Near the end of the game the Indians gathered In another pass
started by Albuquerque when they
were threatening the goal
and
punted out of danger. The game
ended with tha ball In
and the score 13-- 7 against
the
High school.
line-up
The
was as follows:
Albtiq. High.
Indian School.
Ie
Renlamin
Pahe
Noble
Garcia
lg
Ward
Paydiamo
Dlnelli
Tino
rg
Coen
rt
Ahmie
Holcomb
re
Pellman
Mestas
qb
Glassman
lhb.... Watchman
Rpnfro
rhb
Haswood
Hammond
fb
Che
Officials:
F.
Ream, referee:
Pganzlnl, umpire;
and Kiddoo,
linesman.
made two
downs. Here the Indians
Glassman confirst downs, anbutIndian
pass s o A- RED CROSS QUOTA IS
nected with
for tne n
started
again
NOT YET HALF RAISED
lbuquerque Hammond ogam made
After
five yards the locals got another
IN ANNUAL ROLL CALL
were
they
However
Jlirown for losses ana tne ball went
At the close of the second day
the Indians.
?The Indians then mad, their of the 1922 roll call campaign of
first successful on pass for eigh the American Red Cross here it was
went
reported that less than half of the
yards and However,
they
required budget, of $3,000 needed
got
for the city's program had been
to Punt and Albuquerque
e. 1 tu.
a
raised. The amount taken in by
the ball on their the score in, 0 for the
workers In two days totals
with
half ended
about $1,000 in addition to the tag
off
by
kicked
wZTtte0 Va,, was
day proceeds.
Indians go
The solicitors will continue their
the High school the line.
atcn
work today, meeting nt tho Y. W.
It on their
made a gain that netted around C. A. at noon for lumneon and to
make reports of the morning's
yards for his team
end. but the Indians tumbled
the
recovered
Renfro
Charles
Sail for the local High The .team.
ball excimnse
the
let
passes and
times on Intercepted
the last of these Long got Ata pass
instituted by the Indians. Add this
son
Coach
point in the game
Moore Injected some of his beat
material that he was salng foi
the El Paso game. Foraker went
in for Ward at centar, Koybal foi
Benfro and Marion for Ferguson.
' The High school punted to the
In
Indians but the ball was still
the danger zone. The High school
was penalized five yards but ncv
ertheless they succeeded In makOn the first play.
ing a first down.
Ehee, the Indian full back raced
score. Tht
Indians'
first
tor
the
off
7.
goal tied the score at 7 kicked
on
This time Roybal
side kick on the kickoff and Glass- -man got the ball in tnuian lerritory. The locals took the ball to
line, but on
the Indian
another side kick tho ball weni
an
before
bounds
Albuquerout of
que man touched It. The Indian.- broke away for a
gain tha
field
put them in the center of the Fora
but
They made a first down
kor fumbled and fell on the ball
fifteen
Then Glassman made
"yards and Roybal repeated the
for ten more.
performancewent
over and the Tn
The ball
dlans et loose a pass of thlrty-fiyards. The two big High school
tackles broke through the Indlai.
line on the next two play and
ach threw an Indian for a los
On the third down they madi
twelve yards but on the fourth
Holcomb threw them for a loss, it
seemed that the Indians were going back down the field until on
the next play with several yards to
go, Chee made a rush for ten
Counters. 1'ahe hurled a long pass

Manda of this city has invented
and patented a combination device,
which when attached to any kind
of an automobile, makes a working tractor, especially adapted for
the used of a patented mowing machine. In order to attach this device, the rear wheels of the automobile are removed and a pinion
placed on the rear axle, whim
meshes Into a larger pinion, that is
bolted to the tractor wheels. The
power from the motor is conveyed to the sickle bar by means
of a few cogs and shafts, attached
to' the tractor wheels.
When the machine Is In operation, the auto engine attains a
speed of about twenty miles per
hour; but the gears are arranged
so that the speed attained while
the eight-fomowing sickle is In
motion is about four miles per
hour. This will mean a great saving to the large alfalfa farmers in
this section of the country. Th"
work of this maehlnp will equal
tho workif three ordinary mowing machines with teams.
Mr. Manda has made arrangements with an implement manufacturer to make the machines for
the market. He stated that the
t
machine could be
for us
next spring. A great deal of interest has been manifested tn the
result of this invention, which has
received a large portion of Mr.
Manda's time and labor during
the past few month.

d

ARTESIA MAN INVENTS
DEVICE TO TRANSFORM
AUTO INTO TRACTOR

Ham-r.ion-

n.

mid-fie-

thirty-five-ya-

one-yar-

c...,,,

to..aakeaa
wtr-forc-

85-y- a)

twen-S-fiv-

(Swelal Corrrp.nilcDr to Thr Jonrnnl
Artesia, N. M Nov. 17. P. A.
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Theaters Today

I

The Bolivians prepare from clay
a sauce that adds relish to their
potatoes.

drama, full of thrills.
Pustlnio Tlu'nter Repeating today that great screen feature, "Disraeli." with George Arliss as the
leading star; also showing the
Sunshine comedy, "Scandal."

OUR B!G

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester- -,
field are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

t.

Chesterfield

CANCELS REQUEST FOP
MILLER RESIGNATION
'PICIAk DISPATCH 0

MOttNIN

CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic

JUNAL

Santa Fe. Nov. 17. The motion
asking for Mrs. Ruth C, Miller's
resignation as director of vocational
education was withdrawn by the
state board of education this morning. John V. Conway, E. I Enloe,
Renlto F. Baea and Josephln
Lockhard all present, voted for
the ictlon and Enloe said Col. J. W.
Wlllson, before his departure for
Roswell last night, asked him to
put him on record as voting for the
withdrawal and added that Governor Mechem favored It.
Enloe made the statement, "if
this motion carries, I think a way
will be found out of the matter."
During ho discussion Conway said
he and other members didn't wish
to put Mrs. A'illr in the position of
leaving the office "under a cloud"
and indicated this was the reason
for the board's action today.

Toothache
Earache

Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Gross-Kell- y

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
tin boxes of

Handy
Aspirin

19

Uie

12

trxle mirk ot

tablets
Unj-e-

Bottles of 24 and 100

Manufacture

AH

of MonMcetlcaeldntfr

'

STOCK

WE MUST RAISE THE MONEY!

SlU'EK.

oley Kl ney Pills,"

.IBciBiiu,

.

I.VU1U

writes
IJUl

Mrs

UO

lily

housework) but since taking Foley
Kidney Pills I feel like a new woman end am able to do my work."
Hheimatlc pains, swollen ankles
backache, sti'f Joints, sore muscles
and sleep disturbing bladder all- ments Indicate disordered kidneys.
Foley Kidniey Pills act promptly,
Hold every

& Co.
Distributors

Albuquerque, N. M.

liLlilllllllllOIH

Illllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

llllBllIllllilllllllllllllllllllllllilj-

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

druggists.

ot Sallcjlicacld

Let This Opportunity Go By

WO DAYS MORE
8

P. M.

GOES

AT

$24.75

OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAM!

ADVICE FOR WOMEN WHO

"I advise every woman who suf- ers with kidney trouble to try

blended

Fruits and Vegetables are packed by The California
Packing Corporation who have 75 canneries located in
the principal fruit districts of California, and adjoining
states. These canneries are located in the Heart of the
Fruit "belts,"' where good fruits are grown.
The fruits are picked at the correct moment, just when
they will can to the best advantage.
They are canned where they grow and are not crated
and hauled across the country and "jarred" into a
mush before they are canned that's why Glass Jar
Brand Fruits are always firm.
While the quality is very high the price is no higher
than ordinary grades to get the most for your money,
and the cheapest in the long run ask your groceryman
for,"Glass Jar Brand."
If We Suggest Today You Will Insist Tomorrow.

were held from the family residence. Burial was r in Fairvlew
cemetery.
Mr, Bussell Is state superintend
cnt of the Baptist Sunday school,'
and of the state B T. P. U.

Headache

.

'

tobaccos

"Glass Jar Brand 99

WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by milions for
Colds

Liegett & Myers Tobacco Co,

Suit or Overcoat

Ready-Me- ar

Hi

'

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer." '

And Until Tonight

Any

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

all-st- ar

Men! .Do N ot

vt

LIST

"15" Theater Mary Miles Minter
starring in a Kealart comedy-dram- a
of romance, entitled "Her FUNERAL
SERVICES
Winning Way;" also presenting a
lo-par- t
Monty Banks comedy,
ANN BUSSELL
FOR
"lliide and Gloom."
Theater
Betty Compson
Lj'rl;
e
Funeral services for Anne
cast
is the main star In an
BusspII, Infant daughter ot
in the picture,
"Kor Those We
S. S. Bussell
I,ove," by Perley Poore Sheehan, the Rev. and Mrs.
directed by Arthur Rosson, and who died Wednesday, were held
distributed by the Goldwyn corpor- yesterday afternoon.
The Revf Thomas F. Harvey of
ation: also Tom Santschl starring
services, which
In "The Desert Wolf," a western flclated atf th

boi-gh-

I

ON 'FAIR

fr

every play." And this teamwork
is shown clearly in "Bo" McMillan's action in refusing the
captaincy again this year after
leading the eleven last year.
"One of the other boys has it
coming to him this year," said
and promptly voted
McMillan,
who now
for Bob Armstrong,
leads the team. Centre's success
began when Moran became its
coach in 1917. although the war
drew interest away from the grid
game and thereby prevented Centre from winning notice until
1919 when it won its nine games,
piling up 478 points to its opponents' 23.
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KIND;

LJL. T

(By Tbi Anomird Prn.)
Sausallto, Calif., Nov. 17. Because Mrs. Edith Huntington Wakefield, of Sausallto, was kind to a
"bedraggled tramp" recently, her
home here was taken off the list of
residences the "tramp" Intended to
burglarize.
The "tramp" appeared at the
Vakefield home, and asked .for
'
food, declaring he was "down and
)Y
out." Mrs. Wakefield took pity on
him, prepared a meal and then
hurried preparations to catch a
ferry boat for San Francisco.
Encouraged by the treatment,
the man said that for lack of $25
he was unable to accept a good job
that awaited him In the country. His plea resulted In Mrs. Wakefield writing him a check for $30.
The man thanked Mrs. Wakefield and started to leave. At the
kitchen door, however, he turned
and said:
"Say, lady, I'm not sick. I'm not
out of work. There's no Job waiting for me in the country. I wasn't
even hungry today, I came here to
sizo this place up and report to a
gang of burglars over in San Francisco. But this kindness la too
In group above are: Charlie Moran, much for me. I'll take your house
at right, and his chief aides, off the list."
"Chief" Myers, athletic director,
at left, and Line Coach Thorn-hil- L
Below: Captain Armstrong. BOARD OF EDUCATION

OFFHIBHSCMOOL
City

18, 1921,

HOUSEWIFE TOO
"ELEVEN MEN IN EVERY PLAY," IS SLOGAN OF CENTRE
TEAM AND MEN BEHIND THE GUN WORK FOR THAT END
HOME IS

IS SECURE

Capture

November

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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M EYEM
SO ALL MAY TAKE ADVANTAGE

Li

ME YE

OF THIS UNUSUAL OFFER WE WILL REMAIN

OPEN

UNTIL

L

VALUES

UP TO $55

NOTICE We will actually Iom on
ome of these Suit and Overcoat
at much as $10.00. For this reason
we will have to make a nominal
charge (not over one dollar) for

alterations.

CLOTHES THAT
SATISFY
8 P, M.

114 17. Central

Ave.

-

November 18, 1921.
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THE HEW GENERATION

Social Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS
Bj Edna' Kent Forbes.
which you can purchase at a drug
If tho skin is not very bad two
recommending yeast as a cure ior yeast cakes can be taken. For
ailments. Strangely enouph ternal usa make a paste with one
it did not occur to any of them to j cake and spread it over the face,
B. H.;
recommend It as a beauty treat-- 1
Blue Eyes; Grateful
ment.
Yet If a clear skin, clear Friend; J. D.; Blonde: I have so
eyed and a healthy appearance many Inquiries about blackheads
count as beauty, yeast is one of that I must group them all and an
the most valuable beauty treat- swer them in this way.
ments we have.
The skin can never be rid comI know of nothing that Is better pletely of blackheads until the diIn treating blackheads, pimples, gestive system is In good order, or
sallownesa, red blotches on the while any trace of constipation exists. These conditions take a little
skin, or that ugly type of complexion known as mottled.
Incident- time to treat.
the very largest
Meanwhile,
ally, the yeast treatment Is one of
tho least expensive.
blackheads can be squeezed out, if
Most skin complaints come from the skin Is steamed by holding hot
digestive or bowel disorders. Yeast wet towels over it for a few minIs laxative, and it is also a blood utes. The place where the blackpurifier. It will not make you head shows Is pressed gently, to
either fat or thin, but It will sup- force out this collected matter.
Then the place must be washed
ply the system with one food
which we have not yet been with warm water to which a little
able to analyse. Yeast Is rich In' peroxide of hydrogen has been
to make it antiseptic.
those
little
mysterious
things added
Then the face must be rinsed
known as vltamlnes. Without them
in our food we die, and with a with cold water and rubbed with
sufficient number of them we will Ice. This is to close the enlarged
be strong and healthy.
pores which otherwise might fill
Yeast can be taken Internally or again with matter.
The general treatment is
Is
in very
If the skin
externally.
bad condition and full of little steaming, cleansing cream, a hot
eruptions three cakes should be soap and water wash, a cold rinse
taken every day, preferably about and an ice rub. This Is given
meal time. They can be dissolved dally. I have also a Blackhead
In water or fruit Juice, or spread Cleansing Towder formula for this
dry over crackers, or If you find trouble, which I'll mall if you'll
the taste very unpleasant, they send an addressed stamped
can be put into empty capsules
ele-mo- nt

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
A. KIRKMAN.

THE IIOI'RKKEEPKR.

WITH IN, you for advice on earning money.
GHOWIXCi THOUGHTS.
my husband and I were pretty
'hard up.' But it wasn't our reThe housekeeper,
unlike the stricted financial state that made
business woman, does her work in me wretched; it was the fact that
The business my husband didn't seem to be
practical solitude.
with me any more
woman is surrounded by other sympathetic
or so Jt seemed at that time. Not
atmosworkers and by an office
caring much what I did anyway
phere that in itself is conducive to I had let things get on my nerves
on the work at so
concentration
I followed your advice and
hand; but the housekeeper, in took an elderly lady as a roomer
most cases, Is alone while she In our home. I didn't suppose It
cooks, cleans or sews, and this would make any particular differloneliness is conducive to thoughti ence to me from a standpoint of
that wander away from her work my happiness.
"But it did! The minute I beand, too often, that center upon
herself.
gan to work harder, keeping the
not
to
us
And it's
house spotlessly clean so that mv
good for
ourselves too much. From roomer should not think me a poor
self analysis, it is only a short step housekeeper,
and planning nice
to ' magnifying
conditions
and dinners (for, I agreed to give her
"making .mountains out of mole- dinners, allowing her to get her
own breakfast and supper In her
hills."
Now, Header Friends, I am writ- room) I began to feel happier!
ing upon a subject for a very def- The little,
heartless
seemingly
inite purpose; I want to help those things my husband said to me
of you who have this habit of didn't 'sink in' as they had done
thinking
thoughts," before. His hasty criticisms of me,
to get rid of the habit. For Buch didn't 'rankle' any more. I was
a habit is bound to make a person too busy to mope over little things
miserable.
that hurt!
And perhaps the best way to
"So I am writing to thank you
help you to get rid of the habit for making that suggestion nhnut
Is to tell you how another woman taking the roomer.
By following
got rid of it. I have a letter from it I have made myself over from
this woman on my desk as I write. a worrier to a cheerful woman.
My husband notices the difference
It reads:
"Dear Miss Kirkman: I wonder In me and often says: 'You're not
if you remember answering a let- half as sensitive as vou used to
ter of mine some six months ago? De, tnank goodness! You' a good
I wrote you then anonymously to little sport now.' '
I think this letter proves mv
ask you to suggest a way that 1
could make money without going point: that
thoughts"
out of my home and you suggested are curable. At least one
woman
in your reply through the' column has cured herself of that
g
that I take a roomer.
malady!
"Now I am writing to tell you
that I followed' your advice and MISS WHITING SPEAKS
that things have looked so much
ever since. As I
BEFORE W.C.T.U. TODAY
brighter
am not signing this letter, I am
to
in
write
it
the
and
truth
going
All Interested persons are Invityou are at liberty to publish it in ed to meet Miss Whiting, W. C. T.
your column if you want it might IT. officer, who will talk on "Amerhelp other women. I do not even icanization" at the meeting of the
live where your paper is published Y. W. C. A.
headquarters at S
(a friend sends It to me), so non" o'clock this afternoon. Mrs. M. I
of my neighbors see the paper a Fox will speak of her
acquaintance
most important point!
with Frances K. Willard.
re"Six months ago when I wrote freshments will bo served.Light
--

misery-bringin-

to-m-

Woman's club will meet at 3 p.
m. Music.
JOAX WEEPS.
W. C. T.
at Y. W.
reception
C. A. at 3 p. m.
CHAPTER 16.
Ten Dons will entertain wives at
Hannah's eyes opened wide
dinner at Tamarisk Inn, at 6:30 when she saw her mistress. With
p. in.
the privilege taken by an old famElks'Band Benefit dance at club ily retainer,
she remarked:
9
m.
at p.
"You sure look lovely, Mrs.
Hayden. Like Miss Joan's sister
instead of her mother,"
BLOUSED COAT FOR
Joan frowned.
GIRLISH FIGURES "Ain't it so, Miss Joan?" Hannah, unconscious, queried.
"It would look all right only It's
so silly!" Joan replied rather disdainfully.
'"Taln't silly one bit, Miss Joan!
Your ma is nothing but a young
thing ef you Is a great big girl. I
likes to see her perkln' up a bit.
It will do her good. Most girls
would be proud to have such a
young looking ma!" and with a
sniff that said as plainly as words.:
"There! for once I have sided
against you, and for your mother,"
Hannah returned to the kitchen.
Margaret Ignored the servant's
remarks, and commenced talking
of other things.
But Joan was far
from being the chattering, intertable
companion she usual'y
esting
was. She ate i lmost In Bilonce, occasionally raising her eyes to give
her mother a disapproving glance.
Margaret was beginning to realize that she, too, as well as Joan,
had a right to be free, to express
her Individuality. Up to now Joan's
attitude had nmused her. It had
come to hpr almost unconsciously,
certainly without volition of her
own, that she might be a good
mother to Joan, and also be Mara human being
garet Hayden
with a life of her own to lend Irand separate from
respective,
Joan's, even though she had so
long thought otherwise.
"That dress could be made over
for me," Joan said after dinner
was finished.
She had followed
her mother upstairs, a thoughtful
look on her pretty face.
"Perhaps, when I have finished
with It," Marearet answered, trying to speak with unconcern.
"You don't mean you intend to
wear it, mother?"
I1Y KI.OISE.
Tho bloused coat Is a stylo
"Certainly! That Is why I had It
which is shown every season in made." She had shivered
a bit at
small numbers, but which never thnt precise "mother."
leads the fashion parade. The
"And
are
to
comb
you
going
reason for this is that while it is
hair like that?"
very attractive and smart it is not your
'
"Yes. I think so, unless I find a
becoming to all figures. Only the more
becoming style. This sui's
slight, girlish figure can carry the
Don't you think so,
blouaed coat with a pleasing air. my face.
Since in America we have any dear?" Margaret glanced Into the
number of slight, girlish matrons mirror. She smiled at her own
it is easy to seo why the eont al- reflection, so young, so attractive
ways finds some buyers on this Her cheeks were flushed, her eyes
This tilt with Joan had
side of the Atlantic. Paris is not bright.
someway added to her appearance.
so fond of the mode.
Sho
over to her little
walked
Pictured here 1h a winter coat
made with the blouse. It Is fash daughter, almost as tall as she,
ioned of brown normandiu cloth. and putting her arm around her.
The sleeves are sot in at a dropped added: "Don't you really think 1
shoulder armhole, giving tho effect look nice, dear?"
of a loose, graceful wran. A rich
For answer Joan drew away and
beaver collar trims the coat. Belt throwing herself upon the couch
and cuffs of self material finish oommencod to cry convu!sively.
the coat. It is correct for stree:, For a few moments Margaret said
general utility or afternoon wear. nothing. But as the sobs Increased
in violence, fearing Joan would
make herself ill, Rhe laid her hand
OPEN MUSIC PROGRAM

t.

ON AT

WOMAN'S

every
givee her hiddiem
KELLOGG'S
you can eat
great big bowls
n thay taste
g o o d - r an'
they're alt crispy

who will play a violin solo. Mrs. E.
Wolf who will give a reading, Mrs.
R. E. Jones, witll a vocal solo,
Mariano Garcia, Jr., with a piano
number, 'Clarence ryrno with a
vocal solo and .the chorus with a
closing number.
A silver offering will be taken
for philanthropic work of the club
after the program. A board meeting will be held at 2:30 o'clock preceding tho musical program.

"I've lost you," tears

"what

S
BRUISES-SPRAIN-

applications hot and

VOm VAPORUB
7
Jim IW
1

Million

Ytarlg

sirs?
that tu
cllmat.

Reauita
For further partlculara
THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
Suite (109 Union Leairua Bids., Key No.
32. Loa Angelea,
Calif.
nation-wid- e.

adrlreM

TTft7C
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Miss Ethel Wallace.
Much is written and said about
the bravery of man, but very often
it Is woman who dares to swerve
from the beaten path and try some$15.00
thing new in art or business endeavor.
It takes bravery to do I One Chance for Each Person
that, as any woman who has with- I $15 for the best trade mark I
stood the comments of her con- I and emblem for our Dairy
I
Products. Contest closes 12 I
servative brother will testify.
o'clock midnight, Nov. 20,
Miss Ethel Wallace, one of the
1921. All contestants must
young women artlst3 of Greenwich
their suggestions
accompany
Village, has attracted widespread
with a bottle cap of the
attention by trying something new
Dairy AssoAlbuquerque
In portraiture. She Is using batik,
ciation. The board of dithat lovely new processed fabric,
rectors to be the judges.
instead of the usual canvas for her
FREE TO Ahh
potralts. Miss Wallace is now
painting the portraits ofIn many
this
prominent society women
fashion and is creating no llttis
conservadisturbance among the
tive masters by her clever handling of the' brush on this new

PRIZE

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.

AIm

Btktn tf

KELLOGG'S

CORNFLAKES
uJ
ul

MUMBLES

KELLOGG'S BRAN, csekW

knaklri

The inventor of the safety-piwho took the Idea from a reproduction of a Pompelan fresco,
made two million dollars.

pale.

Peculiar methods are employed
by the carpet weaver In India In
converting his oriclnal design Into
a textile. Instead of working from
a colored drawing or dfslgn. tho
weaver has the pattern translated
on paper Into rows of symbols,
each of which expresses the number of stitches and the color With
this written "key" in his hand the
head weaver s!ts behind his subordinates and dictates fie pattern
to them row by row.

CONFERENCE OF WOMEN
CALLED FOR APRIL 20
of
A
conference
women will be held at the third
annual convention of the National
League of Woman Voters In Baltimore, April 20 to 29. This is the
conference ol
first
women ever called.
with the league
In this work are Secretary Hughes,
Secretary Hoover and Dr. L. S.
Howe, director general of the
union.
to governments of
Invitations
South and Central American countries to send delegates have been
forwarded by the state department. While not an official invitation from the government, ths
the plan has the sanction of administration
officials, who view
with favor conferences which will
promote understanding and friendThe main purpose,
ly relations.
according to Mrs. Maud Wood
is to
Park, national president,
bring women of the United States
into friendly relations with women
of South America, Central America, Mexico and Canada.

I
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owoer

Ounces for
USE LESS than of higher priced brands
MILLIONS OF POUNDS BOUGHT BY THE GOVERNMENT

SAVE SAVE SAVE!
Saleable!
Seasonable I

ON

$400,000

WORTH

OF

erchandise
THINGS YOU

NEED

THINGS

TODAY!

THINGS

YOU

YOU

HEED

WILL

TO- -

MUST HAVE A MONTH FROM NOW!

In Rosenwald's Great

PI

AL

TO) ID1
Turn-Ov-

er

Phone

351

a Thing Reserved.

of Stock!

Everything

substance.

Be-le-

For over 30 years

It's a Complete

That's why big and little folks who know the differ
insist upon KELLOGG'S I The thing to do is to
make comparison Kellogg's against any other kind of
corn flakes you ever ate! If it's quality, or

lUn"."
cORH II

The annual Christmas seal saio
for nationwide fight against tun
berculosis will be conducted in
by the children of the publlo
schools. An agreement was madi
yesterday by School Superintendent C. K. McClure with Mrs. C. C.
Meacham, special representative of
the New Mexico Tuberculosis association, for the handling of till
seal sale. Mr. McClure will be In
the city on Saturday with the hli'h
school football team to maki further arrangements about the seal

SAME PRICE

N

MORROW!

ence

the

FIRSTPAN-AMERICA-

Although the nmount of the
bonds voted in 1920 was thought
sufficient to make all needed additions and to erect one new war!
building, the increasing construction costs have loft tho $425,000
inadequate to carry out the original program. The board will meet
at an early date to revise its construction plans.
Tho original building program
Included an addition to the high
y
school building which would
double the capacity of the
building, the addition of a large
wing at Second ward and improvements at the other ward buildings,
and the erection of a ward unit
In Washington park. It la probable that the money will be expended as far as possible on the high
school and Second ward enlargements Pince the greatest need for
Increased capacity is in these
buildings. A number of temporary
annex class rooms are in use it
present to accommodate the overflow students.
prac-tinnll-

After over a year and a half
delay the building program of the
Albuquerque public school system
will be rushed ahead at once. The
bonds ha
sale of the $425,000
been completed with the Hosworth
Chanute company of Denver, according to John Milne, superin-retendent of city schools, who
turned last night from Denver,
where he closed the agreement
with the company and delivered
the bonds.
by
The bonds were approved

bed time. Come, let mother help
you."
"Not until you are my Mumsle
again: I couldn't!"
Slowly Margaret undressed. She
laid the gray dress across a chair,
and donning her usual sober negligee, she helped Joan to bed as
usual.
"I had to give in this

through

SCHOOL CHILDREN OF
BELEN OFFER TO SELL
THE CHRISTMAS SEALS

then apply

are

tasted Com Hates so
.
so
joyously ftavra-edctispy-ciunch-y
as Kelicgs

Insist uPon KELLOGG'S

Supt. Milne.

flowel

CO

kind in the RED and GREEN pack-se 11 yu want 10 Know now won
derfully good corn flakes can Del

Finally Closed and
Delivered in Den-

do you mean, lost me?"
Margaret pretended not to understand. "I am right with you."
"I hove lost you! You aren't my

Dr. liuird hai attttolute proof
berculoma can ba healed In nil
by TUB INHALANT METHOD.

ll.CTFnll

that."
don't cry any more and
don't talk about it tonight. It is
lilto
"WeU,

$425,0 0 0 School

shoulder.

mm.

A.

are

Sale of
Bonds
Bonds
ver by

CLUB"'

wnai is ii, joan r wnat are you
attractive musical program crying about?"
At
first Joan made no reply.
has been arranged for today's open
meeting of the Woman's club which The sobs Increased In violence.
"Joan darling," Margaret knelt
will begin at 3 o'clock. Mrs. P. K.
Scheck, chairman of the philan- beside her, "tell me why you are
thropy department, arranged the crying like this? You will surely
program with Mrs. George D. make yourself ill."
Joan sat up, tears streaming
Kuoff as leader.
Musical talent has been con- from her eyes, her slight body
tributed by the Woman's club trembling
chorus which will give the opening
"What 1 sit, dear?" Margaret
number. Miss Dorothy Cameron, drew the golden head upon her

an' dandyl"

crispness or delicious or appetizing flavor you want-w- ell,
just wait till you eat Kellogg's! And, what a delight to know they're never leathery!
You'll get so cheerful about, Kellogg's that the day'
best hours will be when it's time to sit down with the
family in front of generous bowls all filled most to burst-- .
Corn Flakes! Never
ing with those big, sunny-brow- n
was a better time than tomorrow
to prove thata. KELLOGG'S
morning
a1
m
ii
torn flaxes are aooui i.iine -- giaaaesi
of all good things to eat."
dMtV99"

Mumslo any more. I don't hardly
know you like that."
"You will soon get acquainted
dear. Come, Joan, I am surprised
at you. A girl of your character
making such a fuss about nothing."
"It Isn't nothing! It's a whole
lot! Why, I don't know you at all.
You nilsht be some other girl's
mother.
My Mumsle never fixed
her hair like that, or wore such
dresses. Sho was Just my Mumsle."
"I'm your Mumsle Just the
same,"
her
Jlargaret replied,
This was Just
thoughts racing.
what she had been only Joan's
mother, nothing more.
"No, I can't feel it when you

attorWood and Oakry, Chicago
neys, the company paying 95 cents
on the dollar for them. Bosworth,
Chanute & Co. were the highest
bidders for the bonds at the second
sale early In the fall. The original
sale to an eastern company did not
go

An

SHE STARTLES ART
WORLD WITH NEW
BATIK PORTRAITS

"Lic'ttn, Petty
mudder

'

BUILDING TO

OF

By JANE l'HEWS

I

Br EAUItA

HI

SCHOO L

BE PUSHED S

Friday.

THE YEAST TREATMENT.

Patre Five

iiust

Go.

Not a thing is reserved in Rosenwald's great Fire Sale. $400,000 worth of merchandise must be sold. What looked at first to us as a business calamity has turned out to
be Albuquerque's saving opportunity of a lifetime. Everything in the sale is new,
seasonable and salable, the things you will always need. Although the racks and
shelves are being emptied many times a day, reserve stocks are being brought from
our basement between selling periods for your benefit. If we are sold out of whatever you want in the morning, come in the afternoon; if it's gone in the afternoon
come the next morning. Service is improving, even thcush the crowds are growing
larger every day.
Sales Conditions
Cash only.
No mail or telephone
orders.
exNo
approvals,
changes or refunds.
No S. & II. Green
Stamps.
Checks can be cashed
only at the main office;
second floor.
Please cash your cheek
there Before you begin
It will save
buying.
your time ana assist our
salespeople.

Fire Sale Hours
to 12:30 noon

9 a. m.
2 p.

The

m.

to 8:30

Interval

p. m

from
to 2 enables at
to replenish sales counters and places the whole
sales force at the disposal of customers at all
times while the store 1;
12:30

open.'
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COMMISSION

Non-Pri- ze
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1

Everybody
Wins
Something

Send or bring the nomination coupon in this paper to The Journal
office. That makes you a club member starts you off with 5,000 FREE
CREDITS. A few subscriptions to The Journal, while the big credit
schedule is in force, credits you with thousands of votes toward capturWITHOUT A SINGLE PENNY OF
ing one of the big awards-a- nd

Guaranteed To All
Winners

J

--

i

On another page will be found the first published list cf club members entered thus far in the Journal's $8,000 Salesmanship Club in which
Five Automobiles and hundreds of dollars in cash are to be distributed
among home folks absolutely free.
The short list of candidates shows that there is plenty of room for
live workers there are plenty of prizes for all. The opportunity is actually calling aloud for real "live wire" workers to enter the campaign
and make themselves important factors and winners cf the big prizes.
$8,000.00 is actually going begging for lack of active workers.

CASH

CENT

LIIJ

There Will Be
fjo Losers

COST.

ft

Mu3

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
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Campaign
Ends
Thursday
December
22nd
1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT
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FIVE
AUTOS
to be
Given Away
FREE

.1
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COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

ARE YOU AWAKE OR ASLEEP ?
Candidates who have been nominated in The' Morning Journal's election
are urged to wake up to the credit value of subscriptions these next three
weeks. Thus far very few of those nominated have made any effort whatsoever in the way of securing subscriptions or renewals to The Journal in
fact, more subscribers have come to The Journal office voluntarily and paid
up their accounts, giving the credits to some contestant whom they happened to know, than most of the candidates have brought in.

11

Credits accumulate very fast during this part of the campaign when the
credit schedule is the highest. Wake up, candidates, don't expect your

friends to do it all; make some effort yourself and you will be surprised at
how easy you can pile up a big credit total and go "over the top" for a car.
Don't be one of those who will "wish I had" when the election is over
and the big prizes distributed start an active campaign NOW. It is doubt
ful if you ever had or ever will have such an opportunity for making BIG
MONEY without investing one cent.
If your name is not on the list of participants among whom the gigantic
distribution will be made, send in your nomination blank and get busy. It
will pay you bigger in the short period of time than anything you have ever
done in your life. Are you awake or asleep?

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

'Credit Schedule of the

TE?3

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

Prize List

FIRST CREDIT PERIOD
December 7th
Price. Credit?
6.000
4.75
Month
9 00
li.OOn
Year

One 1922 Studebaker T.teht "6" Sedan.
Value $2,206, purchased from the CoopCo.
One 1922 StudebRker Light "6" Tourwith wire wheels.
ing Car, equipped
Value $1,350, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Toudng Car. Value
$692, Purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.

Up to Wednesday,

I

6
1
2

8
4
5
6

Tear

Tear
Tear
Tears
Tears
SECOND

December
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Months

Tear
Tears
Tears
Tears
Tears

Tears

.

18.00
21.00
36.00
45.00
54.09

er Motor

30.000
eO.000

120,000
240.000
800,000

CREDIT PERIOD
8th to December 17
Price. Credit
4.75
00
18 00
27.00
36.00
45.00
64.00

4.000
9.000
22.600
45.000
90.000
180.000
270.000

One
)ne
One ,

)ne

THIRD CREDIT PERIOD
December 18 to December 22nd
Price. Credit-2.601
4.75
Month
2
3
4
5

Tear

Years
Years
Years

Tears

9.00
18 00
27.00
36.00
45 00
64.00

i

urn1 m

wiihiiIimm

..

.........

.

ne

.00

)ne

1M0

One
One
One

30.00
60,000
120.000
180.000

Years
The above declining schedule of credits
will aosltivelv not be changed durlnii
A Special Vote Ballot
the campaign.
good for 100.000 EXTRA CREDITS will
be lBued on every "club" of 127.00
returned In. This special offer willcammain in effect during the entire
paign, and will be considered part of
the regular schedule.

. i

Ine
n

8

1

Oimpkte

...

.

Ine

Dne

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

In
In
in
In

in
In
In

in
in

In
In
In
in
in

in

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

hundreds of dollars I ' ""sh commissions
winners on
:o be distributed to
a salary basis of 10, ten per cent, on
in acturned
all subscription collections
cording to the rules of the campaign.
nun-priz-

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

$150 .00
150.00
150.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
30.00
30.00
80.00
25.00
.. 25.00
25.00
.

a.
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BRITISH BELIEVE

i

D

r

(From the Monthly Letter Issued by The National City Bank

iSPLACE VESSELS

railroad problem at this time what is fair In both of these cases?
g '"tire business Obviously it must be done through
ne burden ot in- - some public agency a body of men
creased freight charges upon all kinds representing the public. It is neces- HM"1? organization-governfiLjlU5t,rny; .,ffhert.Pliffhtflrfoi?im1
in
carry out all social aims,
sgers to reduce operating expensej, and to put confidence in the agencies
the
test
the impending railroad strike,
of government
and sustain them.
of the efficacy of the new Railroad They are not infallible, and they are
Labor Board as an agency of concilia- - answerable to the public for the man- tion, and the demand in some quarters ner in which they discharge their re- for the repeal of the
sponsibilities, but criticism of them
and directed
law, are the outstanding features of should be
the day, and present questions of the to specific faults of administration. It
is a symptom of social incompetency
importance.
Unfortunately the labor organiza- - for people to raise a great outcry
tions have been unable to see that the against a court or an administrative
market for their services no longer body simply because its decisions or
exists t the old rates of pay, and that actions run counter to whnt is popu- it was not only just to the great agri- - larly desired at the time. It is like the
cultural population that wages In the outcry of schoolboys against an urn- other industries should be reduced bu, pire.
for the best interests of the wage- - Iwo such Boards have been estab- lished to deal with the railroads and
earning population "self.
the Interstate
They do not see that the economic railroad employes-o- ne
redueCommerce Commission and the other
law already has forced a great
which the Railroad Labor Board.
tion of actual
is what really counts. It means noth- tn m3 btcaus9 o the differences
to have the o
ing to the
0pjn;ort exjsting ah0ut the actual
rates high if there is no work to be vah;c o the raiiroad property, Con- directed the Interstate Com- VTi"
Kres
iHu
i Lee,
one
railroad mcrce Commission to undertake a dc- Mr.
brotherhoods, has given out a state- - ttiw
and valuation.
It
mcntm which as an argument against proceededsrvey
to organize a subordinate
railroad
wage reductions in the
service, Dody of engineers, accountants, etc.,
Th3?8s
thousand, .f the., ten .ut .1
ffi SoiVh h'
work, nany of whom have as hifh as 1920, approximately
dfteen rears' eervice, because there is no been expended on the work, now far

Indicate English Represen
tatives Will Not Favor
Too Sharp a Limitation

rr.)

(Hj The AMnnnwr.
Washinuton, Nov. 17 (by the
Press.) An authoritative

statement of lirltish liaval views
obtained tonight disclosed that air
craft are not regarded by the Brit-

wage-earne-

At

IS

I

I'T6

lh"

ffibl.

Com"e

?t

pro-pos-

CALOMEL

advanced- - Tne daU thu Rathered was
taken by the Commission as the basis
of the tentative valuation required by
tu the
act.
should be understood that this
A similar ireument is offered in
g
,or
purposes is
behalf of very hiah waire rates for vaIuation
.i?,. ,i.;t. tfc. not based upon the amount of bonds
f. :.
JatsTe high the miner, have work
that the
in
onlv cart time and on the avera
mnection has no foundation,
make only very moderate wages.- was definitely set forth by Mr.
These
fail
then chairman of the
restoTo,! Ed(8ar E. Clark,
that
i,
Commerce Commission, be- on the basis of double oav for
on.Manu- Le the 1Se?a,e
Half time work. The people cannot be
under
factu.r"
supplied with the comforts to which consideration
the Calder bil for the
by half time
they are accustomed
regulation of the coal industry. The
production
f railrad ra,cs ,bcine UP;
In discu'ssihg the wage situation it ?.uestio,n
adopted
important to bear in mind that many
have exhibited b? ?lle Commission became a subject
groups of wage-earnenrmbets of the Com- a conciliatory spirit and have accepted of.. 'n"u,ry
very considerable reductions, but there
...
" w, 5'.0" teS at ,h
are other groups who have not done S,T i? .C.
so The latteaccept the benefits of
tVTSL '"bond,' " iVl
reductions elsewhere
but refuse to phricai value?"
Mri aJ,rV u"81" and bonds were not
reciprocate, and their mistaken action
inflicts hardships upon the entire com- not
eWu
munity, not excepting thousands of iTsiS,
that timt of the physical property
m?!,d
their own number, by forcing them wl"cl,
"lewted to the transporation
Into irttmree
We had a mass of information
aerrict.
It IS an obvious fact that no single aathered in our vsluation work, which is
influence is more important in retard- - not i0 jomplete form to be given out in the
ing the recovery of industry than the Ration".?."
We
freight charges which have been avail ouneives of that information.
'v
of U the information we
adopted for the purpose of enabling mrj'ed,
railroad companies to meet the cord
e,
aggregating more than
100 per cent, which have been granted percentage arising from the increase in the
iu of materials and property in recent
since the beginning of the war. The
is vastly more serious because
,c""k!h.KdVWde"a"St5,tto,o
of the fall of prices, as freight charges equate the ialues. The principal figures
much larger percentage that we used in out values are as of 19U
have become
of the value of the products than they
.
were oelore.
Yhose price units we think were accurate,
The necessity tor fair returns upon and ihev were based on experience of a
.'
uP..t0 ""f
capital snd fair wages for employes
ran hsrrily.be the subject of argument. Srmin'.tof 2S
tha? ti'm?
how is the public to determine the normal pcice for fixing the value af

J"?"

ten-ye-

nt

'

tortrhtoM"live'on'
.""few'Sara month
la all the railway service require
Let it be understood that no
from them.
wages are paid unless
transportation

hi

s.

i

pie

r.

"

of track or

n"Jv"

fT'.

.

&

a?tTthiiTyt

XVr'

JrZrtWiomMMa.

d.

nvthln

yJJSTJS.

lisbed, say, of June jo. 1913, wt tits
computed the value of whit the railroad

J&ft

ment

on Air Operations.

ish aa having displaced
capital
ships in naval warfare. Aircraft
have a distinct place In war, how
ever, and It was said even aircraft
bombardment of cities might be
justified because of the pressure
on enemy
such attacks exerted
British spokesmen
governments.
out
that bombardment of
pointed
London and Paris from the air dur
ing the war ha'd been effective In
this way, and It was Indicated that
tha British delegation would not
favor too sharp a limitation on
if the question
craft operations
comes up at the arms conference.
British position
the
contrast,
By
of abhorrence of submarines was
explained as due to feeling that
the submersible was a mere instrument of nssoBsination," and Incapable of exerting any such Influence on peoples and their governments as air raids on cities.
The British reply to the suggestion
that the submurlne was the weapon
of the weaker powers was that the
weak had never been oppressed by
the British .navy when there were
no submarines.
was denied by the
Comment
British spokesmen on the Japanese
modification to the American
The Japanese suggestions
were a variation of the program
proposed by the United States and
a subject for conference discussion, it was said.
It wns denied that In thinking
of continuing certnln building for
technical reasons during the
holiday, the British
had ever formally proposed to produce a ship a year. Such a building program would amount to repudiation of the American naval
holiday plan, It was added. It was
declared nothing of the kind had
been suggested In any official British statement.
Many plans had
been considered
for continuing
technical knowledge, but the British delegation was still not committed to any, it was said.
There l.i no feeling among British officials that the committee of
naval officers of the five powers
thrashing out the American proposals and various modifications
suggested should be called upon to
report In a matter of hours or days.
The American plan was described
as niOHt far reaching and of necessity, It was said, would take time
to consider. The group of admirals, it was added, la working at full
speed and has made some progress.
Jt was added that the American
ration for submarine , the point
about which the chief British proposed modifications hang, had not
be"-- i considered
as yet.
Touching apprehension that
dock yard
might be
closed In Great Britain due to the

of New York for November)
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amply demonstrated his qualifications
for the position by his service on the
Board, where he rose to the Chairman,
ship, which he held at the time the
valuation was adopted.
Probably no

T'

T

recent years than
Clark. It does not reflect, therefore,
in sny way upon the original appoint-whic- h
ment to surmise that in making it
President Roosevelt was influenced in
some degree by a desire to have a man
on the Board who would understand
the point of view of the employes, and
in whom they would have confidence.
in
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employers
operate
even though they are not finding sale
for their products, in order to give
The prac-oeri- tv
employment for labor.
ticability of this policy may be judged
from the following figures given out
Llcctnc
by the General
showing the distribution of its income
over a period of three years, and those
he most prosperous years of its his-- 1
tory. The figures show the average
distribution of each dollar of gross
receipts in the years
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SET OBENCHAIN HEARING.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 17.
Arguments will be heard Monday,
November 21, before the Second
district court of appeals In Los Angeles on a petition ror a writ ot
habeas corpus to secure the re- n
lease of Mrs. Madalynne
who Is' charged with the
murder of J. Bellon Kennedy, hot
Angeles broker, the state, supreme
court decided here today.

Columbia
Records

Oben-chai-

"Yes. sir."
"Thai ahouM jet at

"hould be conclusive
Ttat
,0 the basij o tne valuations, par.
ticularly so far as the brotherhoods
8re concerned, for Mr. Clark formerly
was head of the Order of Railway
Conductors, resigning to become a
member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, to which he was an.
He
pointed by President Roosevelt.
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Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

-

-

pipco

Miss Mabel Steagall.
Miss Steagall, daughter of Repand Mrs. Henry B.
resentative
Steagall of Alabama, is one of he
most popular members of the
younger congressional social set in
Washington, D. C

It's so easy, so simple
nancially
Get a box of
and If It
doesn't relcneo vou from all crav-in- s
for tobacco In any form, your
dnipgist will refund your money
without question.

Almost
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Last Night
With gaa around my heart.
Couldn't
breathe, muny people Ray.
No such cbkint? or anxiety if you will
take Baulmann'i
which are
prepared distinctly and fipmHally for
Stomach Gas, and particularly fur all the
bad effects from Kaa pressure agatnat
your moat vital ornan your heart
That empty. Roue and gnawlnv feeling at that pit of your atumarh will
that anxious, tiervnua feeling,
with heart palpitation, will vanish, and
you will once more be able to take
a deep breath, no oftt'ti prevented by Gait
pressing aajalnat your heart and lungs.
These unique Tahleta are aold by Wood-wort- h
Prescription Pharmacy, and all
reliable druggists. Be careful and Insist on the genuine Paalmann'a
r.
In a yellow package, prtce
J. Baalmann, Chemist, San

HARDING GIVEN
FULL CREDIT OF
ARM CONFERENCE

Tl

SKIRT LIKE NEW

fitPTAIN

Check That Cold
Right Away

Aur ,f
'ff

i

T

JST

becomes

impossible.
Veedol reduces sediment
eliminating
86, thereby
engine troubles to a remarkable degree.
Come in today and let
us fill your crankcase with
Veedol.

f

tation secretary Hughes' Domnshell Is still another story.
Some admirers have ascribed

them to Secretary
Hughes alone,
while other persons have declared
they were the composite effort of
the four Amemcan delegates oi
whom Mr. Hughes is one. Everybody seems agreed that they were
not drafted by naval officials, and
almost everybody had left out Pres
ident Harding, until todays -- in
side story" began to circulate.
The irreat secret, to wmcn a. j.
BOND-DILLO- N
Balfour referred to in his address
CO.
Tuesday, must indeed nave Been
Distributors
well kept, because, between seven
Ji.
Mcx.
Albuquerque,'
and ten men knew it. That number inoludes the four American
delegates and President Harding.
temel
Tfat's
on various
The others worked
VAA
pf
phases of the proposal. It Is known
oil sr fsMt)
on
was
Dased
memoranda
that It
" called from the navy department
xry
auhmtlllt, Irwk and it was carried into execution
by the American big four which
w (factor
Secretary Hughes beads, but the

mi
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Dr. King's

New Discovery
For Colds and Coughs

Nrt "Pep" In Your Work. Many
a man w
a failure in tasiness, many a
womass in her borne, became constipation tores up poisons that enervate
and depress. Dr. King's Puis make
Dowab act nsruralry. 2V

2r.Kinj Pills

PILES

Pimplaa, Bolls, Carbuncles, ate
rallavcd bjr

quickly

BOILENE

John Kyis.

John Kyle, captain and fullback
of Indiana's team, must b considered
ao
and aven
an
Hit
candidate.
work against Harvard and his feat
in acoruiK tha only touchdown
against Notre Dams showed hii

dais.

Three thousand German civtllanj

are ci. .ployed in the various departments of the United States army
or your mime? back.
60o at druggists
or by mall postpaid.
and welfare organizations on the
TUB BOaJUWJB CO, Albuquerque, N. . Ithine to do rough work,
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The Columbians
The Columbian

ot

Fox-Tr-

)

83c

The Happy Six)
The Iluppy Six

ot

Fox-Tr- ot

Soc

Tbe Columbians)
My Sunny Tsnnossee.
Who'll Be the Next One (To Cry Over You)
The Happy Six
Medley !
Canadian Capers. Medley
Paul Bicae Trio)
Paul Bicse Trio
Dangerous Blues. Medley
The Happy Six
Why, Dear? Medley
"When tho Sun Goes Down" Blues. Medley
Tm Happy Six j
Fox-Tr-

83c

ot

Fox-Tr- ot

A--

470

3

85c

Fox-Tr-

--

.c

V

,

r

ong
Hits
Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes Irving Kaufman ) A- - 3477
.
Frank Crumit
85c
Dapper Dan
You
Won't
BackT
Come
JoeSchenci)
Sally,
Learn to Smile
Charles Harrison j C5c
You've Made a Chicken of Your Mother Nora Bayet )
Saturday
NoraDcyce
Sweet Lady
Frank Crumi'i)
You're Just the Type for a Bungalow Frank Crumil
The Memphis Blues
Marion Harris)
Beale Street Blues
Marion Harris

I Wonder if You Still Care

for Me

CSc
C5c

85c

Broadway Quartet)
Charles Harrison

85c

1

85c

nrnm

Opera and
Concert

Si
HJLSlKa

O Come All Ye Fnithful

Barbara Maurel and Male Quartet
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing
Barbara Maurel and Male Quartet

Cur

Mi

Which opened

Toy Department

November 15th, is a
We heard
many remarks as to the reasonable prices we are
making and our advanced sales of Toys were more
than satisfactory.
We are offering the American National line of
wheeled goods, Lionel Electric Trains and
other standard lines at the same prices as they
are sold in the east.
Our stock is limited so don't delay picking out
your presents while it can be done without being
crowded.
We will hold any item you may select until Xmas.
We guarantee you can't beat our prices on new,
clean toys, all American made, and sold at reasonable profit.
success

Tuesday,

far beyond our expectations.

WHITNEY

HARD

CO.

307 West Central Ave.

Phone 76

Then You'll Remember Me

mm sport

Nearer, My God, to Thee
Lead, Kindly Light

418

WEST

Cofumita Stellar Quartet)
Columbia Stellar Quartet

fe&ose

iviusic

Dud

Souvenir

de Kereljarlo

j YoO

Festival Overture Key of "E" Flat Major
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Marche Joyeuse Key of "C"
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
At the Mountain Inn
On the High Alps
Fairy-Tal-

Schuetze
Heinrich
Stell and Biedermann

Sua,

$1.50
)

85c

)

Gypsy String Quartet)
Gypsy String Quartet

e

E-

-

7304

85c

THE LURE OF MUSIC
Did yntt liiwv that
boy, Puccint,
who tartr composed

La Bthimt, Ttca.
and Biukrjff,
AWw CohmUa Ktordt
on Satm at ait Cmlumbim
DmaUrt th 10th and
SOtS af Evary Month

COLUMBIA

COPPER

85c

r
.1
instrumental

ut

HOOVER MOTOR COMPANY

f$1.00

Rider-Kelse-

MODEL

Slightly damaged in fire. Now offered for sale
at price allowed us by insurance company.
An Opportunity to Save Some Money.

79S91

Charles Hnchetl

Rider-Kelse-

FIRE

LOOK

$1.50

Corinne
,
MaryofArgyle
y
Corinne
My Lovely Celia
j $ 1 .50
49968
Carmen "Canrone del Toreador" (Song of the
hiccardo Stractiari and Male Chorus J $ 1 .50
Toreador)

Dreams and
Fiora

Forestall
motor trouble

that lubrication

Fox-Tr-

Ted Lewis and His Band ) A- - 3473
Ted Ltu-i- and His Band) 85c

Nervous Blues
Edith Wil3onandJohnntipunn'aOriginalJazzHounds
Vampin' Liza Jane
EaithWilsonondJvhnnyDunn'sOriginalJazzHounda,

show how small is th.
possibility of increasing wages at the
expense of profits, even if all of the
latter were devoted to that purpose
i" the case of one of the most pros-bperous companies in the country.

1S1DA

ot

ot

Jealous of You

100 00

ANOTHER THEFT

Yoo-Ho- o.

Fox-Tr-

Fo-Tr-

Fox-Tr- nt

ncces-hig-

naval holiday, it was said this was "big idea" on which the plan Is
not suggested and that repairs for built, the "inside story" said, came
the retained fleet would require from President Harding.
enptinued operation.
DANGEROUS DRUG their
Another angle of the Brittsn view
The moon is getting nearer to
Of
as to desirability
continuing the earth an a speed of a,bout 14
work in some cases through the feet in two hundred years. Astron
naval nolluay m order not to lose omers up to the present have not
Next Dose may Salivate You, technical
knowledge
applies to Dcen able to explain why this is so.
(IVv The Anrl ilfd Firm.)
armor
Loosen Teeth or Start
plate factories. These plants
Phoenix. Ariz., Nov. 17. Police
could not remain idle, it was said.
The most ancient sweets are su
Rheumatism
Unless provi gar plums, sugared almonds, and and postoffico Inspectors today anand then resume.
nounced that they had secured evision ror continuing tnem in some ournt aimonds.
dence implicating
Hoy Gardner,
Calomel is mercury; quicksilver, measure was made, it was said, the
would be scrapped and it
escaped convicted mall robber, In
It crashes into sour bile like dyna plant,
a
mail
robbery at Maricopa, Ariz.,
mite, cramptng and sickening: you. would require rebuilding ten years
was capNovember 3. Gardner
Calomel attacks the bones and from now, which would absorb all DYED
tured
had
HER
been
that
the
Tuesday
naval
saved
FADED
night by Herman F.
by
should never be put Into your sys
Inderlled of Phoenix, a mall clerk,
holiday.
tern.
when he attempted to rob a mail
If you feel bilious, headachy,
car
at the Atchison. Topeka &
constipated and all knocked out
Santa Fe railway station here.
just go to your druggist and get a
The mall that was stolen at Mari
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
copa was takon from a locked mall
a few cents which Is a harmless
which was waiting to be
car
vegetable substitute for dangerous
hrousht into Phoenix. Maricopa Is
calomel. Take a spoonful and If It
the Junction point
between the
liver and
doesn t start your
main line of the Southern "Pacific
straighten you up better and quick
and
Arizona
the
Eeastern
railway
er than nasty calomel and without
running Into Phoenix.
(By Tbe Aaanrlnled Treat.)
making you sick, you Just go back
"Diamond
The'oniy thing of value that was
add years of
and get your money.
Washington, Nov. 17 (by the As wear to worn, Dyes"
taken from the mail at Maricopa,
faded
waists,
skirts,
makes
calomel!
take
It
you
Pon't
sociated Press.) Who formulated coats, stockings
sweaters, cover- according to the officers, was a
sick the next day; It loses you a and executed
the call for the arma ings, hangings, draperies, every- watch. Today they announced they
day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone ment conference?
Who evolved thing. Every package contains di had found the watch in a local
straightens you right up and you the American
so simple any woman can pawnshop and the prrprictor of the
proposals for naval rections
feel great, no salts necessary.
put new. rich, fadeless colors Into shop had Identified Gardner as the
Give it to the children because It limitation?
The countrv
has been an Wins her worn garments or draDeries man who pawned It,
is perfectly harmless and can not
The officers also said tnat tney
these questions and has been hear even If she has never dyed bofora.
salivate.
had learned that Gardner was ab
The best "In- just buy Diamond Dyes no other sent
ing many answers.
from his room in a local lodg.
kind
side story" here today has all the
then your material will come
earmarks of, being the correct an out right, because Diamond Dyes ing house from November 2 to 4.
are guaranteed not to streak spot.
swer.
President Harding, on a week fade, or run. Tell your druggist1
end cruise down the Potomac this whether the material you wish to, INDIANA'?
:
autumn, so the story runs, locked aye is wool or silk, or whether it is
TEAM'S BIG STAR
nimself in his stateroom one even linen, cotton, or mixed goods.
ing and left word that he did not
wish to be disturbed. A little later
he called to his room, one by one, I
some oi tne close trlends in public
life who had accompanied him and
laid before them sheets of paper
on which he had written with lead
pencil, and with, corrections and '
nffir
interlineations,
something which
! thbtdL-a- Pd
h5v!
amasement.
with
all
read
5u
they
- .'J1
it was the invitation to arm V": alter . " as soon as CV'Uthe stun lea
it, just
conference.
"gut
After some conference, it was atart, wun UT. tang's New Discovery.
decided to forward the text to Sec-- , For fifty yean a standard remedy
-a
"'
a
y
reiary HUgnes, ana tne yacnt May lor cokis, cougni ano grippe.
There are no harmful drum, nothing
uuwer Duaaea oil irom ner wueieas
that night the words which later but good, healing medicines, that get
were to ring around the world.
down to the trouble and help
ut course, tne preliminary diplo right
at are.
Here's a little hint.
matic feeler was transmitted to tha
Yo will scon notice a change for the
nations concerned, but it is said better. Has a
Ordinary motor oils break
conviacmg,
healing
invita
of
text
formal
that
the
the
down under the great heat of
that the kiddies like. Good
tion was substantially the same as taste
President Harding had conceived it tor craapy coogbs. AH druggists, 60c
theengine. Large quantities
that night on the Mayflower,
of black sediment form. The
The evolution ot tne concrete
remaining oil gets so thin
American proposals for naval limi
-

Ma. Medley
BiminiBay.
Say It With Music
Ju3t Like a Rainbow.

Choked

T. J. Armljo,

under
kill, was released
$1,000
bond yesterday and will appear be-- !
fore Judge W, W. McMillan Saturday for a preliminary hearing.
T. J. Armijo was arrested yesterday morning shortly after 1 o'clock
by polica officers who were summoned by telephone ty Davo Armljo, who claimed he had been assaulted while he and the othx-- r nvm
were driving
on South Walter
street at about the 600 block in
search of a case of Canadian Club,
which T. J. Armijo said was buried
in the sand hills.
According to Dave Armllo's story
he drove T. J. Armljo out to tret the
whiskey and when they reached the

mmm

Dance
Records

Fox-Tr-

WHISKY HUNT ENDS
IN ALLEGED ASSAULT
UPON DAVE ARMIJO
arrested yesterday
morning charged with having assaulted Dave Armljo with intent to

nerve-shatterin-

h
.This statement will show the
sity for a continuous inflow of money
to keep the business in funds to oper-th- e
ate. The costs of operation took over
of
ipt
fast.P"as they came, and the gross
receipts aggregated hundreds of
11 is impossible foi
lions of dolIars
eh an organization to operate lonp
without selling its products.
Th

CLAIM GARDNER
WAS ACTIVE IN

4

has helped thousands

g
break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a :onstlng for a amoks or a
chew, Just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally physically, fi-

to

JLJ:.,.: Sn.Sil BalM

"'.?'

immit

pockets
of the automobile, T. J. Armljo is
alleged to have struck Dave on the
head with a bottle. Dhvo Armijo
claims that he then stopped the car
and started to run aa two shots
were fired at him. Ills overcoat
and hat were found by police where
he had dropped them while running.
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edge of the city his companion ask
ALABAMA GIRL IS
ed him If he had a revolver, aa they
CAPITAL FAVORITE mignt neea it. upon
receiving
carried In one of the
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COLLEGES FAR TOO NARROW, DEAN HAWKES ASSERTS
Columbia Educator Says Books Are Still the
Backbone of Education, but That Many
Essentials Are Too Often Overlooked
Br REGINALD A. WILSON.
'HAT Is the matter with the
colleges?" In pursuit ot ao
answer to this question Prof.
Herbert E. Hawkes, dean of Columbia
was sought. His answer was in brief
the
that
colleges and universities are not
properly distributing the emphasis they
place upon the purely academic and the
r
activities of the student
In many instances, he points out,
body.
the academic is stressed to the neglect of
the human and individual side. In others,
Col-deg- e

activities athletics,

the

dramatics, 4c are emphasized at the cost
of the student's academic development.
The problem of the rroper amount of
emphasis to be applied to each is one.
Dean Hawkes fines, that demanffs a delicacy of perception and a nicety of application. Definite standards cannot be fixed
for all cases, because the problem varies
enaccording to the character, size and
virons of the institution.
A few weeks ago the Review of Reviews,
Jn an effort to test undergraduate knowledge of world affairs, sent questionnaires
to some 17,500 students throughout the
country. The questions were of a comparaof
tively simple nature, but the average
correctness in the replies was only 44 per
rent. One student replied that David Lloyd
George was King of Ireland, another that
Samuel C.ompers was a poet and a third
that Charles E. Hughes was Woodrow Wilson's private secretary. Presumably these
replies were sent in good faith, Judging by,
the nature of a majority of the rest.
Dean Andrew F. West of Princeton. In a
recent Interview, made the startling assertion that half the people of the United
States were illiterate. He blamed the elective system of study as one of the basic
reasons for this alleged condition.
Dean Hawkes believes tne reason lies
deeper than that.

1

Colleges Cannot Agree
On Type of Education
"This newspaper and other publications," he said, "are emphasizing the undoubted fact that the colleges are under
fire at the present time, as, in fact, they
have been for a considerable period ot
years. The colleges themselves, through

their professors and administrative
meet the criticisms in a great variety
of ways, and certainly show no agreement
among themselves as to the most effective
ot college education.
This, however,
not condemn the colleges. On the
hand, it merely emphasizes the many
and vital character of their problem.
"If fifty persons were asked to tell why
they loved their mother, it is likely that
no two would reply in the same terms.
This would not mean that there was no
such thing as filial love, or that it was not
worth while. It would only mean that it is
such a fundamental and deep rooted
emotion touching one person here, another
there that one might as easily try to confine the sunlight as to enclose it in the
narrow confines of a single statement.
"The most serious criticism of our colleges is the statement that they do not
help their students to take up the problems of life with vigor and effectiveness.
These problems may be those of holding
down a Job faithfully and intelligently, or
being a useful citizen or of showing a
cooperative and helpful spirit in dealing
with those around him."
Dean Hawkes paused long enough to re
mark parenthetically that what he was
about to say must not be construed as
meaning in any way that he put athletics
activities ahead
and other
of academic pursuit in point of importance.
But he added that, were he, as a father
and in the light of his experience as an
educator, compelled to act for his own son,
he would select the institution that possibly over stressed the importance of
development in preference to
the one that emphasized academic development to the neglect of the other.
type
does
other
sides

Prof. Herbert E. Hawkes, Dean of Columbia College, who talks
freely of needed educational reforms.

Latin Not Necessary, in His Opinion, for
Every Curriculum Favors Fraternities and
Closer Union of Faculty and Students
appreciation of the fact that, while the
most important Interest of college students
is their studies, and these must be the
matrix and foundation of the entire college structure, we are dealing with young
men who must have ample opportunity to
exercise reasonable initiative and imagination in their athletic, social and literary
Interests. This should be done, not with
the mere toleration of every one, but with
the active support ot all who are fitted by
t aining and temperament to do so.
"In this way the young man will gain
Ji the development of his whole being,'
t ind, body and spirit, by his college
cjurse, and will take up the work that
comes his way on graduation with the
zest and enthusiasm which is dynamic
rather than with an air of superiority and

as he has of
leadership,
Initiative, decision in short, the faculty to
impress others.
"In most of our colleges the students
realize this better than the faculty. The
result is that an antagonism has been set
up between the students and the faculty
that Is a handicap to the development o
either the academic or, let us say, tli
human side of the student. The boys d
velop the belief that their studies are only
a necessary Incident to their Joining
athletic, social and ether
activities. The faculty too often counters
by arbitrarily over emphasizing the importance of the Latin, history, mathematical or other courses.
"So it seems to me that a whole lot of
the criticism of the colleges may be re-

conceit so often noticed In our young grad-

uates.
"Expressed in broad terms, the college
aims to give its students a fund of information, an ability to use good Judgment regarding a given situation, a habit
of looking at every question broadly and
fairly, a method ot attacking problems
fundamentally rather than superficially, a
keen sense of the other man's point of
view, eyes to see the right and the will to
do it.

moved if each of these elements is made
to realize the importance of the work of
the other. The faculty must realize that
sports and other similar activities must
have their distinct place. But the boys
must also gain an appreciation of the fact
that, after all, their studies are the basis
of their future success.

Student Activities Provide
Need for Real Leadership
"The students have sensed this situation
for many years in our colleges, and the
reason that our athletics and other student
activities loom so large is because they
supply this need of training in leadership,
in action and in cooperative endeavor that
is so important.
"The college of the past has too often
presented the pitiful spectacle of a faculty
confining its entire attention to the
academic side of things with a feeling of distinct antagonism toward the
student activities, which ought to be one
of their concerns. The students, on ths
other hand, study their courses as necessary evils attendant on their taking part
in these other activities which are to them
of greatest significance.
"I do not mean that the professors of
mathematics should be lesB active in teaching their subject, but I do mean that they
should realize that the activities of the
students are a real part of their education
and should lend the same interest and
helpful support to those who are concerned
with the other side of college affairs that
we have come to expect from our athletic
teachers."
"How," asked the interviewer, "is this
prohlem being solved at Columbia?"
"We are handling it here in this way,"
Dean Hawkes continued.
"We are endeavoring to effect a most careful organization of classes, each with a definite
academic motive. In this way, during the
preparatory work at Columbia College, the
student is grounded in the essentials neces
sary when he later enters the Law School,
the School of Mines, of Medicine or whatever he elects to follow. But this work
Is so organized that, say at the end of the
first year, if the student elects to change his
course, to become, for instance, a doctor
of medicine rather than an engineer, he
can do so without loss of time in the
process or without experiencing a sense of
defeat in the accomplishment of his original purpose. This is important in the
early training.

How Columbia Handles It
By New Member of Staff
.

"Then, in connection with the extra
activities, an example of the way
we are endeavoring to meet the situation
Is seen in the recent appointment of a new
member of the instruction Btaff. His duty
is to guide, advise, steer the literary and
all other outside, but
activities. His work is to teach and develop the
individual side of the student to com- cur-ricul-
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Only One Bit of Problem
Faced by the Colleges

"Some say this may be called training
of character, others that it means training
But these are each only
for citizenship.
one facet of the many which the problem
of the college possesses. The man with a Day of Latin Gate Past,
fine character will inevitably become a
Despite the Possible Reward
good citizen, and the good citizen must
when
"Perhaps they get an approximation ot
necessarily have a good character,
these terms are defined as broadly as those those rewards. But, after all is said and
who use them intend.
done, the day is past even if it ever
"The problem Ms greater than the State existed when it was wise to
require every
or the individual character. It means the
who goes to college to enter through
boy
the
to
take
of
place
the
boy
preparation
Jn the community which his talents and the Latin gate.
"No one has ever convinced me that
astes indicate, with the maximum ot
tower and effectiveness. He may be a every person going to college, and prenerchant, a poet, a physician, an editor or sumably using his time to the best advanA college education ought to tage in
jt mechanic.
preparing his mind and body and
enable him to arrive at higher reaches of spirit for a life of usefulness, should be
service and accomplishment than he could obliged to take Latin or else forego the
have attained without it.
This
advantages ot" further education.
"The study of ethics in college may help means that I do not believe in required
some to understand tho correct principle Latin for the A. B. degree."
"Do you believe, with President Mac- of conduct and to adjust themselves more
nerfectlv to their environments, but a Cracken of Vassar, that the fraternity syscourse in ethics is not necessary in order tera jn our colleges should be abollshed?"A
that a man may have a gooa cnaracier. Dean Hawkes was asked. Dr. MacCracken
The study of the principle of government
recently advocated the abolition of the
is exceedingly useful for every one, but it system because of its alleged tendency
does not make the difference between a toward the development of snobbery and
exclusiveness.
Dr. MacCracken is a fragood citizen and a bad one.
"The great work of the college, on the ternity man. Dean Hawkes is not.
"I do not believe it should be abolished,"
intellectual side, is a study of each boy,
so that his ambition, his strength and his Dean Hawkes replied with emphasis.
"It
weakness is clearly seen and enough flex- fills a distinct need in our college life and
ibility of collegiate work so that each can be made to be of the utmost usefulness
student can be given the stimulus and the and assistance to the faculty.
"Of course a certain amount of snobopportunity that he personally needs lor
the bringing out of his latent talents and bery and exclusiveness results inevitably.
the development ot his entire being. This That is bad as far as it goes. All depends
is a difficult task, but, with the aid of an upon the attitude of the fraternity toward
enthusiastic teaching staff and the appli- the college itself. A fraternity, the loyalty
cation of the wonderful results of the of whose members stops with the fratemodern psychology, it is not too great for rnitythat does not transcend that and extend to the college itself is a damage Inthe colleges to undertake."
stead of a blessing. But where the fraterNot Against Elective Studies,
nity usurps the functions of the college
But Miebt Omit Latin itself, as has been charged In some cases,
"Does this mean," Dean Hawkes was It would seem to me that the fault lies n
asked, "that you approve the elimination the quality of leadership in the college.
"We have at Columbia thirty-twGreek
of elective studies as advocated by Dean
letter societies, each of which cooperates
v
Jones of Yale?"
"Quite the contrary," he replied. "But and collaborates with the dean to a very
it Involves the study of languages not appreciable extent in the problems affectnecessarily Latin science and the histori- ing the academic training of its members.
cal and social sciences In properly balanced The advantages of the fraternity system,
courses. But above all it involves an at- in my opinion, far outweigh the disadvan- titude of intelligence toward the develop- tages."
ment of qualities of leadership and co- -

' JL

DEAN HAWKES AS AN EDUCATOR

undergraduate activity.
phyiical education and the stimulation of broadened
Under Dean Hawkes Columbia Univenity is gradually losing its metropolitan
character and ii now truly a national institution, a preponderance of ita students
.
coming from other Statea.
Dean Hawkei was born at Templeton, Mas!., December 6, 1872. He is the
(Sparhawk) Hawkes. He took hi
ion of Gen. George P. and Abigail Elizabethand
then wai a itudent at Gottingen
A. B. at Yale in 1896 and hi! Ph.D. in 1900
Dean Hawkei wai appointed initructor in mathemeici In 1898
from
1910 at Yale. He beand assistant professor in mathematici from 1903 until
came profenor of mathematici at Columbia in 1910. He u the author of a large
number of mathematical textbook! and hai contributed to many American and
foreign mathematical publications.
1901-190-

ferent point of view from what we have
had, and it has been adopted with the hope
of making up the deficiency in the college
graduate. We are doint; the same thing in
athletics. We are careful to have the
coaches feel that they are instructors, and,
as such, as much a part of the college
instructional corps as the professor of bis
tory.
"TMs Is nothing more or less than an

o

extra-curricul-

Books Still the Backbone,
But Much More Is Needed

V,

f

"As a matter of fact," he went on, "colleges have never looked at their task in
terms sufficiently broad. The study of books
la necessary, and, so far as we can see.
must remain the backbone of our work.
But the qualities of initiative, of leadership, of activity in the countless human
relations that surround us, all are touched
upon too little In our college offerings.
The result is too often that, when a boy
takes his degree after a long and careful
study from books, he thinks that the goal
is reached.
"But be has only a feeble sense of the
cruel fact that he Is Just ready to begin a
long, hard climb through much grime and
dirt it may be before he has earned any
right to regard himself with any great
satisfaction. He has not learned that only
through work well done can be reach the
heights. He ought to do this work faster
and better because of his education. If he
cannot, college has done little for him.
"The average graduate leaves college well
conequipped mentally and usually with a
But
siderable degree of
there Is another side that is as yet quite
fallow, undeveloped. That is his capability
of appearing to advantage to himself when
he goes out Into the world, and, ungulded.
experiences for the first time intimate contact with others in life's course. It Is
then that he must call upon such resources

Aliens Now Sending $100,000,000 Abroad Yearly
(Special Correspondence.)
Washington, D. C, Saturday.
$100,000,000 a year
APPROXIMATELY
States is
country In a steady
stream of gold, currency and drafts to support residents of foreign countries In Europe
and the Near East. Departing aliens each
year take with them when they leave the
United States a minimum of $70,000,000, according to an estimate by Commissioner of
Immlsration Husband. An additional
a year Is being sent out by aliens
who work and live here temporarily.
The flood of cash and drafts outward
bound may be far greater than this, officials
say. There are no exact reports to be had.
Estimates can be made which are roughly
accurate on the basis of post office money
orders. Income taxes paid by departing aliens
and from other sources.
"The flood of American money going to
Europe now is greater than at any time
In history," said Commissioner Husband.
"During the war, aliens living and working
here found it difficult to send money to
relatives abroad because of confusion in exchange and war restrictions. Hundreds
now are going back to their native lands talcing with them the savings of six years.
During those six years wages were higher
lhan at any time in the nation's history.
"Some aliens believe Russia has found
Utopia. These are drawing all their savings
to go back there to live. In one sense this is
very pathetic.
"In the cases of many other aliens there
is a desire to return to their home districts
and shine as persons of wealth. At current
rates of exchange this is possible with only
a comparatively slight amount of American

ment on railroads, in building lines and In
cash. Some of these will be back later without funds. Others r.ever will return, but mills and shops. The coming of fall and
will set themselves up In business in their cold weather found them hurrying back to
native lands. Steamship companies are hav- Ihelr home's In Italy, Ireland, Central Europe,
ing difficulty handling the rush of aliens Russia and other countries.
back to their former homes.
Many Are Afraid to Leave,
"Some aliens are taking back with them
Fearing They Cannot Get Back
as much as $4,000. All, I presume have at
The same tide of migratory workers Is
least $200. This probably is a low estimate."
setting in. But this year it will be curtailed
Bow Exchange Rates Figure
in large part by the immigration restriction
Many aliens who long to return home
For the Several Countries law.
nre fearful of departing from the United
States lest they be not permitted to reTho cash taken out of tho Unltpd States
each year by departing aliens will buy at enter.
Aliens leaving the United Rates numbered
current rates of exchange something like
243,303 from January 1 to September 16, ac1,050,000,000 francs, French, the universal
cording to reports to the Immigration Bucurrency of Europe. This means the average alien, arriving in a European port, has reau. In the same period arrivals numbered
a minimum sum of 3,000 francs. To neigh- 316,177. From August 30 to September 4 arbors and friends, this appears a princely rivals were 7,226 and departures 9,652. In
sum, making possible the possession of this period those departing outnumbered
oppatent leather shoes, the mark of elegance those coming in probably because of the offIn European peasant and workers' circles. eration of the restrictions on entrants,
Add to this an American made gold watch icials say. Thpse reports include only third
class or steerage passengers.
and chain as a probable part of the equipA large number of aliens travel second
ment of the homecomer, a sack suit cut on
very latest American style lines, a shiny class now as a result of high wages, which
black suitcase in place of the bundle method enabled them to accumulate large savings
of transporting belongings In Europe, and during war years. Aliens flocking to the
the European worker who has Just returned United States are urged to emigrate to
from the United States becomes a local hero. this country by the unusually high prices of
Aliens are denartlnir from the United food, shelter and clothing in Europe, in corn8tates at a rate of approximately 350,000 a parison with the low prices in the United
states. In Italy, for instance, most necessyear. This Is nearly the rate of pre-w400 per cent,
ities. As a matter of experience, it In-is- ties still cost approximately
more than In the pre-wperiod. Work Is
shown that very many aliens who leave
tending not to return are back within a few harder to obtain In Italy and In all European
months. A large number quickly squander countries than In the Unid States, despite
tho money they took with them and como the presence of many Jobless here. Through- back to make more. A few Invest it and out Europe taxes are many, times higher
than In this country and, in several counsettle for life.
In
times steamship agency offtries, military service Is compulsory.
icials were familiar with an army of
Departing aliens are paying income taxes
remigratory workers. These men, i averaging more than $30 a head, officialshow.
usually unskilled, flocked to this country ports of the Internal Revenue Bureau
by thousands each spring to obtain employ- - Under regulations of the bureau, persons
-
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E. HAWKES, Dean of Columbia College, during the poit-waAi
education.
in
American
of
the
figure!
one
prominent
HERBERT
of Frederick P. Keppel he ha been a leader in forward
movements which have made a profound impreision not only at Columbia but at
hii own Alma Mater, Yale, and in other institution.
Dean Hawkei'i work at Columbia brought him !o forcibly to the attention
of the Yalo alumni that ha wai made a formidable candidate for the preiideney
Columbia! educational departure!, with
to lucceed Arthur Twining Hadley.
admu-lio- n
which Dean Hawkei hai been identified, include the psychological testi for
now being ued by univeriitiei throughout the country, adoption of the great
freshman coune in contemporary civilization, which alter! radically old methodi
of teaching hiitory, philoiophy, economic! and government! establishment of a
new itudent body called '"univeriity undergraduate!," exteniion of compuliory

plete the development of the man as a
whole and, if the experiment works out
the way we hope it will, the students will
develop along these lines, without at any
time suspecting they are being taught.
"The important aspect of this new
sppointment is that the man occupying
this position contributes just as genuine
a part to the educational work of the institution as any professor. This is a dif

operation that must lie near the founda- tion of any well rounded education."
Dean Hawkes's reference to the study of
Latin, and his implied belief that he did
not regard it as essential to a well rounded
education, was in such conflict with the
views of Dean West of Princeton, that his
questioner invited him to say more on the
subject. Dean Hawkes made it clear that
he was not seeking to engage in any con
troversy with his fellow educator on this
much mooted subject, but added:
"There is no one panacea for all of the
shortcomings of the mind and the spirit
which the college can possibly apply to boys,
with the assurance that if they have this
the college will have done its duty. Even
Latin Is not such a panacea. It is useful
to many, but it is not all important, as
some of its advocates would have us think.
"In the first place," he continued, "it is
my experience that comparatively few students of Latin ever acquire from a study
of the language a year or two in college,
even on top of a four years preparatory
course, those far reaching and satisfying
advantages that the Latinists claim as the
rewards of that study. This may be due
partly to the teaching, but largely, I think,
to the nature of the young man of our day
and generation.
"If the rewards of the chase are not
forthcoming what advantage in the chase?
"If the students do not get what the
study ought to give them, is not the problem one that ought to be referred back
for further consideration?

.

Hazing Thing of the Past,
But It Made for Solidarity

The interviewer ventured one more question. "What," he asked, "is your opinion

regarding the practice of hazing?".
leaving the United States must present a re"Hazing," replied Dean Hawkes, "as it
ceipt for their income taxes to date of sail- '
ing in order to obtain passport approval from was formerly known Is a thing of the past.
port authorities.
I believe, however, that the application of
More Than $13,000,000 Income Taxes
certain rules, adopted by the class organiCollected From Departing Aliens
zations, are good In the development In
Inin
More than $13,000,000 was collected
the freshman class of the sense of solicome taxes from aliens departing last year.
of the United States pay at a darity, of Its existence as a unit. It brings
minimum rate of 8 per cent. This would the freshmen closer together, and in doing
indicate that the 300,000 aliens who left the so helps the whole class In its attitude
United States during the last fiscal year toward work and sport.
had an average net taxable income of
"It frequently happens, particularly in
more than $400 each over and above exemp- the student's
freshman year, that a 'fellow
tions. The exemptions are the same as needs
a friend." What does it matter If
those for citizens, $1,000 for single men and
women and $2,000 for married persons, with the sophomores have ruled that the freshman must wear those silly little caps, turn
an additional $200 allowed for each child.
On the basis that each departing alien up their trousers, wear a certain colored
earned at least $1,500 during his last year tie or do any one of the fool
things they
of residence here it Is calculated that their agree upon. The point is that
when a
total income was $450,000,000.
needs a friend' he finds one In the
American residents and citizens of foreign 'fellow
extraction are now sending many millions of other man with the silly little cap or with
dollars at regular periods to European coun- his trousers turned up or whatever it may
tries from which they emigrate to America, be he must do or wear to proclaim his
for investment In the currencies of thoso
countries while they are at a low value.
"And, after all, the boy who won't subA reflection of the extent of this diversion
the boy who won't obey the rules is a
of American dollars to countries abroad came mit,
not likely
In a cablegram to the Commerce De- pretty unlovely sort of person
partment, from American trade representa- to be a good member of a pulling team,
tives at Chrlstlanla, stating that American not likely to cooperate.
citizens and residents of Norwegian birth
"Of course the problem with the faculty
have deposited in banks In Norway about is what to do if the boy refuses. PunishExIn
the
last
kronen
year.
150,000,000
ment can hardly be made a part of college
change value of a Norwegian krone in
discipline, but it the thing is handled
American money Is 12 cents.
Officials of the Commerce Department said Judiciously between a committee of the
Americans In other groups are also sending students and the dean's office It car. be
back large sums, hoping to profit by a future managed very well. Better Judgment has
rise in the currencies row at a low figure eliminated the old time brutal hazing
as compared with the value of American methods and the critics of existing pracdollars. No figures, however, were available tices are alarmed about an evil that no
to show the aggregate sums thus diverted
longer exists."
to 'the banks ot Europe.
Non-citize-
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SMILES VVREATIIE FACES OF ROOT
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DELAYED

PREPARE
FOR TITLE TILT
WITH ARIZONA

:

Both

B! JUROR:

A very common cause of
constipation

Teams to Enter Game
Full

With

Tomorrow

of First String
Men; Title at Issue.

Line-U- p

(By The Asaorlntril I'reM.)

t
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 17.
jAfter counsel lor both Bides had
'accepted definitely a Jury to trj
Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle on a
manslaughter charge today, admissions by one of the twelve about
to be sworn In set the attorneys
back to picking out a twelfth juror
Jato today. As a result, today's
session enaea with the Jury incomplete, and. aa the court announced
t would direct that one or two
alternate Jurors be chosen, the taking of actual testimony seemed as
far away tonight aa it did last
night.
i
George Tt. Morgan was the man
who blocked the proceedings. lie
informed the court he wished to
change his answers to certain questions asked him and then announced he had formed an opinion "on
the weight of circumstantial evidence." Ha was excused.
t The prosecution used its last per
emptory challenge to excuse Ed
ward Pauson, called in place of
This also was the last
JVIorgan.
peremptory challenge available for
either side.

SP?r5 wiivr
ROBINSON

for
Everything is In readiness
New Mexico's biggest athletic
event which will start promptly
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoo"
in tho'
with the first kick-of- f
game.
to
Tomorrow's game promises
exhibit both teams at their best,
for both will enter tho game with
a line-u- p
composed completely of
first siring men. Both teams have
won victories by decisive scores In
their last games and demonstrate!
that they nre in fit shapo for the
decisive struggle of tho year.
New Mexico will have every position filled by regulars), with tho
exception of right half, where Tom
Popejoy will probably take Calk- ' ins'
who
place. John Popejoy,
was absent from last Saturday's
game because of a severe rold, will
be back In his old position
at
tackle, and FVrgusson, who took
that position against tho officer,
will be back at guard. The Bhift
iiacit to tne normal line will undoubtedly
the line by
at least f.O strengthen
per cent.
Coarh Johnson has been givlns:
tho team abundant nlgnal practice
for the past throe weeks, and a
number of absolutely new playa
are expected tomorrow, Arizona
will bo totally in the dark regarding the U. N. Jf. tactics in tomorrow's game, although tho Arizona
coach watched tho gamo with the
officers last faturday, for Johnnon
did not permit his charges to us?
their newly acquired
tactics
against the soldiors. It is expected that the new style of game will
vork havoc with. Arizona's defense.
i.J;
Tho Wilrtc.it-T.ob- o
game will viraward
the title of southwestually
tern champions, since both teams
are almost suro to win their Tur- Kcy ony game.
u. N. M. will play
tho Aggies, who: were
beaten by Arizona and decisively
are not
looked upon as possibilities in th
game on Thanksgiving.
'Arizona
will meet Roswell- Militnrv insti
tute, which was beaten by the Agthin gurne is counted al- NOT
gies.
ready as a scalp in Arizona's belt.

Poor appetite is now known to be an important factor in this condition
A RECOGNIZED authority on the subject of
constipation maintains that "a poor
petite is a very common cause of constipation, especially in women." A certain quantity
of food is necessary for the intestines to function
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Secretary Hughes and Elihu Root
This photo, taken just after the first session of the arms conference in Washington, shows two highly pleased American
delegate.
Both expressed their belief that the conference would be successful
Up to now It has been impossible
to bring ubout such a consent but
there are many gathered here who
see an opportunity for an international accord founded upon mutual
concessions.
To know what treaty rights a
nation has in China it Is necessary
to learn what privileges or Immunities, commercial and economic,
have been granted by China to any
of the other trenty powers.

AH efforts to recover the treasure
buried thirty-thre- e
years ago in
Robinson park will result in arrest.
according to a statement Issued by
cniei or I'olioe Galusha yesterday.
out rew people In the city re
member the occasion when, after
fitting ceremonies, a treasure chest
of untold value was lowered into a
in the ground at Robinson
!
the earth was thrown back
nk;
Into place and as time went on,
DAVID WEILLER WILL
rtj The AnnrmrriT Creu.)
cvon the existence of the treasure
Washington, Nov. 17 (by the Aswas lorgotten.
OFFERED FOR PROBATE
sociated Press). China's proposal
Judge W. W. McClellan recalled that all her commitments
with
the event yesterday and immedi other nations, and even Individuals,
Hearing for the probate of the
ately there were several treasure be made public for determination will of the late David Weiller
as
but
their
seeking parties formed,
scope and validity, threat- was set bv the probate court
they pf
curried about for shovels and ens to open a Pandora's box with yesterday fnf November
Tn
22.
picks, the police department put an countless contributions to the ex the will offered for probate, Ida
ni io tne proposed expeditions.
posure of secret diplomacy.
One Weiller, wtfe of the deceased, was
,i Thirty-thre- e
years ago there was viewpoint is that China's
suggested Tis principal executrix,
a tree planting campaign going on ments are In such a muddle engage
that it and H. B. Weiller and W. A.
in the city. All classes and types would be difficult to make a com
and ad
Dlsque as
or citizens were planting trees.
plete statement.
visors.
i The proprietors of several of the
One explanation of the difficulty
making bequests of $100
saloons and cafes in the citv were is that the foreign offices of vari to After
the Congregation Albert;
$1,500
not to be outdone, so they planted ous countries have not published, to
his sister, Mathilde Weiller,
(he huge cottonwood tree which in full, correspondence
between nhd $1,000 to his sister, Pauline
now (Stands majestically at the west themselves and their diplomatic
Weiller, Mr. Weiller, according to
end of Robinson park.
abroad.
While the
representatives
filed as his will,
Among those who .participated In bolshevik publication of secret doc- left instrument
the treasure burial rites, according uments arranged by tlie old Rus to the remainder of his estate
Ida Weiller. and
his
widow,
the Judge McClellan, were Charles sian government helped to clarify
his
Catherine Weiller.
Zelger, Charles Weaver, George the atmosphere of secret diplomacy shnrodaughter,
and share alike. The
Neher and F. Sturges.
it is said not enough has been done
is not to have control
During tho ceremonies, which to make it possible to obtain an daughter
of
her
(By The AwNnrlitrt-legacy until she Is 30
were of a fitting and appropriate exact idea of China's contractual
rresa.)
Colorado Spring, Colo., Nov. 17.
years old.
iature a treasure chest was placed obligations.
wun
a
fh the hole close to the roots of the
few
Some agreements are said to be
snow flurries nt 2 o'clock scattered
RciiAKrrat wixs aratv.
tree.
this aftknown only to the. parties signing
Chicago, Nov. 17. Jake Hchaef ernoon, Colorado .Springs'
The Chest contained:
first
or
to
them
is
nllies.
It
said
their
'
snnw
of
the
of
defeat
winter
er,
became heavier
Jr.,
One bottle of each kind of whis- that in some cases China has com
Chicago, tonight
with
rind
at
ed
Edouard
the
nlghtfnll
Bel
Horemans,
sold
in
inthe
mitted herself in writing or in
key
midnight it
city.
One bottle of each kind of gin formal conversations, which never gian, and champion of Europe In was reported that seven inches had
fallen. There was little wind and
sold in the city.
,.
TVe been recorded.
.,
It Is well rec- the world's 18.3 balk line billiard street
'car service was hot
tournament by
One bottle of "extra dry" cham- ognized in diplomatic, circles that championship
China has often been bound by score of 400 to 257. Tho match
pagne.
One sample of each kind of wine Chinese officials who have acted went twelve innings and Schaeffer
Pueblo Is Covered.
sold in the city.
had a high run of 186.
purely on their own Initiative.
Pueblo Colo. Nov.
17. Snow
And the tree has prospered and
Another element recognized by
Admirers of the Yale even figure wnun started liere this afternoon
the treasure is still there, bu led diplomats as complicating the situwas
general over the entire city,
but a few feet under ground but ation is the relation of the most fa- that the Ens will trim Harvard
uruui. iour inrnes or snow liai
vored nation treatment to China, and wipe out the 9 to 0 defeat suf
you'll be arrested If you touch it
union
up to midnight and was con
and tho cottonwood Is a
which now finds herself surround- fered at the hands of the Crimson
tinuing without abatement.
bearer, so it will never be dug up. ed and hedged In by commitments. warriors Inst year.
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needs it
"Th Iron Food for Vitality.

He

Let Children Vote
Offer them plain bread or raisin bread.
See which they select, and why

Stewed Raisins

..

Srvfar breakant

every morning
and get your daily iron this way.

'

Raisin Pie
lien are
"

t

quickly refreshed at nioht
by a dettert like thit.
Beaded
cupa Pun-Mi-

Ralalns
cupa water
teaapoon Bait
2 tableapoona lemon Jufce
1 tabloapoon corn atarch
X teaspoon
augur
'
Waah the ralalna, put In
1
with
ttucepan
cup cold water
and bring; alowly to boll. Add
augar, aalt and corn atarch,
which haa been mixed with 1
cup cold water. Boil t
add lemon Juice. Pourralnutee;
In pie
tin which haa been lined with
cruet, while hot cover; brueh
top with cold milk and bake In
moderate oven until brown.
2

.

Some day, soon, do this;
- Offer raisin bread
and plain
bread, side by side, to your boy
or girl.
Note how the little hand at
once selects the bread with raisins.
The flavor first attracts them
they know the deliciousness of
raisins.
Unconsciously they know too
that these raisins are good for
them.
Every normal child craves
sweets naturally, and should
have them. Here are Nature's
mm sweets, the kind they should
have practically
and
rich in vital iron.

The Iron builds up healthy
blood
lasting vitality for play

or study.

Children need but a small lot
of iron daily, yet that need is
vital.
Healthful
foods sometimes
must be forced on children.
Not so raisin bread. They
choose it for themselves. Just
try and see.
Delicious raisin bread and rai- sin pie are sold by bake shops
and groceries everywhere. Buy
of them to save baking at home.
Real Raisin Bread is made with
lots of raisins. Insist on it. First-clabakers do not stint

T?rff
1

lu.cioui

Dept.

Freano, California.

TAKE
lis

?""

?

less (grown without seeds);
Clusters (on the stem). Also a
y
fine,
dessert.
Raisins are cheaper by 30 per
cent than formerly
see that
you get plenty in your foods.
ever-read-

California Associated Ratsln Co.
Dept.

Freano, Calif.

Pleaie send me copy of your free book
d
Recipee" and new book "Eating Raiiins for Health and Beauty."
"Sun-Mai-

Nim

...

Street.
City

What medicinal value may
there be in the earth from the
.3 SO feet
peak of Mt. Taylor.
high, which Is seen (50 miles west
of here?
Acoma Indians come
from their distant pueblo In ceremonial dress to obtain jars of
the precious earth whl.h tlnv
take back with them for their
tribal riles.
The question Is raised by Forest Supervisor Kartehner of the
Manzano forest who has just returned from a field trip Into
the Zuni mountain district.
He
reports a band of over a hundred Indians from Acoma 'and
from
tho
reservation
Navajo
camping on the top of Mt. Taylor gathering the pinon nut harvest.
On the topmost point of the
mountain which extends farthest into the clouds of any peak
lor numirecis or miles a deep
iiuih nun ucun uug.
jmwn Ten
or twelve feet among the rocks
the opening extends, every trace
of soil being removed. The summit of the mountain is above
the lava deposit and is of granite composition.
Forest service officials who first
noticed tho hole explained
it
away as some excavation of the
geological survey. Upon the discovery, however of Indian beads
which were loft in the bottom
of the pit either by accident or
by intent, and tho sight of sev-erAcoma Indians In ceremonial dress and paint, moving mysteriously about the mountain top
during the pinon harvest time,

MR

Seemingly
Searc

-- State

In the West Indies a lemon bath
a dally luxury. Three or
four limes or lemons are sliced
into the water and allowed to lie
for half an hour in order that the
juice may be extracted.
A remarkable sense of freshness is
given to the skin.
is almost

Thousands more neonlo evenday are being rewarded for their
constant search of revived strength
and endurance by the wonderful
new product
known as tiarren's
Ionic. It is an actual revelation to
see the many folks who had wor
ried through day after day in mis
ery, now released from the clutches
of bad
health by such a simple,
pleasant and really remarkable dis
of
modern science.
covery
Authorities on health have long
contended that the human system
Is fast degenerating mainly on account of lack of tho necessary vita- mines which the system must have
to keep it alive, active and able to
produce health, strength and en
durance.
That's exactly what Oarrcn's

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice Is Hereby Given that on
the 31st day of December, 1921. at
the hour of 10 o'clock a. m., at tho
front door of tho liernalillo county
court house, in Old Albuquerque,
New Mexico, tho undersigned will
offer for le to the higest and best
bidder for casli three 6 per cent
gold bonds of the City Klectrlo
Company, each for $1,000.00, being
numbered 197, 211 and 212. which
bonds have heretofore been pledged
with the uiuleisigned by William
Fallows Ross to secure a certain
note dated August ? 7, 1921, due
sixty days thereafter, for J2.000.00,
with Interest thereon from the data
thereof until paid at the rate of g
annum and 10 percent
per cent
additional as attorneys' fees, said
sale being made to satisfy the said
note, which Is unpaid both principal and interest.
CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
. OK
AhBUQl'KUQUE.
By SIMMS & KOTTri,
Its Attorneys.

noted authority says that a
drops of "Outgro" upon the
surrounding the Ingrowing
reduces Inflammation and pain
so toughens the tender, sensiskin underneath the toe nail,
that it can not penetrate the flesh,
NOTKIl
and the nnll turns naturally out- In the Probato Court, Bernalillo
wiini inmost, over nignt,
New
Mexico.
County,
is
a
antisenharmless
uuigro
No. 2121.
ti(.
anufuctured for chlrooodfsts
In
the
Matter of the Estate of Eva.
However, anyone can buy from the
Klizabeth Miller, Deceased.
drug store a tiny bottle containing
Notice In hereby given that on
directions. Adv.
the 17th day of Nover er, 1921,
the undersigned filed in the ProIlt SIl AND AND WIFE WRITR bate Court of Bernalillo county.
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson, Co New Mexico, his final account ns
luminis, N. M., sign a letter saying Administrator of the above named
"We have both concluded wo shall estate and the said court on that
never be wllhout Foley Cathartl day set the same for hearing at the
Tablets and we bellove them to b hour of 10 o'clock on Thursday, the
essential to good health." They 22nd day of December, 1921, at
Keep me siomacn sweet, liver nc which time any parsons Interested
tive and bowels regulnr. They ban may appear and how cawse why
Ish
constipation, indigestion, bll tho said final account should not
tousness. sick headache, bloating, be approved and confirmed and the
sour stomach, gas on stomach
bad Administrator discharged.
LEONARD J. MIIjLER,
breath, coated tongue. Not habit
Administrator.
.
forming. Sold everywhere.
NOTK !; OF 1IM)H.TK.
In the Probate Court, Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In tbe Matter of the Last Will and
Testament of J. II. Bower, Deceased.
To J. Martin ITayden, Executor,
Donald H. Bower and Yvonne
Bower and To Whom It May
A

few

skin
nail
and
tive

ess

n

Now Over

Tonic does. The minute it reaches
your stomach it digests the food
you eat, or rather It "tears it ud
nwimilates the iron and vitan.ines
it rinas into your blood and ellmi
nates what Is left through your Intestines,
rty this process everything is disposed of and. nothing
remains io cause irOUDle.
Now your blood
filled with
iron and vltamines
nourishment
ana carries them to every part of
your body to feed your withered
iissue una worn nerves.
Clear complexion, attractiveness,
1

strength and endurance
natural result.

foncern:

Notice is hereby given that on
the 17th day of November, 1921,
there was filed in the said court a
document purporting to be tho last
will and testament of J. If. Bower,
deceased, and that the said court
has set tt.. 22nd day of December,
lvei, at tne hour of 10 o'clock .
m. of said day to hear the probate
nf the said will at Old Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and any persons interested therein may at the said
time and place appear and show
cause, if any there be, why the said
instrument should not be declared
to be the last will and testament of
J. H. Bower and admitted to probate as such.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court on this the 17th day of
November 1921.
FRED CROi.LOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk, Bernalillo Probate Court.

are the

Oarren's

Tonic is sold In
ly Alvarado Pharmacy and
the leading druggists In everv citv.
Albu-qucrq-

Adv.

CREDITS

COUPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

'DIAPEPSIN

Take "Pane's Dianensin" now!
In five minutes your stomach feels
fine. Don't bother what unset vour
siomacn or which portion of the
food did the damage. If your stomach is sour, gassy and upset, and
what you just ate has fermented
into stubborn lumps; head dizzy
and aches; you belch gases and
acids and eructate undigested food
Just take a little Pape's Diapepsln
and in five minutes you wonder
what became of the Indigestion
and distress. Millions of men and
women
know that it Is needless to have a bad stomach. A little
Diapepsin occasionally keeps ths
delicate organ regulated and they
eat their favorite foods without
fear. If your stomach doesn't tako
care of your liberal limit without
rebellion; If your food Is a damage
instead of a help, remember the
quickest, surest, most harmless
antacid Is Pnpe's Diapepsin, which
costs only sixty cents for a large
case at ciruu stores.

INGROWN TOE NAIL
TURNS OUT ITSELF

Many Who Had About Despaired of Reach
ing Goal Now Rejoicing.

FREE

io j Cut This Out and Send It!
Raisin

..CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
RAISIN CO.

Some French anglers use a tiny
mirror, which is adjusted lust be
hind the morsel of bait. It is be
lieved that when a fish gees Itself
In the glass It will conclude that
some other fish is trying to carry
oi t tne halt, and will make haste
secure the tempting morsel

STOMACH

WeM1 ,end

Recipes in a free book to any
one who mailt coupon. Also
new booklet "Eating Raiiins
for Health and Beauty."

MRS. MARK HAXNA DEAD.
Vashington. Nov. 17. Mrs. Mark
Hanna, widow of the former sena-atdied tonight at her residence
here.

"

RAISINS

d
Use
Raisins, made
from California's finest table
grapes American raisins, processed and packed immaculately
in a great modern California plant.
Seeded (seeds removed); Seed

The heavy knitted
hooded
nav?
,
,
,.
t ... i
isnirt Known aoove nas it an over
an Indian blanket when it comes
Keeping a lootrmu player warm
while on the sidelines, say mem
bers of the Cincinnati university
eleven, wno are wearing them, lne
nooas, used Dy srobs in
Uncle
Sam s navy, cover the head, ghoul
ders and arms more satisfactorily
man me DianKet, players aver.

The vinegar made by the Arabs
is said to be far superior to any
oiner.

IS FAVORABLE TO
ARMS LIMITATION

ML TAYLOR

ss

SUN-MAI- D
Sun-Mai-

JSP.; 'Mi

tself.

NEW JAP PREMIER

STAGE
STRANGE RITES

1 1

vu

Stanford-Universit-

tho excavation was suspected as
oeitig of Indian origin. The story
mm uio eartn was taken back
to the pueblo for ceremonial usages and for tho curing of various Ills was given to the forest
ranger of tho district by one of
the Indian nut gatherers.

INDIANS
ON

CALIFORNIA STUDENTS
WITH AIRPLANE BOMB
STANFORD'S BONFIRE
Aiirhllnl

mix-ture-

yeast-vitamin-

non-cott-

(Ry Tho

ng

Fresh yeast haa been proved by recent ecir.ntifia testa to be a
valuable food for correcting
condition, constipation,
indigestion and certain akin disorders. Theaa original teats
were all made with Fleischmann's Yeaat. Beware of untested
e
s.
preparations that contain drugs or other
Fleischmann's Yeast (fresh) is a pure food, rich in vita'
to
in
which it measures up
mine,
the high standards set by
laboratories and hospitals. The familiar
package with
the yellow label is the only form in which Fleischmann 'a Yeaat
for Health is sold.

IE

Stanford Universitv. fnlif
A college prank here Into tn.
day took on somewhat of the aspect
of a battlefield when two airplanes
circled the campus
and one of
them
dronned
lwn I nrnn.iinrv
uomos.
Stanford students has erected a
nuge pile of inflammable material
for a bon fire, a regular feature of
their annual rallv nrellminnrv tn
y
the
of Califor- a football game. Universitv nf
California students, they declared,
had boasted they would ignlto this
bonfire before Stanford whs ready.
Stanford men attributed the bombing to California students.
As a. result a number of students
have been oh guard around the pile.
!ome or inese guards nut out a
grass fire caused bv ono of the
bombs. The other, which failed to
function, wan fnnnrl tn ha fillo
wifc highly combustible chemicals.
I he bomb which took fire missed
the bonfire material by a short distance. The pile was about a quar
ter of a mile from an Important
group of university buildings.
NHW TEXAS JUSTICE.
Austin, Tex.. Nov. 17. finvernnr
Neff tonight appointed Attorney
General C. M. Cureton as chief justice of the supremo court of Texas
to succeed Judge Nelson rhilllns.
who resigned yesterday.

Yeast to their daily diet, and by eating regularly
from 2 to 3 cakes a day are restoring and main-taininormal action of the bowels.
Fleischmann's Yeast is a pure, fresh food assimilated like any other familiar food. Eat it daily
have it on the table at home. Have it at
your office and eat it at your desk. Get it at your
lunch place. You will like its fresh, distinctive
flavor, and the clean, wholesome taste it leaves
in your mouth. Only one precaution: if troubled
with gas dissolve the yeast first in very hot water.
This does not affect the efficacy of the yeast. Place
a standing order with your grocer for Fleischmann'B
Yeast.
Send 4 cents in stamps for the booklet, "The
New Importance of Yeast in Diet" So many
inquiries are coming in daily for this booklet
that it is necessary to make this nominal charge
to cover cost of handling and mailing. Address
The Fleischmann Company, 701 Washington
Street, New York City.

L

The need for scientifically tested yeast

JUST GRID GENT
IN NEW. HOOD

Witts

17.

ap-XJ-

normally.
The same authority also says: "Insufficient food
leads, directly to emaciation and physical weakness as well as to constipation; it causes the already
depressed nervous system to deteriorate still
further, and this reacts again on the digestion, so
that the dyspepsia and constipation become more
severe."
Under such conditions Fleischmann's Yeast has
remarkable value as a laxative food and conditioner.
It furnishes a large amount of the
water-solubl- e
vitamine which helps all the processes of digestion, and, in addition, because of its
freshness (you get it fresh daily) it helps the intestines in their elimination of poisonous waste
Thousands are adding Fleischmann's
matter.

j

,

PARK
TREASURE CHEST
GHIHA'SBIDFBfl

t

Papre Nfntf

SALESMANSHIP

CLUB
The Ideal Lunch

Credits f

TOciftA I Credits

I HEREBY

CAST 100 FREE CREDITS FOR

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.,

Bread Is the most essential oart ot
iny lunch. But our bread should
be the mainstay
ot your little
daughter's lunch because you realize the wholesomeness, tbs pure-neand deliciousness that cm-binto make our bread.
Thit
realization should lead you to believe that sandwiches made of our
bread are Ideal.

ss

es

to-d-

Baron TakahashL
Baron Takahnshi, Japan's new
premier, takes the post at a time
when his wide experience and
equipment are likely to be called
into active service in the discussion of the far eastern questions
before the Washington conference.
He is a strong adherent of the
principle of arms limitation.

I

Address
DIst. No.,
xiuo cuupun, neany ciippea out, name and address of tho
candidate filled in. and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREE
CREDITS.
It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
tor your favorite candidate, and
you are not
in any
sense ti voting thorn. Get all you can and restricted
send them tn
all
count.
they

This coupon must be polled before

S p.

m., Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Pioneer Bakery
207 South
First Street

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire

JOCRNAl. OFFICE

'

V

yr

Albuquerque Horning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

Published

NEWSPAPER
By

JOl RNAL Pl'RMSIIINti COMPANY
D. A. MACPH KKSON.
CARL C. MAOEE.
Secretary
President
, .Uuvlnes
1). A. MACI'HEUSON....
Marmgei
CARL C. MAOKB
KEPHEWENTATIVKS
O. J. ANDEKSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago. Ill
RALPH K MI'IJ.K.AN. .48 E. 42d St.. New fork
matter at the postofflct
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of
March 17. 879.
TEHM3 Ob' SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 86c:
yearly. In advance, t.uu.
'"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
Is
accorded to any other paper In New
rating than
American
Directory.
Mexico." Vbe
Newspaper
The only fmper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMHIOH OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
herein.
the local news published
November 18, 1921
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Bdltor-ln-Chl-
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"PANNING"

THE

JOUR-VAT-

..

Much was said at the Chamber of Commerce
meeting Tuesday night and at the Kiwanis club
"Wednesday night about "newspaper quarrels" and
"libel suits" being a great hindrance to the city.
Several speakers "panned" the Journal.
We an? willing to take the criticism whether or
not we think the. speakers showed complete discernment in analyzing tho situation. The criticism
themsolves are a hopeful sign.
The present editor of the Journal came Into the
community full of enthusiasm for a program of
It was apparent very
progress in city building.
quickly that many politicians were more Interested
In perpetuating their hold than they were In develwere
oping New Mexico; that many
more concerned about escaping taxes than they
were about seeing that public monies were properly
expended; that some banks were more Interested
In securing the deposits of public monies without
Interest than they were in a policy which would
bring more people and more money to the state;
was nearer the rule than the exthat
each other was
ception, and that "knocking"
mine-owne-

back-bitin-

see that
against merely vitamlnes, why anybody can
meat has It all over the purely vltamine diets; but
"era
If one must have his vltamlnes let him down
cak.
a
yeast
aa
swallowing
is,
the saying
by
en bloc,
and removing the taste with a mouthful of boiled
steak and French fried. The idea Is not copyrighted
We offer It free to our readers.
Time was when nobody at the family dinner
table questioned anything but the tastlness of the
food. If the steak was tender and tne potato...
bed to
brown, everybody ate heartily and went to
sleep well. Then came somebody and discovered
the proteins, and we were warned to eat piemy ol
folks who were
protein fodder. So it was up to the
hiui br in nrotpln contents to find an
armimnnt. and thev unearthed the vllamines, while.
another group came across with tho calory.
nf rtrmhtftil dleestion. with "a mission
to
In life" and an easy living to earn, went forth
condemn meat and to urge a perisning peopie
bathe In the fountain of perpetual youth, flowing
milk and honey, with bits of cheese floating about
.v,
"Don't eat filthy meat," said tho
of
advocates
roquefort and llmbergcr, while another
o
group came along to preach tne wono.r.ui vu.i.-that lie in stewed turnips and boiled carrots, until
It got so that folks began to think mayne m.
butchers and the undertakers had a secret under

D.n.

If we don't dye without the aid of Cermany.
what adcivilization will die at German hands, Is
IndusAmerican
dyes
vocates of protection for the
to
convey.
mean
try

g

VERSE OF TODAY

habitual.

Any who attribute the development of these paralyzing shortcomings to the policy of the Journal
In the past 18 months lack memories.
These conditions have existed for years. Under their influence neither state nor city can go forward.
Our analysis of the situation was that public
sentiment was at a low ebb In these matters and
that a crystallized public sentiment against selfishness and graft and petty meanness was necessary
' to
the future development of the state. This wo
undertook to develop by assailing the evils which
existed.
Abstract criticisms were Idle. We were
forced to point the finger at the guilty persona.
This deThey were bound to fight back bitterly.
But It also developed
veloped personal hostilities.
the sentiment among the people and among many
pt these men themselves that the only road to real
prosperity and contentment Is In giving unselfish
service to the growth of the city and the state.
The Journal well knew that, with the crystalliza- tlon of a new sentiment of public service, there
would come a demand that hostilities be patched
established.
The Journal 1s
up and
ready when the people are. We have no malice and
no pride whlefi will not bow to the public need.
If the people now feel that the predatory Instincts of those who have oppressed them are sufficiently abandoned find the new spirit of commuIs sufficiently engendered to make
nity
It safe In the public interest that we stop, we are
more than ready.
The policy of the Journal Is constructive, friendWe wish to build, not to dely and
stroy. But sometimes buildings must bf torn down
before new structures can be erected.
If. the old
are now demolished, It Is time to start
building.
The Journal has no apologies for Its policy. It
was deliberately chosen. The Chamber of Commerce meeting Tuesday night was Its Justification.
We hoped for such meetings a year and a half ago.
They could not be until men were made to see tin
folly of attempting personal advantage at publl;
expense.
If the spirit of
and teamwork 1.
now liberated and allowed to do Its office work, th-clty and state are ready to go forward. Hvery reconciliation which we can enjoy without a surrender of the principle that the common good anl
equality of opportunity must prevail, we are ready
to go more than half-wa- y
to effect.
The Journal wants peace and
on a
basis which is fair to the rank and file of the people. We ask neither more nor less.
eye-sor-

AFTER THE WORK'S DONE.
When Aristotle long ago said that the right usa
of leisure was the chief end in education, he HttW
dreamed that In our city this Idea would bo used
In support of a plea for a change In education.
In an article In tho current number of one of
our magazines the writer contends that the students
who go Into business and industry through the
doors of a college training get only the technical
education requirvd for their work. They get no
training in the right use of their leisure after the
routine work of the day. For the vast majority of
our boys and girls college doors never open at all,
and only a relatively small number finishes even
the high s:hool. In an oge when most work Is
done by machinery, when even a good share of tho
remainder is mechanical and routine. It is pointed
out, these children should be given training which
In later years would help them to make better use
of their leisure time.
Most parents and teachers will agree that this
We can 111
suggestion is worthy of consideration.
afford to neglect the fact that what use peopls make
of their leisure time Is very Important, both as a
matter of social welfare and business efficiency.
While it is not proposed to restrict the Individual
In his pleasures, the community should aim to make
these pleasures as wholesome as possible for the
individual and society.

R Ii
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SNAILS.

five-fotrain
Thou that dost gown thee in a
To trail it, lady, through the proud levees
rain
in
the
Mark where yon grandeur goeth
What is thy statellncss compared with there

.

nntino rtt tlia civil nprvlnn fanlaaof

;fieation bill which comes up ii
that "if passed, it will automati
cally lliereuHU ina nuiuneti drawn
tiy tne greater pari 01 tne government employes."
This idea had become prevalent
and many persons have thought it
nl liv
'rrli" tin tYa tfatioiipv
and in Justice to the BOO or 600

loo and the many thousands In the
entire country i wouiu line to nave
you give sufficient space to show
tne reni meaning ul wiw x'uuiushuivu-tlo- n
bill.

What are thy
And what
Besides these
For they

O lady, and thy kings,
thy pageantry but poor pretense
proud Imperturbable things
are calm, and they are consequence.

New Witness.

TOWARD ZERO.
Is in danger of
anta
it won't be able to mark time-Atl-

get-

"RO" McMILLAN.

OH. YOU
country that the
It's just about got so In this
nravln' Kentucky Colonel Is apt to be

i.wo.t
from Texas.

Dallas News.

CHARLIE'S NO rROHmmONISTI
...
Charlie
uuc i . nnriiictB
,j
;
Jf ne consmers
--

-

-

Hap.'-

-

a bad isle for ex
burg shouldn't find Maderia such
lie. Indianapolis Star.

out.

EVER-PRESEN- T

Star.

Washington

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
IXSTER PROTESTING TOO

Midi.

(From the New York Times ) his cabinet
Sir James Cral and the members of can
be
now In London give It out that there leaves open
this
surrender of Ulster's rights." But are
whether
and
the questions of what those rights be
'
is demanding that they nrnnosed to
. 1
take
rso nan 01 man RnMAmont
uciuciimn - d.
away from Ulster certain guarantees and jaguarr
She is to have her religious ireruu.... '"';--he- the
haye now
property rights made secure. She But Just
fullest degree of local government.
all these
of
the
secure
enjoyment
her
the plan is to
the no th
privileges as part of a united Ireland,
common
Irish
being linked to the south through the

uned--

vr

-- m

-

six counties of Ireland refuse to
the aptake a step, or make any concession, for
they
peasement of Ireland. In what position would
manof
then stand before the considerate Judgment
In
opposing
the first place,
kind? They would be.
0
the will of 1,200,000 Irishmen to the will of 3.800.-00Moreover, of the population of the
Irishmen.
Is
d
430,000
six counties no less than
Catholic and presumably in sympathy with the naThus we
Ireland.
of
rest
tional aspirations of the
should have the spectacle of about 800,000 people
defying four times that number of their
and, more than that, defying England
and Scotland and Wales and the great Dominions.
Ulster, a little speck on the map of Ireland, refuseming to yield to the desire of the mighty British
pire! It is unthinkable.
countIs
The signs Indicate that Lloyd George
ing upon an adjustment with Ulster. He spokeout-on
Wednesday with guarded hopefulness of the
He telegraphed to Washlook for an agreement.
to come late to the
ington that he was. .planning
A '
narllomallt
v.AMnn,n4
U.
11 o jtao
t iice
'
cuiiLiri
t,u.....,v..vi to ....
jiuiwsucu
not
did
go
If
as
expect
he certainly
looks
this
.
.
. .....
.
. .
.
T4
.
T
n
wun uiater. n no i iuhcuw
into
. . .1a
i iignt
nno will
A..K

""suppose the

one-thir-

fellow-Irishme-

1

V.

1

mi

1

last-auc-

ue unit; uuuui ..V,IV i
lu, meiB
whipped. No government could be formed in Eng
on
tne issue Ot an aDSOiuteiy ana unreuBomioiy
land
unyielding Ulster. She will be neither abandoned
nor coerced, but will be powerfully urged to enter
Into an agreement which will he at once safe for
her. n. hlesalno- to Ireland and a new means of
strengthening the empire. It is Impossible to be
lieve that she can long ODstinateiy resist tne appeal.
-

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
t

j

Bedtime Storieb

For Little Ones

...
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QIFSTION sufwill be
It Is announced that the coal supply
the only quesand
to
come,
ficient for some time
will hold
tion now It as to whether the family purse
THVTS

"The need for a comprehensive
classification of the civilian employes of the government for the
purpose of equalizing and standardizing compensation and providing
for a uniform and equitable system
of promotions is universally acBy the act of March
knowledged.
i into n init nnmmtHHinn nn re
classification of salaries was created
which reported to the houses of
.u. iu
congress on Miircn in,
following findings of this commisBy Howard B. Paris
aro
sion
unquestioned;
i"rho tha wnlnrv and wage
rates for positions involving like
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
auu
duties and responsiuiiiiia
Newspaper Syndicate.
same
qualifications
calling for the
marked
and
WIGGILY AND NELLIE'S
variations
CNCTiR
show wide
PART.
inequalities.
" 'That the salary and wage rates
TVlfeilv
came downstairs
TT.in
for positions of tho same class are
bungalow, all
different in different departments in his hollow stump
dressed up in a rea .neexue.
and independent establishments.
"Where in tne worm are yuu
" 'That the present system of
increase going?" asked Nurse Jane Fuzzy
paying bonuses in tends toand
wage wimv bpr naws all flour, as she
salary
the inequality
class..
was making a turnip pie.
rates for positions of same has
Fllp-4n- ii
no
" 'That tho government
"Why, I'm going to Nellie
nf course. " answered
standard to guide it In nofixing the latin nnptv
ij,
jt,
twina
with
working the
rabbit gentleman,
......
pay of its employes and
to the .
uui. ,4i
plan for relating the salaries of the klo of his pinK nuse.
remember, i promisea ton ciuiuion
character nd Importance
In the hollow stump school that 1
uniof
any
would give a party for the little
'That the absence
system for regulating snarrow girl and her brother
form
plan i or fi,
:
of
n
pmDloves
Dickie?
They are just over the
increase" in " i"
nnd the lack of any equitable system feather fever."
"Oh. that s so! exclaimed wurse
governing promotionsthe nv
disproportfactors in causing
Jane. "I must hurry and bake this
work.'
and
in
pay
ion
pie and I can take it to the party.
"The nurposo ot the bill under
Oh, what fun we'llrilrlhave!"
tne
to
eliminate
hAVA fun fit
consideration is
4iriri, una
uiese ev.. XTnlltA
which
Wtirlrllv mad.il
causes from
nnflv T'nelA
4..- -.
4....VJ.
"tCO
rn",
..
.
.
aA
u
i
I
.11
- ...
Sf" Tmidr-lllO pinna.
4iv ...fcv. ru mi v aunt
Into Ntn services.clns-sif- v Ull
in from tne automoone garage; nu
to
seek
not
"The bill does
had cakes sent In from the black- amlth hnn From the druff Store
by tit'e. every P03''10""11
but divides the
the government,
.. Janir mnnts 111 came lovely powders and pills.
i
personnel in
iiiukb wen
pink, blue ana green, io
of Columbia and under thnQA
the District
wim became ill. and Ice
t
t
i
fit inO
ser cream
cam'j
great pnils of it
district into the following broad
.
from tne hardware snop. do evvices- Professional, nuoproiu'--nice.
to
be
erything was sure
Dickie and Nellie, their beaks
Sectional, police and crlmlna In- - patnur
nnla hemline nf their Illness.
ihservioes oris divided Into grades were nil dressed vp on the after- averaging six
.
with an appropriate,i sumij
Thcu ar
for encn sucn Ki...
sched
termed the compensation
ules."
.
rnntro lcd hy iniogn X"V'""'
the emThe task of allocating to
thcl.
a
in
department
ployes
the service Is
proper, grades.ln .,oMlv(.
heads of tnt
posea upon iv"it.
allocations
departments. These to revision bv
however, are subject
and
the bureau of the budget
shall become effective only upen
Thr
their approval by said bureau.
efbureau of the budget In order aland
approve
fectively to revise
locations. Is given reasonable
to make necesjjrv r.djuat-mentbut may not enbstuntiali;
ui
"OK dear me'. OK my.! cKirped
amend grades or alter- thowassa unrnnges. Your committee
other
insure.
willing to entrust to any
Their
noon of the good time.
agency of the government forJinn
admother, Mr. Fliptail, the, sparrow
the one directly responsible
final
ministrative expenditures the
lady, had not told them about thH
review of the work of applying tho party, as It was to be a surprise.
Uncle Wiggily asked that this be
classification.
The bureau of the budget Is di- the way of it.
Rn when the time almost came
rected to report to congress at the
session following the passage of Mrs. Fliptail said:
"Dickie ana isenie, put on your
this bill a classification of to the
foi rnmnanv mftV
Mntha.
in the field analogous
provided come, and I want you to look
compensation schedules
disfor tho employes within the
proper."
Of course this made Dickie and
trict.
Labor.
Skilled
for
Nellie very curious, and they kept
Ronnl
Wage
The compensation schedules
asking:
AmVm"A mnlovps in n recog
company is coming."
"Ma, what
Mfm
Tl,,TTllntnll nnlu nmlled.
nized trade or craft engaged In
inadis
deemed
skilled labor. It
chirped a bit and never said a
visable to fix by statute the com- word. And then, all of a sudden
pensation for such services because along came Undo Wiggily and
of the periodic fluctuations in Nurse Jane, with all the animal
l.lt. vnnflrnf Vfillin. WnePfl Of thlS children, from Sammle and Susie
class of employes shall be fixed Littletall, the rabbltsv and Johnnie
and Blllie Bushytail, the squirrels,
and readjusted from time to unn
u n hnart if tbrcA members an- - down to Toodle and Noodle Flat-tai- l,
whoso
the beavers, and Jollie and
polnted by the president,
n
findings are aiso sudjcci iu icyi-sio- Jlllie Longtall,nn tne mice. cried all
Nellie!"
"SiirnrlMi
and approval by the bureau
of tin budget. This is an extension the animal boys and girls.
"And on Dicme, too: aaaea
throughout the government In service
"effect
of the method at present
Wiggily.
n. MAt nil viivf
es,iaui
i
practically all governments
workers
wherein
such
tablishments
chirped Nellie, and then, all of I
are employed In large numbers, sudden, Bhe uegan crying, urai
much as tho navy yards and arse- h1 onltv tears ran down the back
of the little sparrow girl.
nals.
"
are to receive
All employes
un, my aear cniiu: exciuuueu
in
rate
lowest
at
Nurse Jane, cuddling Nellie.
the
compensation
tho salary range to which they are
"Why are you so sad?" asked
allocated, except In such Instances Uncle Wiggily.
receiv"I I I'm not sad!" stamwhere they aro at present
"I'm Just so so
ing a higher rate within the mered Nellie.
It's
In salary happy I can't help crying.
Advancements
range.
within the range of a grade are to Just that I'm happy! But It makes
and
the
girts
boys
be made only upon the attain- mo cry to hear
ment of the standard of efficiency shout."
children
animal
the
increases.
And
such
for
truly
prescribed
Failure to maintain certain pre- were loudly shouting and laughing
scribed standards of efficiency will in glee.
"Hush, everybody!" begged Unresult In reductions in pay or dismissal, and such reductions and cle Wiggily, holding up one paw.
dismissals aro made mandatory "I see what the matter Is. Nellio
upon heads of departments. In has been quiet so long that the
order to secure uniformity in this noise and shouting are too much
for her."
respect, the civil service commis"'But, Wlggy dear," spoke Nurse
sion Is empowered to consult witn
the heads of departments, estab Jane In a whisper to Uncle Wig- -

ie

GOOSE-STOPPIN-

ting
Constitution.

part:

i

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
4here

jeuum-meudatio-

T

courts,

the German mark

civil service, in reporting the bill
n
uacK to me nuiifto witn mc
that it bo passed, say in

lish systems of efficiency rating,
and supervise their application.
Efficiency to Overbalance Extra
Cost.
Statutory obstacles to a rational system of promotion rrom grade
exist,
to grade, when vacancies
upon demonstrated fitness for such
removed.
are
advance,
"This measure is not Intended to
be a general salary Increase bill
but is for the purpose of bringing
about a system of standardized
Such Increases as
compensation.
may result will fall mainly In the
classes at present admittedly underpaid.
"If the allocations are made fairand are
ly and conscientiously
closely scrutinized by the reviewing authority, there will be but a
slight percentage of Increase In
the total cost of the government
personnel. Such Increase will be
more than balanced by the resulting efficiency."
H. F. ROBINSON,
President.
Albuquerque Local No. 40, Federa- tlo of Federal Jiimpioyes.

A

are they
Scarcely they move, so dignified
As they had untold time to Journey In;
to
pay
Who leave a slimy, pearly line
O vanity!
"Pray see how far I've been.

...ii.

s.

posi-sitlo-

ii

.
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RIPPLING RHYMES
U

LIZ
I

18c;

MASON.

THE CORONER.
The coroner Is busy, he seldom
has a fest; he rides In his tin LizHe
zie to hold another quest.
wears out teams of horses when
to
on
not
sit
Lizzie will
go;
clammy
corpses he Journeys to and fro.
For every passing minute bootleggers sell their booze, and there is
venom In it, and Juice of overshoes, and sudden death and thunder, and powdered bones and
crime; and he who drinks goes under, long, long before his time.
Some voters think it funny to beat
the Volstead law. and so they
spend their money for poison rank
and raw. The coroner is tolllns
"you can't expect to have a
party for Nellie and keep the chil
dren quiet. They must laugh and
shout."
"That's so. agreed the bunny
"I'll tell you what we
gentleman.
will do," he went on with a twinkle
of his pink nose. "We'll play all
quiet gnmes, like 'Wobble Your
Tall,' 'Cross Paws,' 'Open Your
Mouth,' and the like of that."
"Oh, yes!" shouted all the chll
dren, and then Nellie, who was
nervous, cried again.
"Quiet! Quiet!" begged the bun"When ever you
ny gentlemnn.
feel like giving a shout Just go
outside tho door and yell. That
will make It quiet for Nellie, boys
and girls!"
"Oh what " began the animal
children. Uncle Wiggily raised his
paw. "Fun!" yelled the boys and
girls, crying the last word outside
on the steps.
"That's better!" laughed Nellie,
who was quite nervous from having had feather fever. "What a
lovely party this is going to be!"
she said.
And it was. The hardware store
Ice cream was lovely. anJ tho
blacksmith shop cake was the best
ever eaten, and not a guest had to
take a powder or pill. There was
laughing and shouting and the
playing of games, but every time
an animal boy or girl wanted to
yell in Joy, he or she wont outside.
So the air was filled with yells and
laughter.
And It's a good thing It wat.
For, late In the afternoon, the Old
Fuzzy Fox came sneaking along to
get Uncle Wiggily. Put when near
Nellie's house the Fox heard so
much shouting and yelling out of
doors that the Fox said: "Oh. my! There must be a lot
of hunter men with guns down
there! I'd better keep away." And
he did. So you see Nellie's part
saved the bunny rabbit.
And if the Jumping jack doesn't
squeeze nil the air out of the automobile tire to put Into the football
for the rubber boots to kick
around. I'll tell you next about Uncle Wiggily and Gilly Glider.
glly,

through bitter winds and strong;
his clients will be spoiling If they
are kept too long. The winds are
gallivanting, It thunders and it
rains; the coroner Is panting along
the country lanes; along the village highway, and down the city
street: there Is no road or byway
that does not know his feet. The
boys must have their bitters, from
Jug or demijohn, and, rounding un
such critters, the coroner goes on.
The boys must have their flagons
the Volstead law be blowed! And
then they ride In wagons along the
boneyard road. And while the boys
drink toddies, the crowner's on his
wny, and on their tortured bodies
he places his O. K.

73
78
35
14
71 H
49

New York Central
Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania

Ray Consolidated

Reading

Copper....

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

23

'

TWIN TO
--

V

sacked
cwt.;
white. $1.852.00
cwt.;
round
white, $1.7501.90
bulk
and Michigan
Minnesota
round t white, $1.SO2.00 cwt.;
sacked round white, $1.76t.90
CTvt.; Minnesota and Norths Dakota
sacked and bulk Red river Ohios,
$1.501.60 cwt.; Dakota sacked
and bulk round white, $1.401.65
cwt.; Idaho sacked Russets, $2.40
cwt.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas

City, Nov. 17. Butter
and eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens and springs unchanged; turkeys 3c lower.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle ReGood and choice
11,000.
ceipts
shipping steers opened 150 to 25o
Early top
higher, others steady.
d
steers, $9.25; bulk all
(fii 8.50;
$5.75
shipping
weights,
steers steady to higher; best bulk
cows and heifers around $3.00
canners, $2.352.50; bulls
5.00;
strong; bulk bolognas, $3.25 3.40;
calves steady to lower; best vealers
around $3.60; stockers and feeders
strong.
Market
Hogs Receipts 47.000.
fairly active, 10c to 15c lower than
yesterday's leverage. Light lights
averages,
up to $7.25;
$7.00; practical top, $6.85; bulk,
pigs steady to lBo
6.fi06.80;
$7.76
higher, bulk desirables,

....

HOARD OF TRADE.

Declines took
place In wheat today after an early
advance.
Reports of rain in tho
southwest and lack of European
demand notwithstanding 3trength
In foreign exchange were leading
bearish factors. The market closed
to
net lower with
weak,
and
to $1.05
December $1.05
May $1.08. to $1.08. Corn finished a shade to c up, oats off c
to
o and t rovisions unchanged to
5c dowrt.
Absence of any aggressive selling
was largely responsible
for the
strength shown during the ear1"
trading In wheat. Bu'ls contended
that with reduced receipts and
diminishing stocks current prices
ot grain would look; chap should
there be any apparent improvement In economio conditions. On
tire advance, however, selling order became more plentiful especially from elevator interests and
from a house with foreign connections. Mt was these offerings which
Chicago, Nov. 17.

lo lo

160-pou-

8.00.

Sheep Receipts 17,000. Market
opened steady, most classes around
25c lower. Top fat lambs early,
,
$3.85; some held higher.
.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 17. Cattle-Rec- eipts
calves
2,800.
Heavy
classes
strong; other grades and
around steady with week's low
time; steers comparatively active.
Bulk beef steers, $5.85 8.60; heifers mostly $4,50; tAilk others under
$4.00; most canners, $2.502.75;
furl load of bulls. $2.75; odd lots
top to packers, $7.60; few Texas
choice fat calves,
feeders, $5.40;
$5.75.

6,600. Market
Hogs Receipts
fairly active, mostly 15c to 25o
lower than yesterday's average.
Bulk light lights and light weights
to packers and shippers, $6.6'
6.65; packer top, $6.68; bulk of
sales, $6,300)6.65: most throwout
stock pigs
sows.
$5.60Sf5.85;
steady, bulk $7.25 (97.60.
Sheep
8,500.
Sheep Receipts
fully steady. Lambs weak to 25o
lower. Best native and westerns,
$8.75; feeding lambs strong, early
top $8.00.

put a surplus on the market and
proved, hard to digest late in the
session when rain reports seimed
to Indicate the ending of drought
In the southwest.
Slowness of export call was associated in some degree with announcement that harvesting had started In northern
Argentina.
Persistent demand from the east
for cash corn here gave firmness
to corn. Oats appeared to be govDenver Livestock.
erned in the main by wheat.
TlAnvar
Nnv 1 7. Cattle Re
Provisions were easier, reflecting
Market slow, 15o
2,200.
ceipts
marIn
a downward turn
the hog
lower. Beef steers. $4.75 6.25;
ket.
cows and
heifers, $S.004.75;
Closing prices:
bulls, $2.00,
$6.009.60;
Wheat
Dec, $1.05; May, calves,
3.00; stockers and feeder, $3.85
$1.08.
6.00.
Corn Dec, 48c; May, B3c.
1.400. Market
VTnca'RAcAlnt
Oata Dec, 32 c; May, 37 c.
steady. Top. $6.86; bulk, $5.76
Pork Jan., $14.00.
6.75.
Lard Jan., $8.25; May, $8.70.
K.SOO.
Market
TtAcalnt
Qhaan
Br The Awnrlatta
Ribs Jan., $7.00; May, $7.40.
slow.
Lambs, $7.50 8.25; ewes,
New York, Nov. 17. Railroad
$2.764.25; feeder lamDS, ff.zoigi
shares were the most stable feaNEW YORK COTTON.
7.90.
tures In the further irregular advance of stock prices today, the
Nov. 17. Cotton fu- SHE KNOWS AFTER 20 YEARS
New
York,
proposed 10 per cent cut in
tures closed barely steady. Dec,
A cold, even when It has devel
rates on agricultural productsfreight
stim- 16.80; Jan., 16.63;
March, 16.68;
cough, difficult
a
oped a hacking
demand for those issues. May, 16.58; July, 16.23.
ulating
sleepless nights, raw
breathing,
Resumption of dividends on Hocksore
lungs even then a
throat and
ing Valley, which is controlled bv
LIBERTY BONDS.
cold yields quickly to Foley's Hon-e- y
Chesapeake & Ohio, and belief that
and Tar. Mrs. Milton Waite,
the latter soon will resume disNew York, Nov. 17. Liberty Box 32 Azalia, Mich., writes:
"I
bursements to shareholders also bonds
closed:
first
4s,
$95.10;
have used Foley's Honey and Tar
were primnry factors In the general
3s,
first
second
4s,
$94.50;
there
find
$94.60;
20
and
the
for
years
past
strength of the eo"l division
Oils followed their usual uncer-- ! 4s. $94.70; second 43, $94.66; Is no other cough or croup remedy
third 4s. $96.42; fourth 4s, like It. You may use my name.
tain
course
mixed
recording
$94.78; Victory 3s, $99.74; Vic- It gets right at the seat of trouble.
changes at the finish, but chemitory 4f,.$99.76.
Children like it. Sold everywhere.
cals, fertilizers, coppers and
were in better demand.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
metals being especially responsive
Many of our customers grave up
to favorable trade prospects. Sales.
their cows durlnK tho period of
exNew
Nov.
17.
Foreh
York,
875,000 shares.
high prices. They will find It very
Call money ruled at 4
per cent change irregular. Great Britain profitable now to keep at least one
and foreign exchanges were fea demand, $3.99; cables, $4.00. cow. To illustrate the highest price
tureless aside from a slight easing France demand, 7.23: cables, nn i,.ti ti anil shorts was S4.25. now
of sterling bills from yesterday's 7.24. Italy demand, 4.17; cables, wc sell tho snmo tlilnR for $1.85. a
maximum
quotation and nominal 4.17. Belgium demand, 7.00: saving on each sack oi sa.wu.
7.01.
reactions In French and Italian cables,
demand, Is a groat saving as milk lias not
rates, these being offset by the .38; cables, .39. Holland demand, declined. If you nre Interested In
35.16.
tone
of Scandinavian remit- 35.10; cables,
firmer
Norway de- a milk cow we will post your name.
14.83.
tances.
Sweden demand, IS OUR STORE as a buyer. No
mand,
18.40. charge.
The bond market was strong and 23.25. Denmark
demand,
E. W. FEE.

MARKETS )

rr.)

Jet-man- y

broad, especially for rails and utilities theso being featured by Southern Railway Es at a
rise
and American
which
Telephone
2
points. Liberty and
gained
other war flotations were active at
moderate advances foreign Issues
also Improving.
Total sales, par
value, $17,350,000.
Closing prices:
29
American Beet Sugar
31
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 40
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 30
115
American Tel. & Tel
10
American Zinc
44
Anaconda Copper
87
Atchison
37
Baltimore & Ohio
6
Bethlehem Steel "B"
16
&
Butte
Superior
42
California Petroleum
117
Canadian Pacific
32
Centra Leather
t8
Chesapeake & Ohio
23
&
Mil.
St.
Paul
Chicago,
26
Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron........ 25
65
Crucible Steel
8
Cuba Cane Sugar
12
Erie
73
Great Northern pfd
37
Inspiration Copper
54
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
24
",i
Kenne.ott Copper
109
liouisvtlle & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
,...11425
Miami Copper .',
19
Missouri Pacific
63
Montana Power
two-poi-

Trade Mark Registered

ST JpAS- -

rrooTWtTrt

ts

129 cars. Total U. S. shipments, 759. Wisconsin bulk round

1,525-poun-

79
19
76
45
. 60
123
82
67

.........
.........

CHICAGO

weaker.

.Market

Potatoes

U. S.

Patent

nt

Switzerland demand, $18.80. Spain
demand, 13.70. Greece demand,
83.00.
4.19.
demand,
Argentina
Brazil demand, 13.12. Montreal,

Notice to Property Owners'

Property owners on alleys to
Blocks 11, 12, 13, 14, 18. 19, 20 and
36, Original Townsite, who wish to
NEW YORK MONEY.
take advantage of the 7 per cent
assessment
discount on paving
New York. Nov. 17. Call money should have their checks in the
Steady. High, low, ruling rate, hands of the City Treasurer by Nooffered at and last loan. 4
per vember 21st, as the discount will
cent; closing bid, 4 per cent; of- not be allowed after that date.'
4
cent.
fered at
per
ADDIB W. McAVOY,
Time loans Steady. Sixty days
City Clerk,
5 to 6
Per cent: 90 days and six
to 5
months. R
per cent: prime
Ads
Want
Journal
bring resulIti
5
mercantile paper, 6
per
cent.

91.

LEGAL NOTICE

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Nov. 17. Cooper
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near-bc.1313c;
13;
Tin Steady. Snot and

Noi'IciT
v,

13

later,

nearby.

$29.25; futures, $29.60.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
I.ead Steady. Spot, $4.70.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis
livery, spot $4.75.
Spot, $4.75 6.00.
Antimony

de-

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

FOR

rtwi.ic

ATION.

(PUBLISHER)
'
REPUBLICATION.
Department ot the Interior, U, 8. Lf4
Otrice at Santa Fe, N. Mi Kovemk
9. 1U21.

Notice Ii hereby given that Julian 3ar

cla, of nurtun, N. M.. who, on December
13, 1915, mode . Homeatead entry. No.
0253.8, tor HKSt NW14. WH WH 6W14
NEK, and E4 8Wi, Section 13, Town-shi- p
9 N Range I E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
haa filed notice of Intention to make
three-yea- r
proof, to eatabllah claim to
the land above described, before the tJ.
S. Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.
on the 19th day of December, 1921.

WillClaimant names aa witnesses:
Chicago. Nov. 17. Butter Mar- iam
Mcdulnness. of Vljeraa, N. M.i Jesus
44c;
extras,
o
Demeat-rCreamery
Maria Oorcla, of Barton. N. M.!
firsts, 8542c;
seconds, 3234c;
Mctlulnmsa. of TIJeras, N. If.; So lorn

ket lower.

standards, 37c.
arkct
Eggs

lower.

Receipts

Chavez, of Morlarty. N. M.
N. M. BEKGERB, Rejlster.

Bv Gene Byrnes

O fflce)

Bur

SUPPOSED
TO USE rS

V Finder.?

WALT

Firsts.

43

i

BALM IN G1XEAD.
Some millions of robust Americans will take off
their hats In gratitude to William D. Richardson,
noted dietitian, who in a recent address In Chicago
took sharp issue with the anaemic and bespectacled
gentlemen who have been preaching the doctrine
of vegetarianism to the exclusion of a meat diet.
Kot only may a man eat meat without fear, but he
can thrive on it, says Richardson, which is newa
that will be received with a shout of approbation
by a lot of suffering males who had been led to believe, through overindulgence In much printed propaganda, that to eat a beefsteak Is to cut at least six
months from their span of life,
"It Is bad logic and poor dietetics to Insist on a
safety factoc for vitamlnes and neglect the protein
safety factor," says Mr. Richardson, which we take
it, must be some sort of awful condemnation ot
those who would refuse us our occasional sirloin.
Don't forget,
To which we would add calories.
friend Richardson, there are a lot of calories In
steak, and when you match calorlea and proteins

nary firsts,

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

,

standing.
ot int comes Richardson to preach tho doc
trines of the Eskimo, who thrives and keeps young
we
on a diet that Is almost solely meat. At which
vabreathe a sigh of relief and continue eating the an J
ried diet of our f thers meat, vegetables, fruit
tv,. rtai- -j- Bud bakeries, as the good Lord
junta
tlw
intended we should do, reflecting as we scan
to
bill of fare that most of the food cranks confess
chronic indigestion, wear a bilious look, or are Just
"pure-food- "
press agents.
plain, ordinary cranks or
Walter Bring a small sirloin, medium, pleas..;
don't
French fried, celery, coffee and ice cream, and
with.
start
to
away
a
half
grapefruit
forget

5054c; ordi47c; miscellaneous.
50(fS52c;
refrigerator extras, 84c;
83c.
refrigerator firsts, lower.
Fowls, 12
Poultry Alive,
16c;
turk.ys, 85c;
springs,
roosters, 13c.
3,304 cases.

Civil Service Rcclnsslflraflon.
1921.
November
16,
Editor

18, 1921.

November
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CLOSE IX, AXD A BARGAIN.
Right rooms, modern; furnace
heat; good fireplace; all kinds
of built-i- n
features; gas heater connected with hot water
from
tank; large gereened-l- n
porch; screened back porch
good walks; shade; east front
This property Is located Just
four blocks from Central avenue and In a good locality
The price is only $5,000 and
can be had
on extra gooa
terms if desired. We are
agents.
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BUMP ON vrii lo
CHE5T- - OUT t WILL
MAKE THE SUIT fto
"YOU'LL NOT REALIZE
THE BJMPj

George McMann

LEVEIES! T ZAPF
& CTOPAOT

KNOW YOO WILL
THAT LUMP
MY

OCKET BOOK

REALTORS.

OfR, MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC"
We give special attention to
the stranner in a home
Our autoa are at vour service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

3 THERE

TO OI K DEAR
MEXt
With the mud of France three
years past, why not a home In
this b?:iMiful restriction addition to Albuquerque.
Where
Every one who knows giants
that the air Is the hea:tlilest
in ".ho country.
Nice lovel. lots 50x143 feet sold
for cash or terms, $10 down
and $10 per month.
UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
WE ARR C.f'.wn r .nvKima
Let's help you start thli home
now? Our Autos are especially at your services today.

furnished. ...$35.00

apartment,
furnished
furnished
and garage

Tell us what you want
nave it.
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FOR RJCXT
Highlands
for light house-

and sleeping
porch, furnished ....$40.00
Lowlands,
- Room house, fur65.00
nished
- Room house, furnished
$100.00
house, furnished
...$ 65.00

:

ua

mi

Copyright.

Pasre Eleven

1021

--AST SILVER HOMES
bath ana porcies, modern, a beauty
$6,000
- Rooms, bath and porches, modern, a jewel
$6,500
two baths and porches,
A
lots of vines and shade trees.
real mansion
,
$8,500
ACK.ERSON & GRIFFITH.
120 8. 4th Realtors. Phone 414,
5-

- Rooms,

if

SOME

BARGAINS
$5,000
850
450

6-

$ 25.00

J3C.0C

we ma

D, T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Ijoans and Insurance.
W. Gold.
Phone 907--

FURNISHED,

$750

CASH

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close In, splendid

fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
FOR SALE.
3,800
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTAT- -.
brick, modern, sleeping
porch, corner lot, highlands, close In. 115 S. Second.
Phono 723-J.

14,200
brick, modern,
large
rooms, large glassed porch. Third ward,
close
n
SUDDEN
15.500 New
white stucco, adobe The Red Arrow (all SEHVICE.
over the West)
bungalow, just completed, oak floors, ders sudden service
on Kodak finishing
fine garage. University Heights.
tu
demand
Work
whs
people
quality.
Some good ranches for sale.
Houses
n before 11 a. m. mailed same day
and lots in all parts of the city. BusiWork
In
before
m.
noon
I
p.
mailed
next
ness property and business opportunities.
Address work tc
day.
A. FLEISCHER,
REALTOR,
ARROW.
THB
RED
ire Insurance,
Automrb.le Ineurunc,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
rinte Glass, Burglary, Public LiaI we want a representative
in YO'JH
Insurance.

ri

l

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
room house
750
We have a customer for your
house let's have It
SHELLEY REALTT CO.,

Phone

Realtors

439--

J.

IK

W. Gold.

A NICK LITTLE HOME
OUTSIDE OITV LIMITS
ON 2 ACHES OF WELL
IMPROVED LAND.
Four-rooadobe, pebble-dashewoodwork newly painted, cement
sidewalks, fine well, adobe store-hous- e,
stable, chicken houses and
runs, main ditch, plenty of water for
Irrigation, to bearing fruit trees,
vines, bushes, flowers, shade trees;
place Is wsll located one-ha- lf
mil
north of town; good neighborhood.
Prlc la $4,760. Easy tsrma, Sea us.
DIECKMANN REALTT COMPANY.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
0D West Oold
Phone 670,
Av.

ONLY

SEE THIS
Six toom modern

pressed brick
house, hardwood floors through,
out, large basement, heat, garage, corner lot. It jou are
looking for something
good
don t fail to eo this. The prlco
Is right and wo can offer attractive tetms.

LEFT

SIX

I still have six
fifty foot lots
left in the Albright-Moor- e
Addition at $300 each. Seventh

street is now being opened
which makes these among the
bent located lots In the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Autu
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phono 150.
A HOME
That will appeal to you,

or Int'l P(atur 6eavicr. Inc.

W, C. THAXT0N
705 West Mountain Iload.

white

finish,

bargain.
J. D, Keleher, Realtor,
Phono 410.

m

oak

5

A

"A BARGAIN"

Five-roo-

FINE HOME SITE

OPPORTUNITY

Owner leaving town, will sacrifice an apartment building
which Is the best moneymaker
In the city. Exceptionally easy
terms and the price will certainly surprise you. Property Is
close In on valuable ground
and has thirty rooms In good
Don't overlook this
repair.

A HOME
five-roo-

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
floors, built-i- n
features, base- etc.
uooa location and priced
ment, furnace, garage, splendid
location, In Fourth ward. Price rignt with terms.
H. F. GILMORB
$5,250. flood terms.
J14 W. Gold
II. McCLL'GITAN,
Phone 442-204 V. Gold.
Phono 442-- J
brick,

GOLDEN

211

VV.

Gold.

GREAT BUY
corner, hardwood

Twt beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduned for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call

J. a.

n..rMoT,
Phone

824 E. Silver.

1522-R-

.

KAVCII FOR SALE
acres, Irrigated.. Alfalfa,
and garden. Has an excelfour-roohouse. Only two
out. tan De had almost o
own terms. It is a real bar-

Seven

fruit

lent
nines
your
gain.
KOLLIX E. GI TimiDGE,
Phono 1023.
314 W. Gold Ave.

Sctxmd onrl Cold Avenue.
Phone bUO.

nr.RKU VOIR OPPORTUNITY
Nine large rooms, with porches
galore, completely furnished. Including piano, two complete bath rooms,
rooms all taken: this Is a moneymaker, one of the liest corner lunations In the Highlands anil Is close
in: owner leaving for the east. If
Intereeted come in and talk It over.

Rn'

SI 9 West

A, V. HTARKH,

K"t"te "nil Insurance
Oold Ave.
Phono 168.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

floors, garage, $4,600, Eight-roocorner, two garages,
wfth Board JOHN W. WILSON,
hardwood For Rent-Room- s
Attorney.
floors, steam heat. They are fine FOR RENT Room and board for
lady, Rovraa 18. 1? and 19. Cromwell Building,
locations and good buys. Close
in private home.
1208 East Oold.
Phone 116S-to postnfflce.
NICELY furnished roon. with board;
PHVWIt IANH AM SI KOKONM.'
W. H. McMILLIOJi",
mamj, no bick. j 027 Forrester.
S. I. Itl'HTON,
200 West Gold.
FOR RENT Room and board, with IH.
INseawe of tue Htomnrh.
sleeping porch;
board. 410
Sulla.
Karr.tt Building.
East Central.
first-cla-

n

FOR RENT Large furnished room with OR. S. O C I.Alt UK.
FOR RENT Rooms
cotterritory.!
Kye, Ear, Nos
and Throat.
Practically new four-roo- m
table board: rates r,,r iA n.Ani. n
SHADE
ORNATREES
AND
Barnett Building
back
tage,
front
and
toil 'RENT Ho
Phons 838.
large
Phona 674.
porch
West
South
Ill
Fourth.
il
Copper.
ALBUMENTALS
Offlc Loura
FROM
60
furnished
Lot
complete.
Room.
FORRENT
FOR
416
RENT Newly furnished
North Fourth. 142.
to
FOR RENT
HELP
a
m
H
6 p. m.
.
to
and
WANTED
NURSBRIES
Dwellings
QUERQUE
Only $2,400. Terms.
with or without board. 411 South
FOR RENT Large front room. 1488-IR. afAROARKT ntRTTnTi7iiT
Get l'our Order in Now. Write
JLOSTANDJTOIJND
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished;
& worsham,
Mcdonald
Broadway, pimne 190S-Mule.
FOR
RENT
Office
Oram Bldg., Room 18. Phone 871.
Mowers, rurnlshed
water pain, szo.oo
LOST
rooms,
for catalog.
south Edith. WANTED
Real Estate Insurance.
Young female Airedale dud. from
J AM ESONS RANCH
Ideal location tor
steam heat. 608 '4 West Central.
Residence 1128 East Central
Clothing salesman. Meyer A
ranch at 2500 north Fourth; finder see FOR RENT Five-rooJ. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Phono 968-108 S. Third.
modern house, Meyer.
rsw reservations now
.oaiinseeaers;
M. Mandell.
Phone 871.
RENT
sok
Several unfurnished rooms
va
unfurnished. 828 North Walter.
M.
liable.
N.
J238-Phone
J
Albuquerque,
WAN TED Good Shoe salesman. Address
124 Rouih Edlih.
LOST
Child's brown coat. In highlands, FOR RENT Wei furnished four-rooFUR ItE.vi -Scare Journal.
W.
M.
and
room,
leeping
porch
M.
last Saturday; return to 408 South
RENT
FOR
SHERIDAN,
One
COS
front room.
West
house, at 828 North Fourth.
Dr. Eas- - EMPLOYMENT
FOR SALE
adjoining bath, with board; rates Hi
Fruit, phone 1472.R.
Experienced tinner.' 110
Arno; reward.
'Tactiro
terdsy.
Limited to
FOR
SALE
Miscellaneous
ensr
I5J-central.
Phone
MSuuthThlrd.
LOST Friday night, mink fur choker. FOR RENT Two-rooFOR H EST Three' fiftnishea'
- IHINAKY
rooms, I'Vjtt bAl.u
Prick house.
DISE.SF;S
RE.JT Furnished room.t with r GRXITO
collage, furnish WANTED Messenger koya, not
"'BMTINTOWN. KOR
TRY BODIWBIL
Detween Herald Hall and First.
modern. 1011 North First
Re
AVD DISEASES OF THE SKIS
North Edith. Phone !401-Rgoing to
ed, 609
Gust Pacific.
Without board: hnlh anri
2r
Inquire
sohoo.. Western Union Telegraph
ward. 1119 North First.
,tn:
W.
Co. FOR
Phons
HU
RENT Furnished
wnssermuM
nnuin waiter.
In
311 FOR SALE l)y owner, seven-roorooms.
South Second.
Lahor'tnry
( onnectlim.
brick.
Phone 820-WANTED First-clas- s
SI RAYED Bmal' gray sheep from pen FOR
South Walter. Phone 1B67-- J.
painter for road
two sleeping porches, full lot,, 214 North DENVER" POST delivered at your door, F K REN1 Room -- on
KENT Two
li?Lpn!' nBnk ni(l5. Phono S8.
furnished
houses,
. u'
work. Imnerlal Annex, iosm. kia.i. FO R RENT Furnished
on university or New Mexico campus;
v'uri.-ii86c per month. Phons 1049-M- .
and
water
lights
1308
front
"
paid.
with
room,
Inquire
.vi,,u
vitn
bosrd
First.
for
reward If returned to Publlo Health La- South Walter, In rear.
convalescent,:
huh 'connection. 710 West Lepd.
SALE-NeCHIROPRACTORS
$1,500 Baldwin player men only, private home. Phona 2148-FOR SALE Five-rooboratory, chemistry building, University FOR RENT OR
bungalow, priced FOR
Piano, 1500. Phone 1825-8ALE By December 1,
Front bed room, modern.
New Mexico.
fun
right; look It over and ba your own
kknt
RENT
room!
rurnlsheT"
Nicely
seven-rooVVA.Vi
Call after
Ei Experienced collai girl, a.,
p. m , 419 Wret Maroo.lte.
una location; terms. Ills West FOR SAL& Laundry stove, with tank
house,
furnished;
easy
tiilroprnctor.
with steam heat a- -n rir.
02 South Edith,
oclsior Laundry.
terms.
i
1
heater attachment.
Phona 473-and t" Armljo Huildlng.
Hilt RENT Furnished mum. fnrnio.
CARPENTERING
h..ird
no Kouth Arm.. nh.,n m7.to
FOR RENT
WANTED Handy girl for rrand lewl ig.
heat I no sick. 307 South Walter.
ho"usV.
"
FOR 8ALE Extra wall built new foi.r- - FOR SALE Canary buds.
2i8
furnished
South
I'Ult 11 EA LTlltiEEKER.
PETTIFORD THEODD
JOB MAN.
Modern
room modern stucco
$6(1, at 80S S"ith Arno.
WAM FD Miscellaneous
Meyer at Meyer.
FOR RENT Two or three ro ms for
Walter, phone 16S7-Inquire 322
A
bungalow, close
Kind of work
w rh
rh.me K78-n,,- oommoostlons.
South Arno, phone 1S4U-m, ino locution.
WANTED Com Detent aacnnrl .in
u north
Sim.
423 West Iron.
nnuseKeeping.
FOR KALE Nice spples. by the box. ds Casa de Pro, s;.a West Oold. phons 81
"g"'
.ppiy
WANTED
tlood s,cond-han- d
WANTED Odd lobs rarpi-ntrrlnMajestlu
paini FOR RENT One side of double house;
Ply morning, T01 West Copper.
livcred.
FOR RENT
Phone ItiiB-Nicely furnlsned btd room
range, at 608 North Second.
run
Ing andNO.roof repairing Phone 1468-Nice rooms with .u,.r,i
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal, FOR BALE
private bath; furnished, lights and WANTED Women for
close In.
1585-eCoal.
houseWe,t
$7&.
lil
WANTED Cult it to Board.
general
Phojie
Thresning machine,
BEFORE-BUTI.DI."
porches, wllh hor,l
or having your water paid, 330. 1008 South Arno,
frame StUCCO. 4 mum, ani hath I
MO Der month! famllu nr to,..
work.
2409-R1
Mu. Reed. 618 South Ttrarfu,
Postofflce box 412, city.
i
FURNISHED rooms, hoi water "heat;"no large
. our figures
house repair d. call 854-"
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping Phone 1834-porches, newly decorated, vacant.
414
sick; no children.
FOR SALE Ons ton loose hay. $18 hi'.
West Silver. Acims ir ocsireo.
are right. No Job too large or too small.
Watted Carpentei work. Job or days.
rooms Wit sleeDin- - nornh. 194
pnone 1803-nil.
814-North
Eleventh,
REM
phone
Rms with sleeping Phons 1032-W- .
FOR SALE
CARPENTEP AND F1NISHE1 will be derslecve Electric Co., phone 1720-- J
New four-roomodern fur
r
!
porches; board If desired. Also
or
gar-aFOR cooking and serving dinners and
nlehed cottsge. on South Walter, f Sun FOR SALE Adube tu nulla house. ST
ready fir another building within a FOR RENT Four-roounfurmodern
.
for
rent.
301
Eleventh
South Edith. Plnne
nion Oaroia. 1S02 North Arno.
few days; highest quality work guaranoowu ana
parties, phone 1585-nished bungalow, with gargge. Apply WANTED Office
J. A
.i40-monthly payments.
girl,
Adtypist;
FOR
permanent
teed. Work by day or contract.
RENT
1220 North Fifth (rear). Phone 1828-NAVAJO KUUS fobltlv ly at coat. 117
Rioms. Iiy the wetk: tjr-nac- e Hammond, 824 East Sliver, phone 1532-- lt
8 OVES POLISHED and set up. Krvia
position! salary tuO. Address Box (3,
FOR RLNr-Lar- ge,
dress Carpenter, care The Exchange, 120 FOR RENT
17S0-I18V4
heat.
West
North
front
na
Muiberry,
room,
airy
)h
phona
FOR BAI.u) Account
SUvjr.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Modern famished cottage, care Journal.
fur.
on u.
suitable f ir two; two beds: also
West Oolil. phone 1111.
three rooms and bath,
nished or unfurnishedleaving city, mod. UlCE ROASTED I'l.NONS 16 cents
d
JANITOR for housecleanlng work, floor
in sleeping porch, with best of glassed
WANTED Assistant seamstress In ai- - iron
board.
Tn
ern house; screened porches, nicety ar- pound. Robert Macpherson, 1114 West
sleeping porch lnoulro 218 South High.
teralion room; must be competent,
waxing. J.V;Lows, phone 172-M- .
'V?us''l(rP
..F.?.l.hMge
7JjPouth Walter, phone 1688 M.
REffT RaMhw
On around
floor: bath
and. .nh.in- -. 411 rnnieo ror iwo ramiues.
West Central, central.
FOR RENT Three-rooWANTED Your garbage, pirone 2403-Reottoire. fur-- : ply Economist.
MTRAMONTES-ON-THE-MKHWent Oold.
near park.
2204-J- .
Phone
owner.
FOT RENT Ranch and range; abundz trunHI
Small
...
.
TV
wsrdrobe
SALE
FOR
lutrnh
ORin snn
at
or
aleenlna,
priced
VTPn
tTZ
iijsoea.
write C. W. Hunter. geral
A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
n- iuu
"
in a ismiiy or lour;
Z
for tubercular
ant grass permanent
;;
OR RENT
water, ample
five-rooTwo rooms, furnlehed for FOR isA I E By owner,
vB., u . rL1 , e
reasonable; can after 5 p. m., al lite
and
Ca" Et r702
South
good wages to right party.
Mrs. U.
convalescents; graduate nurse in at- WANTED Cash register; also tjinger
IlKht housekeeping, 16 per week. 201
protection and winter .browse; good ranch Li.h phone 1310-North
Twelfth.
rront
modern
large
bungaluw,
porch,
Weinman, i08 West Cofm.r
tendance.: rate by the week or month,
house and buildings;
twelve thousand
In good rosidenca
sewing machine: both mast be in good
South Arno.
section: esat front. FOR SALE A few cholca Navajo rugs, i an Z400-Jhouse wllh city EARN BOARD
condition. Call 2124-acres of fine feed mostly fenced with FOR RENT Three-rooRoom and 110 month FOR RENT
ng
lawn and trees, In very best condition;
furnished-sleepiweter and electrio Urhtm at ns a..,,h
from reservation;
reasonable. FOR RENT-Slaap- lng
NcaUy
right
wnua attending school, catalogue trroom on outside; twelve acres of alfalfa
EXPERTS
would
southern
trunk ond furniture crating.
sacrifice for quick salei leaving 808 South Arno.
porch,
room, steam heat, close In. 317 South
miles from Nlnih. rert SI ,.80. city Realty Co., 107 slackay Business College, lum, south Third.
with water right; thirty-eigCall ror Joe. Phones 307 or 338; price
exposure and room; bed or convalescent
rn.-nusii-w- .
iuwn.
uoiu. pnone oof,
first-ris8125 hot water heater, for man patient:
rsasSALE
FOR
Miln. I.os Angeles.
icble.
nurse's
Qallup, on good road, on mile from
board,
FOR RENT Furnished
room. FOR SALE Ry owner, in the Fourth
front
1128 East Central, STOVES POLISHED and set
135; suitable for heating store, ware carsi
ressonabie.
postofflce and good school; one hundred FOR RENT Seven. roorrTfuTnrshlT'rrouss
ward,
Male and Kemale.
Call
up.
modern buna-lor. house
close In. 112 per month, Inquire 21014
acres Improved land for dry farming
or work ship. 110 South Walnut. veaar treet entranc.
very close In, 1100: 2 apartments can
O. K. Sheet Metal Works, phono 1870-age,
has
and
reslWest
beat
light
I
oa
WA-heat;
Sliver.
very
room
ED
mora
out
rented
for much
for $65. Real Estate,
solicitors.
with
Call In
1 FOR RENT
farming, oats,
A
CUNTS
DOZEN
218 North Third.
PHOTOH.
till
Room
U
and
with
board,
long
in
nennsi
aistnot
city; priced right;
Hanna i 406 West Central.
whsat, potatoes and corn produce well. ErhTinge. 409 West Conner.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for essy terms;
change my mind. New Studio, over
rleeplig porch, in connection with OOOIJSON
not priced over phone:
CO. Cleaning paper and
Seventy-fiv- e
head Hereford cattle for FOR RENT Modern
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. snown Dy
Bulls' Drug Rtore.
furnished Ii WANTED Solicitors, call in person,
dressing room; men convalescents prsPhone
appointment
a soutn Arno.
only.
cleaning kalsomlns; all work guaran- sale. Reply at once. E. Z. Vogt, Raman
room
29.
fine
Grant
irninear
house;
fj
Uorieiien
location,
bids,
SU4U-ovr rini,in
Phons teed.
FOR SALE Nice fresh esgs, 80! par ferred: fresh eggs, milk. etc.
634-Phone
N. M.
Cl,nlton- - at i WANTED Girl for general housework; F0R RENT Furnished front room, pr. BY OWNER,
dozen, at Ely's Poultry Tarda, ili Suih 204 J4: m.lc west Barelas brldgs.
?r,rn.?"Ir!5S,..?ee
WANTED Well located building lot la
modern house In
p. m.
"
no washing. Apply lit North Thir-- 1
23
RKSRItVATIONS may now be hsd at St,
, i
SPECIAl NOTICE
o,ih adjoining.
Fourth ward hard wood floors, fire- - Eighth, phone 1168.
Fourth; ward; give location and price.
FOR REM
modteenth.
Furniahr.i tlir.-roJohn's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates. Address
iiiHii, puoilO ilU-6
8
SALE
Used
tractors.
and
FOR
screened
pises,
three
large
Lot, care Journal.
porches,
ern h iuie, with glassed-i- n
to -i per week; Includes private
sleeping IF roll are unemployed and efficient, FOR RENT Furnished room with sleep- light airy bad rooms wllh extra large
with gang plows. Hardware Depart 817.50
NOTE
Wa buy chickens.
CO.
RANCHERS,
room
OII.DB .SLEEVVB EI.EPTaH
porch, and garage, at Si 7 East Pacific.
with
to
ing porch, in private home, steam heat. Closets, rronts east on large lot with ment J Korbet A Co.
sleeping porch, connected
our
with
register
DepartEmployment
turksys and eggs. Southwestern Poul-tr- y
ELECTRICAL supplies uf ill kinds, dui Inquire at 1008 South Edith.
Diitn and toilet; medicel care, medicines,
ment. Western School for Private Secre- Cnll 4D0-lawn, .trees, etc.; everything In excelleni FOR SALE Freah
or general nursing:
818 North Eleventh.
Co..
half
the
to our low overhead utoim we on FOR RENT Five-roopork,
by
ercsllent
meals, tray
FOR RENT
furnished brick taries, phone 901-Three modern rooms, fur- condition; terma
if desired.
Phone
C. W. Hunter. service; no extras. All rooms hsvs stesm UNION
whole hog. Delivered.
LATHERS
dona
live yon better prices on fixtures, lamps
Bouse, basement and two nice porches. WANTED Well
f.atMrig
nished for housekeeping, 4 23 West 377-- J
qualified bookkeepers Santa
evenings.
phone 2409-RSons.
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff
wiring, supplies, ato. We flellvar. Phom at 222 North Walter, for Information
Ft.
and
In
New
FOR
for
SALE: Cy owner, 213 McKlnley
stenographers
W. H. Zlegler, Superintendent.
11"4 North Elevenlh, phono 875-J- .
positions
VIM H Ol'.N
Phone
1720 West Central
the
lil'Y
Phone 1908-before
417 South Walter.
se.S"i
J JO-Mexico and Arltona.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentleAtinly mnrnincs
avenue new four-roohouse and bath
pens, fifty shutguns and rifles in 481.
WELD1NO
AND CUTTING
of matals;
FOR RENT Three
rooms.
men employed, 18.00 up: no sick. 818 room: large front porch, double windows select
sleeolnir ExPTt Servloe Ruresn
118 West Hold.
from
also welders' supplies and carbide 'or
W
KllVrf.
porcn, rurnisneo,. sls.oo.
In all rooms, extra
Southern
is
well
built
FOR RENT Apartments sal,
by
W
day
i. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-avenue. New
on
One
clothes
FOR
SALE
house. Dorch. 11.800
rocker,
WANTED
one-haPosition
block from
FOR RENT
Front room for light house- labor; electee lights;
COW"" OUTFIT WANTED WiTi
chest, library table. Iloosler kitchen FOR RENT First class furnished apart MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 316 South,
lease South Edith, 815. Inquire 1709 S. Edith. A HA.NDV man
keeping phone, baih. well people; no North Fourth etreet; close to school, ceblnet,
wants work 'of any kind.
child's bed. 118 North Sixth.
ment. close in. 20S North Sixth.
stores snd cars;
First, will pay the highest price for
range and buy. 1.000 or mora cows, al FOR RENT Five-roobrick house,
children. 418 West Oold.
1940-large shade tree In
Phone
and
actual market value. Write me, giving
bath, screened sleeping norch. window
front; make the first payment, the rest CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Thars FOR RENT Three rooms and eleeplng your secondhand clothing, shoe
RENT
Nicely furnished oom. outfurniture.
Phone 8'g.
definite description and bottom price shsdes and coal range in house, newly WANTED Laundry work "to takY borne. FOR
like
Alburent.
Is
obtain
It
porcn, furnished. 407 Esst Coal.
Apply lul2 North First.
on'y one place to
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
or oy me aay. rnona Jioi-- J
3r 1
Thomas Hester, general delivery, phone decorated, garage, too. water free. Call
Association.
Phone
RUU
Dairy
CLEANERS
Ouerque
FOR
RENT Furnished or unfurnished
1118 North Second.
4U-.UK S
at 220 North High
NURSE, hospital experience; prices reaMATTRESSES rennvstfd 83 60 and up.
two rooms with sleeping Boron.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cut- with private
sonable, obstetrtct
804 FOR RENT Nice "room
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
In gallon 'llS-ft- l.
preferred.
S A LEKtlTYlnVf ish-Jersecow.
tsge etiaesr; slso fresh milk 1B16-TYPEWRITERS
South Walter.
family: with or without board. 807 FOR
AUTOMO-II.Emoo
lots.
Bedding Co., phon 471
two-rooDairy,
FOR
phone
?,
south
Bwsyne's
RENT
Desirable
North Fourth
apartElm;
WANTED
Position by young lady with
DOKAK
ment; no sick; no children. 1104 North BETTER
FINISHING It is
TYPEWRITERS All makea overhauled FOR SALE 1D21 Ford touring carl' "j2S0".
FOR RENT Two nice furnlshrd rooms FOR" SALE Five months Toggenburg lull SALE Wheat, 82.16a a no;willoats,
several years' office experience,
ex Second.
6 Mi South Second.
Return postage paid on mall
Phone 820-better.
81.80 a 100; corn, 81.80
100;
doe.
and repaired. Ribbons for every
Phons 1682-for light housekeeping.
619 North
Journal.
Phone
Tha
219
or
Barnum
ordera,
for
btudio.
E
change
pigs
poultry.
RENT
FOR KALE 1921 Ford touring, 8278.
'OH
Alburjuerque Typewriter
small
FOR SAID Two fresw milk cows 1422
Sixth. Phone 1494-Ftgrnlshsd
1867-To do light husework, half
ohenae. pl, pr "ii.j
ii p uth Fonnh
apartment: no sick, no children. 723 Central, Albuquerque, N, M.
Square Deal Garage, 418 West Copper. WANTED
South Rr.iadwav
Oenrse Blske
FOR RENT
Two rruTit rooms furnished
u
or
snort
to
nours,
home-madMrs.
e
South
WANTED
Address
Edith.
mado
for
cakes
ordtjjr;
County agent
copyrighted
5
FOR SALE
for llaht housekeeping, Apply after 2 FOR RALE Large Jersey cow: she Toes NICE
Bulck touring car; valdea, cara Journal.
collection system having Instant appeal
fruit cak for the holidays a specialty. FOR RENT New small,- nwdem furn5ih
first-cla- ss
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.. WB AUDIT."
p. m
west Lead.
to merchants, etc.
Exclusive territory,
Mrs. Oeorg
CHECK, OPEN. CLOSrfan'd
Mackey, 207 East Silver.
7,
ed apartment,
Inaulra
ADMINISTHATOH'8 NOTICK.
apartment
city.
t.
WANTED
romunv-KtlvBy gentleman! roommatj FOR SALr. Jersey
Address O.
milk cow, giving Phons i2S6-H'ghly
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep oonks.
121j West Roma.
In the Trobate Court of Bernalillo EXPERT RADIATOR KEPA1RINO. O. room
ror room and sleeping porch; south
I. a Crescent. Calif.
inree gallons of milk a day. Phons FOR SALE Oood selection of Nava.fo FOR
( Mellnl building. Phona 701-K
RENT
rurnlsiiu4
exnosure Phono 1247-Sheet Metal Works. 218 North
apartmsnia. WANTED
County, New Mexico.
I BUSINESS
Caioful
Kodak
Oermantown
and
pillow tops,
ruga
thres mom with bstb. Albuquerque
depression makesa"vallable
In the Matter of the Estate of Third.
FOR RENT
Holsteln-Jerse- v
Twice dally service. RcmemMir. satis
Icely furnished front bed FOR BALE
cow and priced for quick sals.
1006 East Cen- Hotel.
accountant-bookkeeper
21114
American
capanie
North Ssoond.
FOR SALE Si me extra good used cars;
. room, In furnace-heate- d
James J. O'Donnell, Deceased.
home, close
faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
heifer calf; will take tral. Phona 1418-and stenographer, with thorough In:
FOR
terms.
no
easy
RENT Three rooms, glassed sleep- to a reliable,
Auto
Mcintosh
sick.
801
Co..
Fifth.
Notice Is hereby given that the west
established firm. Uanua
airqira in trade for calf. 1220 South High, SOFT SPOTS lirsl and arch cushions
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship,
83jNorth
for
furnished
bath:
central.
ing
porch,
private
ft
n
FOR
RENT
ana"irlassed-lHanna.
Room
detailed
Master
SA
on
AdLE
FOR
on
the 27th day
Photographers.
qualifications
sleepGentle driving horse and
undersigned was,
request.
prevent fallen insteps, cures all foot tight housekeepln. Phone 1701-model N dress Results, Postofflce box 241, phone
ing porch, rentleman only. 224 South
of October. 1921, duly appointed FOR SALE at a
spring wagon, in rear 1306 South Wal
troubles. II. Th.imts F Kelehat, Leather FOR RENT
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
See Mr.
sacrifice.
Wslter St
Hupmobtle,
Phone 2272-ter.
Apartment, new and clean,
1067-- J
CO. Windows cleaned
Co 408 West Ontrsl
Phone
and
floors
Administrator of the estate of fearce.
at White
heat, light and cooking gast furnished scrubbed; stores,
rage.
A- -l
FOR REST Housekeeping rooms and FOR SALE One choice pure-bre- d
BOOKKKEEPER -- ACCOUNTANT.
offices and house
James J. O'Donnell, deceased, by FOR SALE 8 a,
SALE To new Pannsylvuo'a complete
FOR
Crans Apartments, 215 North cleaned; reasonable rates
BuTcX, first-clas- s
con- and
,
sold
hnnestuwork.
Having
Interest
In
cow
foui
no
old
old
two
my
and
firm
tire
for
28x-sleeping
year
porch,
vacuum
persons;
day
cup motorcyclo tires,
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Seventh. Phons 814.
Postofflce box 101 phons A. (Jranone, 252.
anion; a rear bargain; must be sold of Williams and Zang, Public
children 110 South Walnut.
heifer calf, also purs-bre8180: can be with? tubes, nsve.r used. Stsr Furniture
Thre-r,..,RHNT
FOR
County, and having qualified aa this week. E, D. Royse, 610 North ants, to my partner, Mr, CharlesAccount,
furnished RAZOR BLADES Send or
seen at Hell's Livery Stable, 118 North
Zang.
RENT Southeast corner room in cecono.
Company. 118 West Oold, phona 40B-bring
am now in the market for a position FOR
such Administrator,
ail persons luieventn.
two
with
bath
'
and
apartment,
sleep
dull blades for reshamenlnir: 'louluo- heated new house, close In: prefer emFOR SALE OR TRADE
For Ford, 8300 ing porches newly decorated Insld and I edfe.
a concern where tha services of a
2fic: Slnu-leritra 2!tn n
having claims against the estate of FOR SALE Forrf itrlpped down, in good with
JUST ARRIVED wllh a curload of young
223 Kouth Arno.
4nn'
ployed person
In sxcslieni out water and
first-claDallon
machine,
talking
823
East
or
are
accountant
sure
light pa'd.
bookkeeper
a bargain. Must
re hereby notified
soaps, jnis is
said decedent
,av. your rsror honed and set ty x- Colorado horses and
for sals
with rscords. Address R. K Coal
sold at once.
local position,
I perts; worx
I1L0 gets this car. 222 desired;
but FOR RENT One ""nice" "front sleeping cheap; soma broks and mares,
prefer
r"' "
some unbroks; condition,
and required to present the same be
guaranteed. Kobza Tlm-herbox 218, Belen, N. M.
room, to gentleman employed, private
Cunnsrd,
will go anywhere. W. L. 'Williams, Elks-club- ,
postofflce
worm
Kourtn.
FOR
RENT Three lurge rooms and at Ruppe'e Drug Store.
weigh from nine to thirteen hundred
to the undersigned in the manner
entrance. cloRe In. 408 West Iron.
FOR SALE About 75 Victor, Columbia
Albupuerque, N- - M.
glassed-i- n
SALE A few small used cars,
pounds; also hava a good
sleeping porch, bath adjoin
and within the time prescribed by FOR
FOR RENT One room Rnd sleeping sum
and Oennett phonograph- records, good Ing; completely
terms If deslrsd. Korber's Aum n.nt
colt to sell and one set of harness.
furnished
for house'
as new, at 36a snd 50o each. Pliona
law.
for housekeeping
no North Broadway. Scott Rldenour,
BUSINESS CHANCES
porch, furnished
nest
and clean; gas and cosl ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing
Dodge Brothers Dealers, 218 North Seo- keeping,
409-Star Furniture Co., 11.1 West Oold. range, em west coal.
HARRY E. O'DONNELL,
light and water, 118 per month. Phone
onq, pnone 783.
and painting, roofs built up. work guar-antssFOR
FOR
SALE
1M1-AWa
I.
SALE
.if
are breeders
I
Osraae. bast
grsde
Guaranteed pure extracted FOR RENT Modern, three-rooAdministrator,
Call 542. Xo' man.
WANTED Best cash prices paid for
town. Phons 87.
spurt
Ilolsteln cows, and have on hand be- FOR SALE
d
if
in
and
five
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms: tween
Dated October 31st, 1921.
honey,
pails;
In.
furnished
ora cars; also other WANTED Man
closs
mont,
goou uoages ana
threa
completely
and
hundred
cholca
four
Inwith
cannot
rates
to
you,
or
small
phone
your
Over
grocer
wsek.
Pastime
by
supply
day
capital
suitable for
cows and heifers.
ngnt cars regardless of condition.
As wc are a little 1302-family; telephone fur
NOTICE OP SUIT.
vest
or call at ropular Apiary. Ed nished; watersmall
good business. Address O. O. Theater, 211
West Central.
Auto Company, 808 West Central. M., careIn Journal.
paid; If you want some'
crowded for room, would sell a limited
No. 13098.
1680-FOR RENT Olassed-l- n
before I a. m,
two numbsr at a reasonable price. The City Kneesa.
FOR SAIE Furniture
and
nice,
thing
phone
BALE
FOR
porch
84x4
Three
cord
two
tires,
State of New Mexico, County of
sd solo cornet, or after
p. m.
airy rooms, board across street, 114
uenvar, eclo. FOR SALE Sliver-plana several ox'4 casings; prices FOR SALE InOne of tbs beat business
company,
i
jjairy
.
For SALE lmlu
Victor phono-graprase
new
Court.
anil
in
188B-the
District
Bernalillo,
properties
off pitch, long model,
Albuquerque, lit South North Maple, phone
phone Tork 7541.
very reasonable also several excellent First
beds, new cotton
iattres.es,
condition; less than half price for quick FOR SALE
Nannie MacManus, Plaintiff, va spot lights, slightly used. Mcintosh flea street Inaulra at savnv Knot
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed
Poultry.E
Morris
chair,
wardrobe,
shot
K.
guns, rifles,
Fred
by
sale; guaranteed
Ellis,
Thomas MacManus, Defendant,
Auto to., sua west central.
FOR SALE Ranchei
room, sui labia for two: no sick. 315
ussd furnlturs. 826 South
302-J- .
FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rao- - also first-claphons
ROOMINO
1670-HOUSE
To the Above Named Defendant:
FOR SALE Two
Rooms all filled North Eleventh, phone
First.
ulck light sixes, 1918
bit and hens. 710 West Lead,
SALE Fine Valley' tluncll. close! In, FOR 6ALE Delrolt Jewell gas range.
central location: nrnfitnhi- - inM,tm.,i ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping roinns and FOR
Tou are hereby notified that a models. tGSO and 1750; Ford truck,
at less than improvementa cost; or
oven ana Droller. FOR'saLE Young R. I. Red pullet and
lour burners,
tONK ST IK Al'TO LINE
Tord truck, worm drive, Inquire at Everybody's Candy Shop, 828
$176; one-to- n
housekeeping
by the dsy win trade for good residence In town, Oood condition. isrg
suit haa been filed against you In 8350;
apartments,
Also has cook stove
Th
rooster, thoroughbred.
14.80.
price
orange colored car. Engle, Elewsek or month
speedster. 8176: Dodaa tour oiiulii j nira.
West Central
Postofflc
824 or phone 686.
box
the said court and county by the ing car.Ford
1108
East
Phona
attachment.
Boulevard.
Orand.
Luna
(08
phant Butt Dam and Hot Springs, N.
FOR SALE At a bargain, five seennd- - FOR RENT
$400. 118 West Oold
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house. 2086-above named plaintiff, In which the FOR
Furnished
rooms
M.
for
Meet
A SPLENDID
light
all trains at Engle, leaving
flock
bronze
uf
turksys,
ana
imnu pooi lames
one billiard table,
SALE A Hudson Super-Si- x
for
even rooms, steam heated, electric FOR SALE Pearl necklace, best made,
nousckeeplng. with bath c nnectlnns
aid piaintiri pi ays for divorce on
Condition: also one twelve. water,
breeding birds; also . onng turkeys for Hot Springs at 11:30 a m and 8:80 p. m.
This is a fine car and in In first-Clas- s
and phone. 710 West Lead, lights: on ten-scIn alfalfa and
lights
ranch:
Oldest
at
not
Dam
or
If
foot
Asoda
-t
the grounds of abandonment and fine81,000.00.
drivers, best Dam cara on
your
lndestructabls,
Imported,
sunusy
dlnisr.
fountain,
Thanksgiving
condition. In FOR RENT Two
condition and la worth more
th Dam line, w drlv our own car.
nice clean furnished orchard. Address Postofflce box 277, or beautiful
thoss sold for 125 to 845, M ll watklns. phon I4I8-JAnd you are further Legitimate reasons make Its sal money
at a quire at 125 West Silver.
2407-Rh'ouso-keeplrooms
and
pnone
return
813.
Write
for
Addrsss
for
you
It;
may
ressrvailons
at our expense,
sleeping
porch
price
Two-storat
FOR SALE
y
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
notified that unless you enter or sacrifice necessary. Oobsr. Short
brick rooming
821 South Waller, phone 1870-care Journal.
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Prop
FOR SALE Nine-aor- s
S, C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
rsneh, on main
house and residence combined, on large
cause to be entered your appear- Oober. Phone 888.
Hot
V
M
WOODWORTH
onanew
ASBESTOW
nice
house
and
ROOF
ditch:
PAINT
gprlnrs
lot near business section: room for a
garage:
Newly furnished,
cockerel, pullets, hen and pen for breed- ance in said cause on or before the
clean room
and housekeeping apsrt fourth mile from school, one and one- - GOOD for all kinds at roof. II par gal Ing. 418 West Atlantic, phon 148S-DRESSMAKING
ousiness nuildlng; a bargain at t8.800;
27th day of December, A. D. 1921,
as
naif
TIME
west
812
miles
Bare
bridle.
Co
Ion.
In
110 South "MOUNTAIN
CARDS
The Msnsano
Part terma. J. A- - Hammond. 124 East ments, hy day, week or month,
VIEW" 6. C. R. I. Rsds,
South Third.
.
Judgment will be rendered in said
quire at Hunt's Ranch.
Silver.
Walnut, phon 1884-won twenty ribbons January, 1821; a
Try a built up
Phone 1818-W- .
day.
cause against you by default and
IF LOOKING for a comfortabl home roof, will Isst ss long a th bundle
FOR
RENT
or
close-I- n
now
lot
and
cockerels
cocks
super!Nicely
furbished
DRESSMAKING
tabllshed
Room H BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
the relief prayed for will be
and a plsasant and profitable estsb- sleeping room, adjoining bath; prlvata
ready for sale; bred from my finest ex
mercantr businsss, located jn railroad. entrance:
Imperial Hotel, phone 605.
suitable for ona or two santle- - ilshsd buslntsg, you can aecure lamt at
hibition mating; visitors wslooms. C
granted.
Will sell for value of Improve nsnts ijoos men.
a
418
WANTED
At
or
by
South
Dressmaking,
Third.
day
The name of the plaintiff's attorbargain; four acrrs. two miles from FOR SALE Fiv hundred share of City p. Hay. 23 Norm High.
Oood
reason
In
Interest-ifor
If
selling.
Mrs. Baker, phona 1130-home,
on
douout
wsa,
main
postofflce,
ditch,
FOR
d
post-offigood-slxeMY
RENT
is
Nice
R.
ENTIRE stock of S. C. R. I. Reds;
a ectrlo Railway, below par. Dr, R,
ney
George
large front furnished
Craig, whose
proposition, address jostifCce
chicken houses, tools, blooded L. Hust,
pleating. Williams' Mil box 538 Alburusraus
N. T. Armljo building.
and cockers s
housekeeping room: prlvata entrance. garage,
hens, pullets, cock
address Is Albuquerque, N. M. H EM ST ITCHING,
chickens
also
2nn sjouth Broadway, ph 1078-and
turkeys;
furnlturs;
sunny,
linery.
breedln, pen or singles; pui- - bred C. P.
comfortably furnished, close In; will sell on terms to
WESTBOUN") Dails.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
no sick: reasonable.
responsible
2U
West
,opla,
stock.
Hay
eveMarquette.
Ladlea
by
DRESSMAKING
generation of Train.
backj
Arrive.
tailoring,
Depart.
2418-J- t.
Clerk.
winner In th best show ,n the No. 1 Th Scout.... 7:80 pm . 8:30 pm
FOR RENT One or two well furrilehsd Phona
and
ambrolder
prls
dresses,
ning
beading
USB
PAINT.
ROOF
VELVA
WE"
IRON
AND
HARRY
F.
LEE. Deputy,
HA V" 110,000 to loan on close-i- n
By
H. B. Wstklns, phona 2418-Jrooms, in new modern home, nrlvats
country.
pnone lsgn-w- .
I
Na
ing.
Llmltd.K:80 am 11:00 am
fallt
Roof Ctment. stops leaks.
Roof
,
Kotsr;
PERSONAL
Albuquerque
Short outside antranc. and prlvata access to
Oober,
property.
CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH PLEATING, accordion, side apd box; and Ooher.
No. T Fargo
Fast 10:60 am 11:80 am
Mohair top drasslng; Plymouth Cottags FOR SALE Year-ol- d
hens, ibout two
bath and phona: no sick. Phono 1849-MONEY
mali orders. N. Crane, lit North
ana ons-ns- if
Navajo. 13:38 am 1:00 am
Phons Paint; Vslspsr Enamel, for automobile
pound each, over flvs to Na, I Th SOUTHBOUND.
rooms and kitchen.
one
Cut out this slip, enclose with Ec Seventh Crana Apartments, phona 814. MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dia- FOR RE.VT--TwZ9o
Floor
also
Homestead
Satisfaction
delivered:
Paint.
party.
pound,
monds, gun and everything valuable
El Paao Exp
10:10 pm
partly furnished; modern; to two or BARBER
Thos. F. Keleher Lesthsr Co.. springs, yearly rooster, fat hen, ducks, No. 29
and mall it to' Foley
Co., 288S ORIlllNAL INDIAN
designs for em Mr B. Marcus,
For homes, sanatorium. assured
a
til South First.
11:30 am
water, telephone
people; lights,
401 West Central phons 1067-Come to our yard No. 27 El Paso Exp
turkeys and geese.
2307-Sheffield vs.. Chicago, 111., writing
Phons
broidery stencilling; blouses,181-- smocks MONET TO
22
do you own picking and gave money.
EA8TBOUND.
per month. 802 South Broad
LOAN on diamonds, watchss paid;
J.
or
s
Phons
children
clothes.
101
name
and add) 4s clearly. Bast
VIOLIN 'essons by a French violinist FOR SALE A limited amount of the Albuquerque
your
No.
J
way.
Th
2:10
2:40 Dm
and
Dm
Navslo.
eon.
liberal
South
gold
Jewelry;
(03
reliable,
Co.,
Poultry
Sl'ver.
628 South Broadway, phone 1681-Vou will receive In return a trial
following varieties of our Una soring Broadway.
No. 4 Calif. Limited t.OO pm 6 40 pm
fldentlal Oottllch Jewe ry Co.. 105 N. 1st. FOR RENT December 1, large axoluslvs
DeNo. 8 8. F Eight.
7:25 pm 1:10 pm
package containing Foley's Honey MATTRESS RENOVATING CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaroom, northeast and south exposures WANT ED Private pupils; teichel has whssts: Early Basrt. Rodl, C nora. Red
fiance, Marquis and Kubanka; also
7:20 am 7:50 am
special training for primary grailta, rust
FOR RENT Office Room. No. 10 The Scout
and Tar Compound for coughs, slAI T R ESS R KN oV A T I Ml 83 511 and
monds watchss. Liberty bonds, plan is. with south' sleepl g porch, In a strictly
proof, Ferguson No. 71, and Texas
up
FROM
Phone 1198-- J
H,h,
colds and croup;
private horns; would consider
utomobltes. Lowest rates. Rothman's flrst-clsFoley Kidney
Rk."'T ftbomsls and 3ii,J for of - No. 58 From El Paso80UTH
Red
wheat
Oats,
FOR
Oats,
3Ho
per
pound:
8 86 pm
Rug elsanlng. furniture repairing, fur
for person not too 111, who Is will- STUD? FRENCH wlthTrsnoh teacher"
117 South First.
caring
state.
to
Bonded
tb
I
Pills for palm in aides and back; nlturs
Thl
all recieaned.
flee purposes. New Armljo, phona 117, No 80 From El Pasi- 7:00 am
lc per sound.
packing. . Phuue 471, Ervin Bsd-clining to pay for services rendered; can
Hither class or private instruction. For pedigreed
seed.
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
Department, or call room 8.
No. 10 ronnsct
Company.
goats' milk: no other sick. Ad- - particular
st relen
th Na tt
rOH SALE Real Estate furnish
call tt r,j South Broadway, Stat College. NewAgronomy
Usxlooi
bladder ailment; and Folr
tisouisi-- e.
press
cara
FuR
RENT Altraotlv
Journal.
or
1861-office, stum for Clovr. Per Vslie- Xan
City and
phons
FJR SALE- - Oi t lu'
corner
Tableta, a wholesome and
SEWING MACHINES
Coast.
and
water
furnished
heat,
CAN
I
tight
a
care
to
mother's
small
glvs
and New York avenue. Inaulra at 410
WANTED Affents
No. 29 connect at Isl-Wright building, opposite postofflce.
with Na tl
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for fl.wTN.rArirrx'Ey
healthy child, from good family de
West Santa F.
"
'""f
huv" f,,
from Clovls snrl points snst snfl seiu'h
FOR RENT Three very desirable offlc
siring Ideal home and excellent training MrggfiTTelll'-crrut'tnrconstipation, biliousness headaches
cleaned, parts and supplies for all FO.l SALE At a bargain, lot 60x142.
modern house; must be bargain for tor cnun; no otner cnnoren; cerms ra- room light, heat and water: will rent
and sluggish bowels. Sold every- makes, all work guaranteed
Pump for FORDS, exclusive territory.
C H
locatsd Ninth and Sllv.ir orlcs 8700 If cash, or don't waste your time. Address sonable: references.
Address
Also
man
Mother,
Writs
wanted.
or
county
as
a
right
whole. A. B.
eparstely
411 W. Copper. old at ones, Phons H88-where,
Morehead, phons 148-- J.
,
1
Polar Bear Pump Co., i--o Angela, Calif. 813 5 West Central, phon 123. Ullntr,
WVIUUM,
,viw HVUlllu,
bility, Compensation
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth St.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
MAGEEPRESENTS

TOMORROW
We place in sale again those pound boxes of

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
BOMEK n WARD

ROBERT JONES

.........

SIS Marble Arena
Phone

Coal and South Walter
Phone
671
The Highest Grade Macaroni

jWe
Sell

Egg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

ther Macaroni Product

TODAY

LET'S GO

ARLESS

From his celebrated stage success by
Louis N. Parker;

"SCANDAL"

Have You Listed Your Rooms for the Teachers' Convention?
If Not. Phone the Chamber of Commerce IB.

Phone 4 n.nd 5.
agalnsi
Trespass proceedings
Candelariu. Jaramlllo for cutting
In
Jua',
timber without permit
Tomas canyon in the Sandia moun
the
tains wore 'conducted by was
fined
forest olficials. He
$10 for (he offense.
V
Sim McFarland of Logan,
M., was in Albuquerque yestcrclav
on business.
Felipe Otero and Frank Lopez o.
Los Lunas were In Albuquerque
yesterday.
physiDr. Murray, osteopathic
cian. Woolworth Bide Phone 644W
I
state
11.
representative
j. liaca,
from Santa Fe county, was in Alon
business.
yesterday
buquerque
Members of the T. E. L. class
meet
will
of the Baptist church
at the church at 1:.1U o'clock this
afternoon to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Fairbrother.
J. WIckliffe Miller of San Ysidro
'
was in the city on business yester- day.
There will be a meeting of the
Parent Teachers' association of the
North Fourth street school at the.
school house at 3 o'clock this af-- !
ternoon.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
There will be a teachers' meet-- ;
ing Saturday morning at 10 o'clock
at the Old Town school bouse, tor
county school teachers.
Harmony Lodge number 1, I. O.
O. F., will meet in regular session
tonight, All members are requested to attend. There will be work
in the third degree.
Born, November 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy A Stamm, of 325 North
Thirteenth street, a son.
Four dollars full wagon .load
factory, wood, limited amoun'
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
I have received cards, and conof
Members
Hoy I
stitution.
Neighbors wishing same, call at
my house, 101 Z South Jroadway.
Man-zan-

At Reduced Prices

Quality and Value
Guaranteed.

ROTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store

Arthur I'rager will leave today
for El Paso, where, the executive
committee.of the New Mexico Electrical association Is to hold an annual meeting to settle the place of
Mr. Prager
the next convention.
is president of the association.
he
a
There will
regular meeting
of Adah chapter No. G, O. E. S.,
tonight at 7:0 at the Masonic
Temple. Mrs. Gertrude Lee Dills,
grand matron of New Mexico, will
make her official visit. Initiation
and refreshments.
FraTik Kuzuoka was granted a
divorce yesterday from Amalia
Kico Kuzuck'i.

HEIGHTS

It is costing the residents of the
city and suburbs living east of the
tracks easily J100 a day for wear
and tear on cars in crossing the
tracks at Central avenue, and then
the merchants of the city proper
wonder why the people of the high- lands do not trade with them.
The new home of K. C. Morgan,
corner of Brown and Coal avenues,
is fast Hearing exterior completion
and wiU be one of the show
e
of the city when
places
curb has been completed on
ideal Spanish type lines,
It is being built on
pleted.
, Brown avenue and in now ready
for street grading and the red
'
gravel surfuclng. The building restrictions on this portion of the
addition promises to make it a civic
center of Ideal homes in this part
of the state.
Plans have been completed and
accepted by eight or ten different
of new
parties for theare building
to be started In
homes which
r the early spring.
com-Th-

AND

FUNERALS

FAVORITE The body of Mrs.
who died here
Louisa Favorite,
Wednesday, was shipped on train
number 8 to Wallaston, Mass., last
evening for burial. C. T. French
wag in charge,

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.

,

158Taxi

& Baggage

i

M.KCTHIC
8IIOK SHOP
213 Houlb Srconil.
Frm Coll and Deliver?.
R07--

Just received 50 Suits up
to $50. Special price of

y

$23.75. M. Mandell
iers, Inc.

B1J-.-

nd new
modern exoept heat. Both In
modHigh''in('s. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
ompletlng. Call at
821 W. Sllfr.
Phono 1IM9--

METHODISTS ASSERT
CHURCH MUSTASSUME
LEADERSHIP IN HOME

Cloth-

Journal want ads get results

Pres..)

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 17 (by the
Associated Press.) A challenge
to
the church to assume the leadership In the home and in various
phases of puhllc life was sounded
by speakers today at the national
conference of the Methodist Episcopal church.
Declaring that the American
home is disintegrating under influences of "the new feminism,"
Rev. F. W. Adams, of Springfield,
Mass., made a plea for changes in
American home life.
"The new feminism," he Fald, "Is
d. awing the best of our womanhood from marriage and motherhood while loose ideals on the permanence of marriage are being imported by Russian barefoot dancers
"The hand that stops rocking the
cradle begins to rock the boat of
our family life."

)

ALINE CAIRE STILL IN
DANGEROUS CONDITION;
LETTER ISA MYSTERY
Aline Caire, the
girl
who drank three ounces of poison
Wednesday evening, is still in a
very serious condition, according
to reports from her doctors.
t
Thti girl had ordered j. bottle
Lysol, and upon its arriving, she
swallowed it, soon after becoming
unconscious.
The contents of the letter whlc'i
she received just prior to her attempt to kill herself are still a
mystery.

$23.75. M. Mandell
Inc.

J.

W

NARROWLY
ESCAPES SERIOUS BURNS
STRONG

Cloth-ier- s,

American. Swl
All Work
117

South

VK AKF

and ngllsh Makea.
ouarnnteed.

ruone

Urn,
IN

011--

Iil SINKSS TO

PLEASE VOU.
Phone us your next order foi
ChickPns,
Turkeys and Ekks
SOUTH VYESTKItN
POULTHA
COMPANY
Phone 914-Service
Quality.

WATCH REPAIRING

Must Meet tin KIkKI Requirement
Miss Fay Strong,
daughter of of tiio Santa I'o Time
Service
Harry Strong, nearly suffered a se- Department.
rious accident shortly after mid
VANN
night Wednesday at the residence. .Vatch
Inspector. Santa Fo R'j
501 West Copper avenue. She war.
in bed, and being ill, had an clec
trie heating pad at her feet. The
Effective November 15th
pad became ignited, and set the
on
fire.
The girl
Conoco
screamed and brought her father
Service Stations will
closo at 7:00 p. ni., except on
Into the room.
He carried Miss
Fay to another room, and then
Saturdays, when they will remain open until 10:00 p. m
removed the burning
to the back yard.
The Continental Oil Co.
The girl's grandmother, Mrs.
5th and Central. 218 E. Central
fainted during V. j excitement, but was soon revived.

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

thai broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421.
423 North First

WANTED!
An

experienced cook and a
waitress for Mountain Lodge.
Apply to Secretary of Chamber of Commerce before 11
a. in.

Fresh Fish Today
SMELTZ
SANDABS
SEA BASS
SALMON

Wisemans Watch Shop

TURKEYS

We Are on the Job

Order your Thanksgiving 'Turkeys early.
Free range, corn fed.
Phone 2404-R- 3

SOUTH SECOND

215

CATFISH

Fresh Oysters

Elks' Ball Room
"The largest and finest
ball room in the southwest." Given by

ELKS' BAND

TONIGHT

Your Trunk Rallied for

25 Cents
Albunnerqiip Transfer Co
Phone 542.

Call

J.

MI'.DICATEl AM) SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
Tall for appointment.
MRS. TERRY HEAMER. Prop
.
8(1814 W. Central
'hone
685-W-

Find Out About
The mountain resort for health-seekeof moderate
means
Just east of Albuquerque.
Rates reduced. Phone 490-Write
Arch Howard, Tljcras, N. M.

rs

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelrv
All
KcpaiiinK. Also Engraving.
guaranteed. Opposite Post
dfice.
132 S. 4th St
Phone Oon--

work

201

We

CHOCOLATE
CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.
We Sell

SKINKERj5

the highest grade Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

thr

R

fi-

l-

II if I

I

A good pastry cook.
Must be able to make
fine Pies, Cakes and
Salads.

and Tomorrow

Nice largo Cranberries,

OfT,

iitJKj

quart

Alvarado Eggs,
dozen
f UC
(JPotatoes,
37 pounds
&X.UU
Potatoes
Q
100 pounds
Just Received Fresh Supply
of Dried Fruits
Large size Prunes
QK
2
ODC
pounds
All kinds of Nuts and we
deliver the goods

ff

O.DU

'

COLLEGE INN
Sweets

Eats

Dancing
241

Phone

Phono

llmnl

Rather a atartfinor

don t

class

a

MacaroniProducts,

t

Reclaimed
Armv Shirts
Leather

MILES

uro

tM,:n

MUTTER

"HER WIIIiilHG

P1 QC

WAY"

Don't miss it if you enjoy
ROMANCE COMEDY DRAMA
ADDED ATTRACTION

WUO
(jA ff
DTtll
nn
Dt.UU

(PI OF

JA

(a 1.

In a REALART Comedy

DJ.UU

.

O. D. Breeches

nlA

fmm

think? Rut Ann lrnow what ika

VOU

about, for she wanted him herself.
And well, see it for yourself

ff

Class A.
Wool Blankets
Repaired,
Russet Shoes
Extra Heavy Navy
Blankets, new

"BRIDE

DxtJ
P

Dr TO DU
Puttees
ATTENTION
100 Men's Leather
(J0 f7F
IO
Army Jerkins
Prompt attention to mall orders

A

Two-Pa-

rt

AND

'

GLOOM"

MONTY BANKS Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

LIBERTY ARMY
SUPPLY CO.
117

638--

North

First

Bt

Lb
COAL

"If

1

"Pardon, sir but Uss Evangeline
isn't the girl for you"

MARY

McAdams Grocery
1118 E. Central.

J

.

HtR winhimoway

SPECIALS
Specials for Today

III HIT

COLLEGE INH

Established fire and miscellaneous insurance agency desires
connection
permanent
with first class solicitor who
knows the game.
Will make
attractive offer to right man
Address Inquiry to R. M. W.,
care Journal, giving experience and references.

YEJIC

and WOOD

Theater

CONTINUOUS

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

We give you service and quality and guarantee every order.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let Onr

PHONES

5
Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home.

Fresh Country Pork

Pure Sausage, Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered

Phone

W'

STAGE

HEADQUARTERS TROOP, CAVALRY,
NEW MEXICO NATIONAL GUARD

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

ARMORY

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
Arrives tn Santa Fe. . .10 45 am
leaves Santa Fe
4:S0pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Music By Sandstorm Jazz.

Phone

600

West

Cigar
Central

SERVICE ECONOMY

QUALITY
.

and Tomorrow
Nov. 18 and 19.

Today

DANCING
AH Welcome.
J. F. ARMIJO

Real

First Class

Highest

FIESTAS
in
SAN JOSE

A story of love, sacrifice and a girl',
heroism. It grips the heartstrings,
and makes you feel like stretching out
a lasting
your arms to help her. Has
allow
will
never
that
you to
something
forget. . Rich in action and suspense.
su-pre-

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office Slnccr
210

US"

Bent fit Dance

1915--

STATE

North

First Street.
Phone 10S
Phone Vn Tonr Order
Will do me Kcst.

at the

WANTED

Wanted
Insurance Man

OESICNERS AND BUII.DKItt
o
lobbing promptly attended1
Cement work and floor tsandlna
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

FOGG, The Jewelei

PARKER

Well Country Camp

Company

Rossiter - McConnell

(1.

HEW STATE COAL CO.

ADDED ATTRACTION

TOM

SAIITSCIII

PHONE 3S

in

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD

"THE DESERT WOLF"

Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

A Western Drama, Complete in Two Parts
REGULAR PRICES

Kiddie

STATE

UNIVERSITY

OF

ARIZONA

UNIVERSITY

OF

NEW

vs.

MEXICO

UNIVERSITY FIELD, ALBUQUERQUE, SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 19, 1921, 2:30 P. M.
ADMISSION ONE DOLLAR
See this splendid spectacle, the contending teams, the inspiring throng in the
New Grand Stand.
Also see the new Korber Wireless Station, the new Residential Hall, and
the Campus of the State University.
Buy Your Tickets Early, and Bring Your Friends.

liars i

Genuine
No. 2
$1.50
No. 3
.$2.50
No. .4....;. $2J5
These are regular
prices
COMPARE

History of New Mexico

18

TICKETS
$1.10 Per Couple
Including War Tax

STREET

letic Contest
Greatest Football Game In

HALIBUT

BIG DANCE

NOVEMBER

Is the highest grade obtainable
for the price and every article
wo sell is fully guaranteed.

Inter-StateAt- h

BARRACUDA

Another

FOR SALE OR RENT.
new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. II. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PIIOXES 75 or 145.
Six brand

BR.tSFIEtn. the Wntoh Maker

ar

FAY

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Our Merchandise

five-roo-

Carl C. Magee, speaking for the
education committee or the Rotary
the
club, read and explained
"American Creed" to the members
luncheon
of the club nt the weekly
of
yesterdny noon. Several Sonswere
Revolution
the American
present as Mr. Magee's guests. enThe speaker first read the
FOR SALE BY OWNER
tire creed. He then discussed the New five room, modern bunshowtwelve
of
its
clauses,
origin
galow in excellent, location
ing how they had been taken
Fourth ward. A fine home
from the Declaration of independ
or
good business investment
ence, the Federalist papers and
L. M
Address
care Journal.
from the addresses of national figures. The meaning of each separate clause was then considered.
Announcement was made that
there would be no meeting of thei
club next Thursday,
owing to
Unfurnished
President D. R.
Thanksgiving.
Apartment
four rooms
Boyd state that the Hudson Postor
donated
for
had
Gas and Coal Ranges.
space
company
the proper display of the Rotary
IUe FORRESTER,
prosperity posters and the cluh
showed Its appreciation by a rising vote of thanks. A collection to
aid in the purchase of a farm for
Sergeant York was taken.
J. 13. Herndon appealed to the
In Bulk Best on the Market.
Rotarians to attend the university
football game on Saturday.
John SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO
Fernstrom,
varsity
mai.nger ot
Warehouse
football, explained the caliber of
Conl Supply & Lumber Co.
gridiron work now being exhibited
1'lmuc.H
4 and 5.
in the university games.
Charles Barber proposed that
Rotary and Klwanls meet with the
Chamber of Commerce. The cluh
passed a substitute motion offered NAVAJO
RUGS
by Mr, Magee, which tendc-the
offices of Rotarians as individuals
to the chamber to the end that any Moccasins, Baskets,
assistance desired may be given.
Jewelry, Moms, Lnces.
Charles White naked the RotaTraUlns Post.
iJinrtinn Building
rians to donnte the use of their
cars to aid visiting teachers in
Opposite Postoffice.
finding rooms. Many cars were

Just received 50 Suits up
to $50.
Special price of

158

C1TT

ritone

I'bone

,

Mrs. K. V. Swope.

DEATHS

Dress brick

The

.

UNIVERSITY

M. Mandell ClothOraanization Passes Vote $23.75.
iers, Inc.
of Confidence in Chamber of Commerce and
FOi: SALE BY OIVNKK
lust tinlshed
modern
Pledges Aid.

o

117 b. First St.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

-l

240D-J- 4

WRTP.HT'S

DiamondS

Coal Supply Co

Just received 50 Suits up
to $50. Special price of

CURIOS

A SUNSHINE COMEDY
1'IUCES
KKGIXAU ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS

O THEATRE

Phone.

Fresh Lump Lime

in "DISRAELI"
Also

TO ROTARY CLUB

FOR SALE
Seven - passenger Studebaker:
Acondition; neiy painted
and new California
top; cheap
424 North Second

Fonrth

FOR RENT

One of the Season's Greatest Pictures

GEORGE

North

124

No such value has been offered to the Albuquerque
public for several years.
TODAY AND TOMORROW
We have California Lettuce due by express. Just
as fresh and nice as it is possible to fret, 12Vc each.
Yesterday we received Monarch Brand Codfish,
all clear meat, absolutely boneless, genuine Atlantic
Ocean Codfish, lb. box 45c. ,

FOR SALE
HOME CROWN TURKEYS
Shady Nook Ranch

YOUR MEALS
nt thn

MANHATTAN
CAFE

AMERICAN GREED

First Class Chocolate Candy, 59c

'

TRY

18, '1921,

November

VIIITNEY

HABDIME

307 West Central Ave.

Phone

91

,

CO.
Phone 76

For Your

GALLUP LUMP,
GALLUP EGG
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

and economy by using
Combine satisfaction
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY

